This report is dedicated to those mighty goats who fight valiantly for the freedom to speak their mind.
The following photo montages are of White women who became involved with blacks and paid the ultimate price for their stupidity. I can’t entirely blame them, however, since media is continually filled with miscegenation in some kind of blatant attempt to brainwash the Aryan race into breeding itself out of existence.

These foolish White women were stabbed, slashed, shot, strangled, smothered, sluggd, stomped, burned alive, and had their faces and heads bashed in by whatever hard object was convenient. It happened to them because the black animal went bonkers about something his low ‘IQ brain’ could not understand and so he had to murder “dat whyt bich” to prove he was still a man.

Of course, it is sometimes not enough that these foolish women get themselves murdered by their own stupidity. What is worse is when the violent apes run off and slaughter the woman’s White friends and relatives, who are arguably innocent in her mudsharking foolishness.

Data from way back in 1985 revealed that White women are 1240% more likely to get murdered by a significant other who was black than one who was White. What is interesting is that the numbers of interracial white male/black female murders is practically nonexistent. Unfortunately, it is much worse today.

In the following images, it is important to note the poor quality of many of these shots (or no shots at all). That is because the traitorous media avoids as much as possible any coverage of black-on-white crimes, and people like me must do whatever they can, like enlarging tiny shots, using anonymous silhouettes, or pixellated screen captures of local news video. Many of these photos come from internet obituary sites, which for taste purposes, never mention just how the person met their untimely, violent end, though their names can be cross-referenced with the news reports.

You might have noticed when the reports these crimes, they often refrain from showing both the black criminal and the white victim in the same story. They greatly abbreviate the trial coverage and report as few gruesome facts of the case as possible. Sometimes they even white-wash the victim’s race in a censored photo. All of these tactics are intentional for the purpose of preventing whites from realizing how murderous blacks are. Still, you can figure out the real deal by reading the local stories when you find them.

For more information and more recent white victims, visit: [http://incogman.net/](http://incogman.net/)
Josie Renee McClenny, 23
Black BF stabbed her multiple times to death and left her to rot. Body not found for 3 or 4 days.

Life of drugs and whoring.

Paula Garner

Hannah Nicole Faith, 18
Beautiful young girl went missing until they found her rotting corpse over a week later.

Witnesses saw her in a Walmart looking disheveled and bruised, alongside a homie who was abusing her. She was planning to leave him.

Kellee Kristine Sorensen, 34
Traitorous slut arrested for helping homicidal black BF kill his ex wife, April Pease in 2009.

She lured Pease out of a shelter for abused women to her doom.

He bashed out all her teeth and cut off her hands. He also killed another White ex GF and her new White BF.

INCOG MAN

Dr. Beth Potter, 52 and husband Robin Carre, 57
Both shot execution-style. Bodies found in a muddy ditch.

Big liberal, possibly Jewish.

Cold-blooded black teen boyfriend of spoiled, adopted mud daughter, drags both parents out of bed at gunpoint and takes them to a wooded area for murder. Helped by his black friend.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Nappy-headed Ex blasts her dead in a parking lot. Had ugly little mud baby.

Lilliana M. Null, 20

Both arrested for having sex right out in front of hospital in broad daylight.

Ann Marie Tucker, 45

Nasty woman was wearing coronavirus mask in mugshot.

Stephanie Louise Clark, 29

Looks like she's really enjoying her life of vibrant diversity.

Mother named him "Don Juan" lol.

Jealous black BF continually beat her up but when he started in on another rampage she grabbed his pistol and blasted him dead.

Lori Amber Elliott, 40

Her and black boyfriend both found shot to death in home.

Rich trust fund baby and lefty political funder marries DC beltway sniper Lee Boyd Malvo; in prison for randomly shooting people (almost all White) dead.

Sable Noel Knapp, 30

Facing murder charges after mud baby's head is bashed in.

Probably a big Jew buddy anyway.

Tanda M. Allee, 23

Foolish young girl arrested helping black BF stab White guy to death.

Makayla Fell, 20

Probably murdered by one of his "business associates" or one of her black Exs.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Abigail Elise Simpson, 21
Beautiful young woman had 2 year-old White baby.
Psycho black BF trips out, wildly beats and bashes her head against cast iron radiator 8 times, stabs her dead. Cops were right outside door but did nothing until it was too late.

Ayanna Maertens Griffin, 18
They did make a cute couple.
Her and black BF stabbed White guy dead at a Golden Corral.

Tausha Patch, 33
Cops had to tear gas black BF out of home after he shot dead his ho.

Anna Grogan Brown, 45

Idiots had mud kids proudly all over Facebook, but no shots of black fathers. Tell you anything?

Juliana E. Fraley or White, 29
After shooting Juliana multiple times dead in the street, black BF went to mother’s apartment; murdering her and roommate.

Mother, Mildred Blackwell, 55
Foolish girl shot in a driveby while waiting at a traffic light with black BF.

Brianna Stephenson, 19
Barely wounded black BF charged for concealed carry and resisting arrest.

Roommate, Barbara Rogers, 57, had a mud kid.

Ahs gotz all doze white hos!

Taken off life support to die by heartbroken liberal parents.

She was seriously messed up with bullet in head.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Cassandra Yates, 24
Apelike hubby shot her dead then beat and strangled dead White cellmate.

Oil driller shot dead by black GF's brother.

Amanda Berry
constantly abused by violent black BF.

Her rotting corpse was found in plastic bin covered in trash down in basement.

Pleasant chap once beat up another White GF just because she didn't make him Kool-aid.

Lee David Lipps

Cassia Renee Duval, 28

Ashley Wease, 37
In cheap motel room, pet ape shot fat whore multiple times in the chest.

Idiot lived with him for 8 years.

Seven months pregnant when her beloved ran her off the road into a ditch, got out and shot her multiple times in the chest and gut, killing her and his baby.

Black estranged hubby shot her to death on her sofa.

He shot her dead, then himself. Had mud kid.

Julie B. Taylor, 48

Alisha Marie Morgan, 25

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Black boyfriend shoots her and himself dead.

Mark Milton, 64
Sister's old man black hubby shoots him to death at self-storage unit.

Kaitlin Nichole Roberts, 31
Had his 2 mud kids and another kid.
Black ex kills her in some way, dumps body out in an intersection; probably to get hit by car to cover up his crime.

Rene Moore, 42
Black ex stabs her to death. Body not found for days.

Renee Kuhn, 48
Stabbed to death by black probable BF.
He beat on her constantly, yet she still lived with him since divorcing.

Mackenna Milhon, 19

Meagan Darling, 30
Helped black BF in home invasion robbery killing White woman.
He proposed to the idiot skank right after the murder.

Shaylyn Moran, 18

Brandi Purtle 20 and Gabrielle Hill, 26
Helped black BF in home invasion robbery killing 2.
Black father of 2 of her 4 kids blasted her to death only hours after she kicked him out of the house. She foolishly let him live there since divorcing him.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Jumps in front of twin brother as mother's black BF opens fire. Dies.

Konner Englehart, 22

Black baby daddy strangles her to death.

Hannah Keyes, 28

Nancy Ezell, 63

Discovers mudshark and black having sex in a car parked in her driveway. When she tries to get license plate number, they run her over and drag her down the street.

They take her off life support at the hospital. Family destroyed with grief.

Black BF shoots her and himself dead.

Sarah Jackson, 31

Layla McDaniel, 38

Black BF of only a few weeks shot her in the back of the head. Dead body found half naked a day later during welfare check.

Brittney Reynolds, 26

Paighton Laine Houston, 29

Foolish woman is seen willingly leaving bar with 2 heavy-set black men. Soon texts friend she might be in trouble. Rotting corpse found 2 weeks later in muddy grave behind abandoned home.

Traitor media fails to include black descriptions.

Traitor media fails to publish her photo.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Armed Ex hubby refuses to surrender to police, forcing them to kill him, but he already shot her in head — killing her.

Rachel Maxwell, 40

Egea helps black BF kill his estranged wife and store her rotting burned corpse in storage unit.

Ayisha Egea and Jeanine Cammarata, 37

Black Ethiopian immigrant hubby decapitates her and leaves bloody head sitting on her lap. Beheads own 5 year-old mudkid. Hangs sorry self.

Liberal idiot filed protection order only hours before. Neighbors called them "the perfect couple." Right.

Brittany Guern, 32

Kristina Upchurch, 34, and Nicole Evans, 37

Probable mudshark ho blasted dead by black gang in a cheap motel.

Black pimp stabbed and shot both hos to death. Dumps bodies in woods.

Black BF stabs naked autistic Jewess to death.

Jill Millman, 35

Missing hippie chick found rotting in black BF's home.

Sabrina Lukosky, 43

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Black charged with killing her Xmas 2018.

Krystal Dell Avery, 32

Black hubby kills her in jealous rage.

Jennifer Young, 39

Cheryl 'Sherry' Stowe, 66

Daughter's mudkid bludgeons her to death with baseball bat in her bed.

Dale Blake, 65

Black GF shoots oil driller multiple times to death.

Brandy Michelle Hammons, 37

Shot multiple times by her pet ape during argument in car and kicked out to die in a dirty parking lot.

Baylee Elizabeth Wall, 18

Super cute girl had 2 year-old White child.

Degraded woman let black hubby impregnate own daughter.

Marcy Lynn Helms, 39

Wounded in return gunfire when black BF shoots cop.

Michele Lee Stacey

Foolish young girl hooks up with black criminal who gets her to help rob motel. Shoots her dead a couple days later. Kills himself during armed standoff with cops.

Totally worthless POS.

Patricia Hall, 49

Black hubby stabs 2 to get to her, then stabs her dead.

Sherry Ann Kietrys, 34

Black dumps mother of 2 in field to die somehow.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Blanka Sanders, 47
Immigrant from Hungary with 2 White kids, who moved back after her brutal murder.

Her beloved little dog was left paralyzed and had to be put to sleep.

Black hubby stabs her 17 times in the kitchen making her daughter find bloody corpse. Appears the sicko also masturbated on one of her legs.

Courtney Lynn Holloway, 29
He shot her dead, then himself.

Sorry bastard had himself a gold rack mouth like he was so cool.

Left behind 6 mud kids he had with her and 1 he had with another woman for parents or the state to raise.

Jenna Lynn Vanhorn, 22

Mary Sue Loving, 50
look how old she looks.

Black BF beat her to death and dumps body outside hospital.

Heather Cook, 32, and son Bentley.

Black BF stabs her and little baby to death.

Once a cute girl, turned into a used-up old whore at 22 and shot dead in cheap motel room. Naked, tatted-up black BF arrested wildly shooting pistol in motel parking lot.

Kayleigh C. Ellifritz, 24

Black BF shot her dead, wounds new black BF. Had 2 mud kids.

Krystal Lynne Jones, 37

Shot dead by pet ape as cops waited outside.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
62 year-old black BF dumped her murdered body out in woods.

Kimberly Donegan, 45

Degraded woman’s corpse found under black guy’s house.

Tina Johnson, 53

Gangsta seen driving her car. She had White son and mud kid taken care of by her White parents.

Taylor Pond, 28

Multicult mud slut went totally niggla till she was found murdered and burned beyond recognition in Detoilet slums. Tatted-up like a pimp’s ho.

Emma Marie Phillips, 20

Shot dead for some reason by Phillips’ black BF.

Skanky woman totally immersed in Negro world.

Christina Fulmer, 40

Shot alongside black girlfriend by crazy black guy they knew, who then holes up inside home with rifle. SWAT has to kill him to end hours-long stand off and recover the two now dead bodies from front yard.

Alexandra Toney

Degraded mud slut shot dead by degraded White woman over dope.

INCOG MAN

Black BF blasts her with bolt action .308 in car.

Amanda Parham-Lee, 38

Her and pet nog busted with dope during domestic disturbance call.

Iryna Melnyk, 25

Black BF shoots White guy dead over parking spot.

Mersades Katz

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Jeanette Darlene Ellingson, 29
Once a pretty woman, turned into used-up old ho.
Black "fiancé" charged for her murder. House all splattered in blood.

Husband shot in head, lost eye and brain-damaged.

Autumn Garrett, 22
Shot 3 times and killed.
Both of their babies were wounded.
Black dope gang open fire on fake gender reveal party targeting drug ring witness and mud slut 8 hit by slugs.

Ashley E. Catron
Her and pet ape arrested for abandoning kids at a business.

Her and pet ape face life sentence for starving mud kid to death.

Sarah Mae Smith

Target Cheyanne Willis 21, was only hit in leg.

They didn't care who they hit.

Crazy mud slut was not even pregnant.

Satanna Kendle-Douglas, 43
Must have been one major league mud skank.

I jus knowed da white byatch ho sum day gets my black ass dead.

Estranged new black hubby stabs both her and ex black hubby multiple times to death. Corpses not found for days.

Psycho actually cut her heart out and pinned it to the wall with a knife.

In 2015, Canadian woman was tortured by knife pricks and stabbed over 100 times by Sudanese immigrant Ex BF. Her organs were spilled across floor.

Nadine Skow, 38

Canadian cops said it was the most horrible crime scene they ever investigated.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
ERICA DELONG, 27
Black BF shoots her in head, dies in hospital.
Responding police find him in the same bed as her, after he beat and strangled her to death.

PAITEN SULLIVAN, 17
Black Ex stabs her 43 times and her friend 17 times.

CRYSTAL MARIE BUNDY, 30
Local news can’t even publish decent shot of the woman.

JESSICA MCCORMACK, 25
Found stuffed dead inside suitcase that rolls down a hill after being tossed from moving car. Somali immigrant BF takes off on the run with one of the whore’s 3 mud kids.

SABRINA LEE HATHAWAY, 23
Missing and presumed dead since 2014.

CAROLINE MCCALL, 31
While the whole family was in the house, black hubby shoots her multiple times to death then himself.

TUESDAY MARIE GRILLO, 29
Number one suspect is black Ex BF, who burned down house she was last seen. Convicted of arson in that case and will soon go free.

JODI B. HOLDEN, 21
Arrested with black BF for killing 2 year-old mud baby.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
New black BF bashed her head in with a hammer.

Audrey Albritton, 34
Black BF shot her dead then himself as SWAT waited outside.

Cynthia Gaudet, 55
Mother of mud kids shot dead by black dopers for her stash. She kills one of them.

Audrea Craig, 34
Charged with murdering her 1 year-old mud baby.

Brandon A. Mannie, 25
While drunk, the two got in a big fight, so black boyfriend just decides to choke the life out of her by using a handy shoelace.

Mother’s black felon boyfriend stabs harmless little kid over and over to death while yelling “DIE!”

Mark Edward Mason, 8
Cruel black bastard had only been out of prison for 1 month after serving a minimum sentence for homicide.

Nancy Russo Eads, 56 and her daughter Lisa Ferraro, 32
She was a mud slut, too, with several mud kids.

SOB took the coward’s way out.

Eads was trying to evict her black BF from home when he shot dead both her and daughter. His FB showed he was a big White-hating black militant.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Black BF blows her big butt away. Had 3 mud kids.

Dena Luedke, 29

Black BF shoots her dead, tells cops she did it.

Taylor Miles, 20

MacKenzie Lueck, 23
Dumb little whore advertised online for a Sugar Daddy in Salt Lake City.

Fool did a meet-up with African illegal and serial killer wannabee, who drills 2" hole in head, bashes chunk of skull off and buries tied-up corpse. He probably tortured her for hours.

Kaci Calderon

Helped mulatto BF do a robbery killing White guy.

Kimberly Renee Alcorn, 54

Faces felony rap after black BF puts her up to a phony kidnapping.

Breana Rouhselang, 17

Trashy slut and black BF shot dead by ex black BF.

Crista Mae Sudduth, 35 and her grandmother, Ruby Lee White, 72

Cute HS cheerleader stabbed dead by weird mystery meat mulatto BF with freaky fro because she was preggers.

INCOI MAN

Black Ex BF blasts both dead, right along with her new black BF.

Ava Coleman, 17

Crystal Mahler, 42

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Stabbed to death by super ugly black girlfriend.

George Edward McDonald, Jr.

The guy must have been really hard up.

Black BF blows her butt away with sawed-off shotgun.

Stephanie Malicoat, 40

Found shot dead in car with black city councilman.

Monica Cooper

Crazy black common law hubby bludgeons and stabs her to death, drowns their 2 mud babies in bathtub and sets fire to home. Head-butts cops in jail.

Alla Ausheva, 37
Naturalized Russian immigrant in the US airforce.

Living the American dream.

Crazy black common law hubby bludgeons and stabs her to death, drowns their 2 mud babies in bathtub and sets fire to home. Head-butts cops in jail.

Taylor Liles, 19

Arrested for helping her buck stab dead another black.

Arrested with black couple for abduction and sex assault of teen.

Shelly Lynn Eberwein, 44

Dayna Ruth Reeves, 39

Mudshark or foolish girl hanging with the homies, shot and killed in big drive-by of a party. 3 other black men wounded.

Nina Silver, 20

Possibly Jewish.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Black BF stabs White guy dead after altercation with her.
Brittany Nash

Linda Lyn Monette, 23
Her and black BF kill little White kid during home invasion robbery.

Black BF kills her and himself.
Michelle Hunter Green, 50
Degraded woman charged as buck stabs White guy dead in robbery.

Katherine Brown, 33
Shot in the head, dumped in river.

Her and possible black BF both found shot dead in a state park. Probably drug related.

Kimberly Alger, 36
Black BF kills her in some way not reported.

What a nice looking lad!
Laura Caitlyn Whitehurst, 25
Black Ex ambushes her with shotgun as she was leaving front gate of her parent’s fancy compound.

Look at this ape!
Crystal Buckley, 39
Black hubby crashes car, killing her and seriously hurting 3 others. So doped up on Fentanyl they charge him for murder.

Had already been beating her up.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Catherine Rhodes, 29
Black hubby shoots her dead on Mother’s day, with kids in home.

Jessica Keene, 24
Helped black BF stab to death her own father.

Kamri Pollock, 18
Naked and high black BF shot dead by cops after breaking into a neighbor’s home where idiot slut went to escape.

Mary Carmichael, 23
Fool got herself a big dose of real diversity.

Dumb twit.
Living in the ‘hood with ugly black BF when both were blown away by two late night black teen burglars.

Courtney Walters, 21
This apelike thug was actually her BF.

Arrested helping black BF rob and murder another black.

Oakland Oburu, 2
Mudshark mother’s new black BF sat on him, crushing him to death when the mudbaby took his cellphone.

Tiffany Taylor, 30
Arrested helping black BF in robbery and murder of black rapper.

Smirking in his mug shot.

The picture of domestic bliss.
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Black BF stabs her and her cute little dog to death, sets place on fire.

Old black BF stabs her to death.

Ronny Wall, 58

Old black BF stabs her to death.

Alison Fritzius, 55

Sarah "Bug" Tombs, 22

Fag beaten and strangled to death by black lover.

Arguing with old black Ex wife, who pulls out gun and blasts him in face.

Starlin Fike, 47

Geoffrey Brunckhorst, 58

Happier times before he blows her away.

Black boyfriend shot dumb whore to death in Syracuse NY; leaves behind 4 year-old White daughter she had with a White guy.

Olivia "Liv" Hamey, 35

Black abducts her GF to lure her over, shoots her dead during wild police car chase.

"Nice guy" black firefighter fiance guns her multiple times to death, then himself. Leaves behind 2 mud brats for her parents to probably raise.

Christina Martin, 38

Black BF shoots her dead.

Greta Roundtree, 60

Mudshark and big Notre Dame football player BF arrested for killing mudbaby.

He probably did it, but she will pay, too.

Amy Taylor, 26

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Black Ex stabs her 60 times to death with small pocket knife.

Candy Wilson, 42

Did a meet-up with black who shoots her dead for some reason.

Krystal Anne Tinker, 28

New black BF turns out to be a serial killer and stabs her dead.

Olga DeJesus, 40

His daughter's black ex BF and his homie gun him dead in 2017.

Robert Allen, 64

Handicapped woman foolishly goes to Florida with ex-Felon, where she is found beaten and strangled to death behind trash dumpster.

Laura Pietscher, 28

Heartless SOB.

Her and black BF charged for killing mudbaby.

Brittany Hyc, 28

Says black BF beat her baby to death. He says she did it.

Kira Fear, 19

A different black abducts and stabs her to death with screwdriver. Dumps body in river and burns her car.

Stuffed dead in a closet by estranged baby daddy after he bashed her head and slit throat so deeply it almost decapitates her.

The guy looked like a real monster.

Candi McKee, 43

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
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BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Missing Link Ex BF breaks in St. Valentine’s day and blows her away.
Kayla N. Fannon, 30
She actually had a child by this thing!

Forces way into home, shoots her dead, wounds another.
Stephanie McNabb, 41

Charged with killing mud kid 30 years ago. Black baby daddy long gone.
Amy Fleming, 60

At least he saved the taxpayer prison costs!

Brooke Fontaine, 34
Foolish girl left behind his mud baby and another child for her parents to raise.

Black BF starts blasting through window of her parent’s home, hitting her in the head. She dies in the hospital. Shoots himself dead on driveway.

Pregnant when black BF shoots her dead in 2017.

Jennifer Irigoyen, 35

New NY abortion law means only one homicide charge after black BF drags pregnant woman out of her apartment, then wildly stabs her in torso and gut.

Black Ex guns her down, wounds new black BF.

Faith Bittinger, 19

5 year-old son calls 911 after black BF stabbed her to death.

Ashley D. Egan, 26

Belinda Thomas, 46

Black grandson rams car into home, setting it on fire, leaving her to die.

Janet Keenan, 72

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Looks the other way as black BF punches her little baby to death.

Jaime Howard, 20

Her 10 year-old girl has baby fathered by her black BF.

Jennifer Lynn Hand

Kathy Falkner dated black felon, gets relations murdered.

All 3 strangled to death with zip ties.

Emogene Bittner, Christopher Bittner, and Emogene’s 16 year-old son Robert ‘Little Man’ Kennedy.

Heather Short, 46

Homies in the hood shoot her dead and wound another female.

Hanna Barron, 19

Had drug dealings with him.

Had help from 2 other blacks.

Sarah Kay Akridge, 41

She was in a car just like this when blasted dead.

Edana R. Chokey, 57

May the whore burn in hell!

Crazy black hubby kills idiot and himself while SWAT waited outside.

Graciela Edigin do-gooder mudshark

Black Ex BF follows her car leaving work, shoots her to death with multiple gunshots.

He shot her dead in church parking lot and wounded mud daughter before later killing himself as SWAT closed in.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Katherine Aubain, 90 murdered, chopped up by her black "grandson."

Psycho black also murdered and chopped up the landlord, Jane Wentka, 87, probably White, too.

Michael Swearingin, 32 and Jenna Scott, 28

Her black Ex BF kills the two and buries the bodies in a shallow Oklahoma grave.

Black BF also suspected of disappearing April Pease, another Ex GF in 2009.

Wheelchair-bound mudshark stabbed 116 times by Nigerian immigrant she stupidly let live with her.

Deborah Lynch, 62

She was partially disemboweled.

Jessica Gardner

Helped plan robbery where her buck shoots cop.

Elisha Pankey, 43

Black hubby kept mud kid’s body in storage unit for months.

Typhenie Johnson 25

Has black BF, goes missing.

Bailley Olivia Short, 20

Degraded Vegas Ho last seen with black before shot to death.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Jessica Cameron, 25  
In critical condition after black Ex BF sets her on fire.

Haley Stone, 20  
Living with blacks when found dead in house fire set by black burglars.

Jenna Schafer, 31  
Obese idiot probably duped with holiday sob story.

Dreadlocked black Ex BF blasted her big butt dead on Christmas Day morning.

Jeanne Chop, 35  
Black BF kills her in car accident after beating her up.

Coalburner arrested for trying to drown dog.

Another great diversity success!

Ashley Mace, 29

Marcus Olmstead, 20  
He lured him outside with fake message using her phone.

Found dead after jealous black shot him with a crossbow bolt to the chest.

Gonna get Medieval on his white boy ass.

Natasha Henderson, 35  
Mudshark shot to death by blacks in the hood.

Degraded mother of 6 muds found with throat slit in back alley.

Windi Thomas, 44  
She stabbed and crushed dead skinny black BF under her 300 lbs.

Chased by cops, black BF drives into icy river drowning her and toddler.

INCtG MAN

The mud slut who sparked Olmstead’s murder.

Dawn West, 50

Shannon Nehmer, 19 was also preggers.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...  
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Brianna Nicole Post, 24
Black BF shoots her dead in a Walmart, wounds 2 cops.

Carli Cronin, 30
Black BF shoots her dead in a Walmart.

Emily Elizabeth Todd, 25
Foolish girl met him online but soon broke it off. Had to change her phone number yet fell for his sob story on needing car repair money. He put a bullet in the back of her head.

Patricia Wood, 60
Found dead in a motel room, black charged.

Chrissy Bevelaqua, 34
Black BF brutally beats her to death in a motel room.

Miranda Grimm-Gilarski, 19
Left behind White baby son.

Black BF shoots her, his own black little girl and himself dead.

Black lawyer hubby strangles her, kills self when cops close in.

Natasha Dawn McDonald, 44

Stephanie Potts, 35
Super ugly abusive black boyfriend broke into her father’s home and shot her 17 times while standing over her in the basement.

Found murdered, black BF charged.

Mary Rawson, 34
Black BF stabs her dead, dumps soiled kitty litter all over corpse.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
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Rosalinda Lake
Black BF stabs her, leaves her to die with mudbaby alone in home.

Black hubby shoots her and himself dead in front of mudkids.

Nicole Barker, 42
Black BF shoots her in head, killing her.

Regan Smith, 31
Father of her mud babies bashes her over the head with a brick and then runs her over repeatedly with a car in front yard, turning her into a mangled wreck.

Denise Thurston, 32
Found stabbed to death by black she just met in a bar.

Michelle Kinney, 53
Died shielding mudbaby during drive-by.

Black BF kills her and 3 others.

Bashar Burks, 20
Blacks start shooting in her apartment, killing her and a dog.

Dawn Boyd, 22
Tried blackmailing her with dirty photos.

Broke up with him after a month, but he blows her away in her car in front of dorm room. Kills himself.

Mary Schmitz, 20

INCOG MAN
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Black BF dumps her naked dead body in dumpster.
Maleigha Solonka, 15

Linda Rios-Neuby, 37
Black father of her twin mudspawn shoots her and himself dead.

Christina Carlin-Kraft, 36
Playmate and fashion model.

Jennifer Molnar
Long time black BF tosses her off cruise ship balcony to her death.

Black BF beat her to death in 2011.
Tamara Tucker, 50

Did a drunken hook-up with a newly released black felon who violently beats and strangles her to death. Robs her sugar daddy Philly condo.

Gabrielle Marie Paugh, 26
Dumb mudslut and new black boyfriend shot dead by black ex BF who let himself into home with key he still had.

Her and another White woman shot dead by black Ex.
Valerie Vajda, 37

Tiffany Jones
Black and mudshark abduct and murder her.

Sabrina Nicole Herrera, 19
Black BF strangles her dead and puts body in car trunk.

Brandy Brock, 31

In car with black, who gets in road rage gunfight, killing her.

The idiot sure knew how to pick them.
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Bank teller texted black BF and cohort when customer left bank with $75K. They did a violent robbery in the street, beating and running customer over to get purse.

Shelby Taylor Wyse, 25
Now she’ll get some quality time in the slammer.

Angela Lavallo, 22
Corn-rowed skank helped her ugly black BF’s murder young White man in robbery.

The guy had a new baby at home.

The ugly apes almost killed the woman.

They blew the poor guy away just for his waiter tip money.

Foolish young girl met him online and he strangled her dead in his basement. After dumping corpse in a random backyard with help from a friend, he used her car for months like it was his.

Black BF shot her and himself dead, turning mudbaby into orphan.

Black hubby taped up wife and killed her. He also cut off one of her fingers.

Rachel Roberts, 23

Alice Watson, 82

Helped black BF and his gang sex traffic kidnapped 15 yro.

Helped black BF drug and rape 13 yro.

The wonders of diversity!

Laura Waugh, 17

Shelly Carey, 42

He probably did it because of slavery.
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Her and black BF found shot dead.

Heather Talley, 27

Liberal idiot meets up with black one time and disappears off the face of the earth. Mother finds strange black men dealing dope out of her car at a gas station. Her apartment was ransacked.

Olivia Digrigoli, 21

Probably drug related.

Black BF brutally beats her to death.

Jeanina Renee Gravette, 37

What was she thinking?

Brittany Collett, 23

Cops think black BF staged car wreck to hide beating her dead.

Brittany Burfield, 32

Missing, presumed dead.

Marinda Matasowski, 20

Stabs her dead with giant butcher knife and stabs himself with minor wound. Tells cops “she was the devil.”

Roxanne Paltauf, 18

In 2006, goes full Negro and missing.

Black BF shoots corn haired fool to death.

Megan M. Moody, 29

Drug-addict mother murdered by mudshark and black gang.

Faith Bevan, 24

Black BF plugs idiot full of holes.

Patricia Michelle Deboyd, 26

Foolish girl had his mud spawn. Now White parents will raise.
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Destiny Gay, 23, Black BF shoots her dead.

Tanya Machado, 37

Deaf black hubby kills her, sets fire to home before killing himself.

Tells cops she killed herself.

Threw him out, changed locks and yet he still stabs her dead.

Teresa Priestley, 43

Black BF kills her when she gets preggers.

Marcia Renee Crider, 19

Dated him for only a month before he brutally beat her to death. Dumped her dismembered corpse out in a swamp.

Rebecca Barnett

Suhrheinrich, 58

Had beautiful White grand children.

Cops later arrest him stripping naked out in the street, tripping his brains out.

Black BF bludgeons her to death. His brother’s mudshark GF and his mother arrested for helping.

Jennifer Underhill, 42

Some totally messed up Negro BS.

Amanda J. Weck, 33

Tammy Niver

After breaking up with him, ex GF goes missing in 1993. Cops and family think he croaked her, too.

Martha Agnew, 49

Own daughter finds her dead corpse after she was trying to divorce him.
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Jason Ryan Maas, 37  
Wife’s black boyfriend stabs him to death.

Kristin Maas  
May the whore burn in hell.

Courtney Elizabeth Gaboriault, 29  
Psycho black ex boyfriend bursts into her apartment early July 4th morning and blows her away point blank. Turns gun on himself.

Stephanie Chanelle Lelia Davis, 21  
Cops shoot dead black ex right as he was stabbing her 50 times to death.

Michelle R. Henry, 37  
Pregnant with mud twins, critically wounded by blacks in drive-by.

Black she had some kind of relationship with shoots cute girl in head, killing her. Wounds another man.

Lexi Handelman  
Crazy twit busted helping black BF rob banks with AK.

Taylor Nicole Skinner, 25  
Thanks to black BF, sentenced to 25 years prison for child abuse.
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Black Ex ambushed her as she got out of car in driveway.

Amy Bultet, 37

Black BF shot her and his own black brother dead.

Barbara Goubieux, 41

Divorced black hubby goes crazy, gets in standoff with SWAT and stabs her to death while cops were right outside.

Julie Ann Stewart, 42

Black live-in boyfriend stabbed her multiple times, then called cops. When they finally arrived she was already long dead.

Mackenzie "Kenzie" Payne, 22

Black ex BF kidnapped and shot her multiple times to death. Dumped her topless corpse on the side of the road in a nice neighborhood like a sack of garbage.

Arrested for helping black BF dispose body of White woman.

Hannah Whitman, 25

Arrested helping black BF stab White guy to death.

Kendra Ryan

Lefty lawyer busted having sex and delivering drugs to black jail inmates.

Dana Tapper, 30

Her and black BF busted sex trafficking 15 year-old girl.

Savannah Grissum, 20
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- Brandy Lee Mancil, 36: Black ex BF brutally beat her to death.
- Sabrina Hatheway, 23: Missing since 2015. Black ex BF burned down house she was last seen.
- Cindy Lou Ashton, 39: Found in a pool of blood after black ex BF stabbed her repeatedly in the throat. For sympathy, he fakes phony suicide attempt.
- Ashlie Cherie Martinez, 24: Arrested helping black BF rob and kill White man. Pregnant.
- Mary Harrison, 47: Arrested for killing black hubby after he constantly beat the family cat.
- Laura Christine Boren, 20 and 2 children: Including a baby. He put their hearts out in the garbage.
- Bridget Shiel, 19: Found naked and dead in an Atlanta park in 2016. She was trying to escape getting pimped out.
- In 2004, crazy black estranged hubby stabbed her and her 2 children to death and tore their hearts out. Later he plucked his own eyeballs out and ate them.
- What a nice guy!
- Kay M. Smith, 42, arrested for threatening cops with payback.
- Beverly "Angel" Flowers: Cops shot black husband dead in gun fight right after he shot a GF in the face, who lost an eye.
Shawna Ware, 31
Her and black GF blown away by black ex BF.

Angela Nielson, 28
Druggie ho beaten and tortured by pimp and his hos. Body burned in car.

Has "short-lived" relationship with a black felon she met online. Stabbed multiple times to death. Teens find her decomposing corpse in a field almost a month later.

Mudshark pimped out her mudkids to old black perv.

Amanda Gaunichaux, 36
Black hubby shoots her dead then himself. Leaves behind mud kid.

Morgan Summerlin, 25

Super ugly black live-in boyfriend bashed her in forehead down to the skull and then strangled the life out of her with a ligature.

Had enuf of da honkie ho tellin me what to do!

Misha Rivera, 48
Worked in a shelter for battered women.

Petite mudshark gang-raped at black party. Goes missing the next day for 2 1/2 years until her bones are found in a drainage pipe.

Eabby Jane Steppach, 18

Fool enrolled in a mostly all black HS to show solidarity with people of color.

Shelby Brianna Brown, 22
Da white bitch done axed fo it.
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Ashley Harlan, 23

Forced to shoot dead black hubby because he kept beating her up.

Jessica C. Evans, 34

Robbing man at ATM when her buck bit off part of victim’s ear.

Morgan Leigh Sims, 33

Invited his friends over to see her murdered corpse out in the shed.

Haley Mercier, 27

Black BF shot her in head and then turned gun on himself.

Cheyenne Snyder, 29

Pregnant when black BF blasted her and baby away. Callous punk actually appeared with her family for a press conference on the unsolved crime before his arrest.

Nina Jean Gatto, 24

Evil black drug dealers and their mudshark ho injected her with pure Fetanyl then suffocated her to death by holding her mouth and nostrils closed.

Brittani Rose Young, 27

Angry ape BF had literally stomped her brains out when cops finally arrived after neighbors reported the violent fight next door.

Melinda Palermo, 37

Burn in hell, ho!
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Mackenzy Trievel
Black BF crashes car doing a robbery and leaves her little White son to die.

Qadan Trievel

Jacalyn Rose Silverman, 62
In 2014, Jew woman was beaten and strangled dead by black BF of 20 years.

Colee Muirhead, 20
Instead of paying, black soldier shoots ho in head.

Tina Marie Knighten, 62
Black BF gutted her out like a fish.

They actually found him passed out drunk laying in the same bed as her dead corpse, contorted with rigor mortis.

Destiny Rollar, 22

Arrested helping black BF beat and rob man at a Home Depot.

Amber Gray

Keli Jurdy, 50
Didn't even rate a good picture in the media.

Black BF shot her in the head, killing her.

Elizabeth Norwood

A different black ran mudshark off road, beat and abducted her for sex.

Black BF killed her mud baby.

Tayrn Webster, 26

It was destiny!

Dumb mudshark had his twin mudkids, but that didn't stop him from eventually blasting her to death.
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Paige K. Rickard, 47
Black BF stabbed her to death in a parking lot.
Ho had throat cut by black after sex. Body not found for several days.

Tammy Butler, 58
Daughter’s black BF shot him dead. He also shot his own mudkid in leg.

Leuh Moore, 37
Black hubby put beaten dead body in liquor store dumpster.

Dave Slater, 52
Took off on the lam. When cops caught up to him, they had to pepper spray him out of his car.

Nancy Johnson, 55
Black hubby beat on her for 30 years.

Rachel Rhoads, 24
Druggie GF and her black BF strangled Rachel to death with a zip tie, then set her body on fire.

He beat her with fists and kicked her in the head repeatedly, then left her near death splayed out on the floor. She dies in the hospital 13 days later.

Shannon Simpson, 47
Had 2 mudkids with the black bastard, who murdered her in some way not reported in the brief news coverage.

He probably did the dirty work.

Lindsey Jo McFadden
Some friend she turned out to be.
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Jamie Murphy, 29
Black BF just shot her right in the face. Somehow lives.
In 2016, black and his mudshark GF suffocated her to death and then stole her old Volvo.
Black BF stabs dead harmless, semi-retarded GF.
Rachel Cantrell
Helped black BF beat White man to death with golf club.
Leslie Anne Clements, 33
Helped black BF run over and kill White undercover cop.
Kayla Thursby
Helped black BF rob her own White grandparents.
Kimberly Cartwright, 24
Ashley Chaney, 30
Rena Tindell, 61
Police discover his trophy cellphone shots of her murdered corpse. She was pregnant. Black hubby smashed her face in and shot her in gut. Body still missing.
Da ho can just rot wherever she be.
Black BF stabbed her dead in motel parking lot.
Rena Tindell, 61
Helped black BF rob her own White grandparents.
Angela Montante, 23
Black BF put a slug in her head. Told cops she would have forgave him.
Black BF put a slug in her head. Told cops she would have forgave him.
Chrystal Annette Terry, 41
Driver's license photo. Local media didn't bother looking for any other photos or report much on the horrible crime.
Robin B. Dumoulin, 20
Christina Schuster, 34
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Mudshark’s live-in pet monkey punched her baby to death.

Black BF cut her up with power saw and dumped her parts behind Target store.

Black hubby followed her out of state to her parent’s home where he shot her to death on the front stoop. Had a mudkid together.

Maygen Sears, 31

Kylah Woodard, 20 months

Tonya Lynn Amerson, 27

Found inside parked car shot dead alongside black BF.

Elizabeth Price, 18

Her and black BF blown away in the hood.

Smiling bastard also located her new black BF and shot him dead, too. Killed himself.

Ashley Dickinson, 34

Amber Wohlers-Christensen, 33

Black BF shot her 3 times to death during argument.

He took son to see anti-White movie “Black Panther” the weekend before killing mom.

Arrested helping black BF in armed carjacking of her own dad.

Black BF shot her dad multiple times to death.

Susan Mize, 17

Chrissy Huntley

Helped black BF brutally beat and rob elderly White couples.

Black BF bashed her head into concrete until she croaked.

Kennedy Mariah Boggs

Mary Ellen Williams

FB shots showed a stuck-up black militant.

She had 2 White kids from a previous relationship.
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Black BF puts meth in her wine, ODing her.
Stacey Buchanan, 33
Had 3 mudkids

Blacks playing with gun shot and dumped her off at hospital to die.
Kayla M. Viars-Underwood, 27
Had 3 mudkids

Black BF almost decapitates her with a real Samurai sword. Found dead in her living room in a pool of blood.

Whore skips own mother’s funeral to help black BF rob mother’s safe.
Samantha L. Niber-Gustafson, 20

Arrested for harboring fugitive black, who killed White woman.
Alyce Davenport

Heather Ciccone, 27

Susan Major, 48
Mudsharking caught up to her in a big, big way.

Her young black ex BF set fire to home, burning alive her 3 mudkids she had with various other blacks over the years.

Ryan Halbe, 27, and Candy Halbe, 55
Mudshark’s black BF pulls out gun and shoots her mother and brother dead during argument.
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Kane Friess-Wylie, 2
Drug-dealing black BF beats little boy dead.

Lisa Cunningham

Black BF shot her in chest after big fight over her being pregnant.

Black BF shot her in chest after big fight over her being pregnant.

Bridget Shenk, 35

Maybe the skank was wearing this tee shirt when she was found dead?

Jennifer Nicole Mamo, 24
Black BF shot her face off after he accused her of flirting.

Tamsen Kayzer, 40
Black BF accuses her of cheating, plugs her 5 times and dumps body.

Daughter a mud ho, too.

Foolish girl met black on dating app Tinder, who blew her away simply out of frustration of not being able to kill his black GF and her mother.

Mikayla Lynn Norris, 18
"White people been f**king us up for years so just put it on the tab" he posted on FB to explain killing her.

Iris Ross, 38

After posting a happy time Christmas video on FB only minutes before, black ex hubby goes crazy, shooting her and both of his 2 mud kids dead, one of them just a baby girl, 10 months-old. Gets in armed stand-off with cops.

The wacko was a "celebrity chef."
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Mallory Opel, 27 and little sister Meredith Opel, 20, both now rotting.

Her estranged black husband got inside the home somehow and shot them both dead, then drove 400 miles back to his hometown to shoot himself.

In his last FB post he lamented that nobody would care about his suicide.

Black BF beat, stomped and kicked her to death. She leaves behind 4 kids.

Her and black BF murder her dad.

Black BF or pimp shoots her dead.

Black Ex BF shoots dead mom’s black BF and critically wounds her.

Sounds like the whole house was full of mudshark whoring.

Alexandria Heath, 17

Destiny Aurelia Boccone, 23

Summertime Tatum, 16

Julia Jacobson, 37 and her beloved dog Boogie.

Army vet and her dog found in shallow grave 3 months after going missing. Black ex hubby already charged after murder evidence was discovered in her car.
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Keri "KC" McClanahan, 28
Failed NFL football player slashed her tiny throat wide open, killing her. They were married less than a year.

Lisa Bresie, 51
Black ex stabbed her multiple times to death in home.

Barbara Rose, 50
Young black BF charged after he dumped body.

Police arrest black BF after finding her rotting corpse in the home.

Judy "Snapper" Staten, 38
Black BF bashes her multiple times to death with a hammer.

Sarah Phillips, 28

Almost died after a week of beating and stabbing by black BF.

Druggie and her black BF arrested for extreme child abuse.

Stephanie Miller

Carissa Thivener, 19

Wendi Marie Anderson Traynor, 25

Both found shot to death along with dead black hubby, but police are not really sure who shot who.

Rachel Milburn and mother Julia Schroeder

Breaks up with ugly black, who shoots her in head with 10mm. Family finds her twisted corpse in a pool of congealed blood a week later.
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While she slept, estranged black BF douses her with gas and sets her on fire. Soon dies in hospital.

Police find her screaming out in street.

Drugged-up and buck naked black BF chases her out of parent’s home, beats and bashes head in, killing her. Family acts surprised since “they trusted him.”

After she ended it, “nice guy” black BF set fire to the house, burning her and all her pets up alive.

Sommer Gatto, 18
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Vera Tulbure, 33
After constantly terrorizing her, she takes out restraining order, but black ex somehow gets in home to stab her multiple times. Soon dies in hospital.

Emma Lea Whitehead, 22
Black BF beats, smotheres and tosses 1 month old baby up into whirling ceiling fan, putting him in hospital in critical condition.

Rosita York, 39
Black ex runs her off road, shoots her 3 times and stomps on her head in front of witnesses. She somehow lives but he claims in court he wasn’t trying to kill her.

Josephine Chiaverini, 57
In 2016, black ex leaves her dead on her back porch.

Annie May Carter, 24
Helps black BF murder White girl.

Lynn Vanderhall, 58
Crazy, obese mudson brutally bludgeons her to death with hammer, along with both his sister and her girlfriend.

It was her mug headlined all over the local news.

He actually had a restraining order put out on HER. Tried getting away.

He couldn’t handle the crying.

Ends up executed in the woods by black BF, after a life of dope, arrests and mudsharking.
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Slaght Holly, 25
White grandmother let her and black BF live in basement apartment where he repays them by stabbing the girl dead.

Tricia Bowersox, 46
left behind a little White daughter.

Mother stabbed to death by black BF.

Autumn Rebbeca Burkhart, 17
Hanging with the homies when big gunfight breaks out killing her.

As she drove down interstate, black ex BF stabs her multiple times from the passenger seat. She somehow pulls over, gets out or is dragged out and he drives off with car, leaving her to die on the side of the road.

Trista Wilson, 33

Felicia Rich, 28
Police find him holding her bloody body — stabbed multiple times to death — while he has minor, self-inflicted wound because he was so sad.

Piggish woman helped black BF and his son beat to death White guy.

Helped her black buck get drunk and rape underaged girl.

Holly Hentges, 41
Shara Parhams, 41

Shelby and Sydney Compton
Whore sisters help their black BF’s in robbery where they shot to death innocent young White guy.
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Angela Gagne, 41
Mudshark mother of 5 mudbrats is shot multiple times to death by her black live-in boyfriend AND his black brother.

Harriet Leigh Coleman, 37
Charged as accessory after helping black BF dispose of cute White girl’s murdered body in some unreported way.

Not only did they brutally kill her, but took the time to rob her place, too.

Tarina Simmons
Will serve 35 years after helping her buck in robbery killing 2 White men.

Nicole Beverly, 44
Her and kids to go into hiding once vengeful black ex gets out of prison.

Black hubby beats and burns her alive along with all her cats.

Courtney McGhee, 41

57 year-old black BF crazily stabbed her to death.

Elizabeth Ashley Cates, 31

Melissa Nicole Barto, 26
Missed her little girl’s kindergarten graduation because she was dead.

Amber Green
Classy gal helps her black buck murder White guy.

Amber Weaver
Trying to break up with jealous black BF when he just shoots her 3 times in head with large caliber .45; burns her body and tries to clean up bloody gore from his car.
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Her and almost entire mudshark family of 7 burned alive by your friendly old black neighborhood arsonist. Liberal press drops story after continuously reporting her evil White ex was responsible.

Christina Humphries, 28 pregnant
In 2015, black BF beats her, maybe to death, and burns her body.

Amanda Korkosz, 32
Crazy black ex BF sets house fire that burns her to a crisp.

Isn't diversity so warm and loving?

Angela Boggs, 37

Black BF shot her dead in garage, shoots himself.

Renee Sue O'Neal, 35

50 year-old black hubby blows her away.

Mary Dudley, 36

Police charge black BF (married to another) with murder after she dies of HIV without telling her he had it. Most likely infected other White women.

Kimberly Klemper, 51

In mugshot, he seems pleased with himself.

While driving, black BF punches her out and she loses control, killing White child.

Jessica Skeens, 28

Mama's black BF tortures little White child to death.

Anthony Wilson, 2

Big mudshark whose has mudbaby beaten nearly dead by black 16 year-old.

Jessica Lamarr

Her and black BF charged with abuse and neglect after mudkid almost dies.

Megan Shug, 23
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Emily Paul, 27
Black BF bashes mud baby against bed post, suffocates him to death by holding nostrils and mouth closed. Tells cops she put him up to it. Mudshark now charged.

Kelly Glasgow, 29
Black BF shot her to death.

Emily Nash, 28
Black live-in BF shot her to death back in 2015.

Linda Roseann Christianson
Arrested after stabbing black BF dead while high.

Kristen Leigh Lauer, 23
Charged with murder after black BF wrecks Porche, killing mud baby.

Wade Macintosh, 47 and both of his daughters during home invasion.

Molly Matheson, 23
Imagine shooting this innocent girl dead?

Her killer raped other women, probably White. He killed at least one other.

Black BF and his homie shoot dead him, mudshark daughter and her cute little sister (right). Mother barely survives, shot point blank in face.

Dumb mudshark found raped and strangled to death in her shower by her own mother. The night before she let in black she knew back in college.
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Helps her black buck kill a White man in robbery.

Stephanie Raymond, 18

Former Oklahoma Univ. cheerleader pimped by black football player.

Micah Madison Parker, 23

Sick and tired of black paraplegic BF and dumps him out in woods to die.

Ruby Kate Coursey, 27

Helped her buck rob guy, arrested in SWAT standoff.

Morgan Varn, 23

They say she was a big animal lover.

Allison 'Allie' Tenbarge, 20

Fully 8 months pregnant when black BF wildly beats and stabs her and near term baby in the womb to death. Tries to flee. Her father was a well-liked police lieutenant.

Molly Elizabeth Peter, 18

Silly HS twit helps black BF and his homie in drug deal robbery where he shoots two men, killing one. Will serve some time and cost parents thousands in legal fees.

Mudkids will grow up without mother after he shot her and himself dead.

Tabitha Newbill, 24

Adult mudchild shoots her and new black BF dead while in bed.

Janice Trunk, 54

Boot-lipped hubby beats on her for 10 years, she finally snaps and shoots him dead with .22. Body buried on the farm.

Jema Donahue, 31
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Jamie Bates, 31
with her mudkid.
Crazy old black man living in the house
shoots her to death for some reason.

Arrested for
Heroin after black
BF causes huge
accident on
interstate.

Ashley Dills, 36

Mary Krystal
Mayeaux, 43

Cheyenne Calderon, 20
mother Kelly Freshour, 50 and Timothy
Freyser, 70.

Arrested as
accessory after
black BF commits
murder.

Black ex just bought the pistol that very
day when he walks in unlocked door,
shoots family dog dead, chases her thru
the house wildly firing at her, kills her,
her mother and a family friend. Wacked
Negro finally turns gun on himself.

Samantha "Sammie"
J. Link, 21

Jessica Joyner,
29

Jenniffer Foxx,
34

Doped-up black BF
drives unto train
tracks, kills her but
he survives.

Cori Sisti, 23

Black hubby stabs
her to death in
front of 5 mudkids.

Sheena
Engstrom, 29

Black BF shot
baby mama dead.
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Crackhead mudshark and black BF fleeing cops after robbery, crash into girl’s family car, killing her.

Helped black BF do break-in, where homeowner shot him dead in front of freaked family.

Helped black girl with same baby daddy do a drive-by, wounding tot.

Black bastard is smiling in mugshot. May they both burn in hell!

Foolishly makes black “fiancé” the beneficiary to her insurance policy, who then has his black pals put a cap in her. Tries to collect a month later claiming he married her.

Black husband murdered her and leaves body to rot.

Mother presumed dead after she takes off with her car and black BF.

Brainwashed by Jew Media...
...Murdered by Black Boyfriends and Husbands
Meagan Dearman, 31
Missing mother’s remains finally found, black BF already arrested.

Tiffany Greer, 27
Trying to leave him when he shoots her dead than himself.

Jennifer Taylor, 33, and daughter
Marissa Lynn Taylor, 9
Her cute little girl was only 9 years old when shot to death.

Katherine Mills-Perkins, 22
Pregnant when black BF beats her and unborn baby to death.

Senicha Lessman, 25
Evil black boyfriend didn’t care one bit when he gunned them both to death.

Ashlyn Higgens, 23
Once a teen math whiz, her life spiraled wildly out of control when she foolishly got involved with criminal blacks.

He looks just like a gorilla!

Bobby Jo Mack, 31

Nancy E. Williams, 58
Beaten multiple times to death with a shoe hammer by black ex in 2013.

Erin Mongar, 34
Helped black BF and his black pal kill 2 White guys in Craigslist robbery.

Looks like she’s enjoyed the fruits of diversity!

Former black BF pimped her out across state lines; new black BF gets her shot to death in drug deal shoot out.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Alyssa Wright, 19

Proudly posing for her prom photo with supposed "well-mannered" black BF who soon strangled the life out of her.

Black ex and his homie dumped her body to rot beside highway.

Mackie S. Cheshire, 37

Verified White

Black BF stabbed her to death and dumped dead body on a golf course.

Lisa Marie Naegle, 36

Reality TV star got herself a big dose of reality when brutally beaten multiple times to death with a hammer by black she was seen leaving bar with. He buried her naked and face down in a shallow grave.

Security camera captured the soon-to-be dead whore leaving bar with him.

Shadow McClaine, 25

Selena Annette Mullenax, 19, and her pet chimp.

The two probably looked a lot like this as they were getting shot to death.

Another black blew the two away in an apparent robbery in Anchorage, Alaska, of all places, where a lot of drug-dealing blacks now live.

Sydney Hanson, 20

Samantha Hanson

Dwayne Hanson

Mother was stabbed 25 times and shot 5 times. Father was shot twice to death.

Dumb mudshark was stabbed and set on fire in her bed by black Ex BF. She was 7 months pregnant when killed. He also brutally murdered her parents below.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Black hubby punches elderly White man to death on city street and laughs about it on Facebook. Both now on the run.

Elena Makorava

Courtney Smith, 18
HS cheerleader shot dead by black boyfriend.

Tia Bonta, 24
Her body is still missing.

Beth A. Logan, 30
Pregnant

Black BF stomped her head in with work boots right in front of her kids.

He told police it was by accident but her friends and family don't believe it since she was leaving him.

Estranged black husband, under restraining order for beating her up, shot her to death right in front of her 3 little children -- leaving them now without a mother.

Margaret "Maggie" St. Marie, 27

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
David Trahan Jr., 17
His sister's black BF shot him dead, seriously wounds her and mother.

Sydney E. Land, 21
Her and new black BF found murdered for reasons unknown.

Kayla Yow, 18
Super cute teen girl was shot dead by black BF track and field star; who then shoots himself in the chest and dies in hospital.

Tabitha Apling, 33
Estranged black baby daddy shoots her dead in front of kids, after court order to stay away.

Rebecca A. Jones, 23
After estranged black Marine BF beat and strangled her to death, rents gun at shooting range to kill himself.

Brittney Lynn Green, 27
Ex shot her dead and then himself.

Lacy Kelley, 20
Baby daddy stabs her to death in front of mudkids.

Leaudrey M. Salmon, 44
Black BF tortured, strangled and slit her throat 3 times.

Ann Marie Gorup, 46
Beaten to death, body cut up by black BF.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Billie Jean Edison, 42

Edison was with black BF when he shotgunned Sater, who dies in hospital.

Brittany Sater, 26

Heroin addict suffers shotgun blast to chest.

Never get involved with blacks and drugs.

Justine Clawson, 24

The murdered idiot was against confederate flag.

Her 2 mud brats will probably have to be raised by her White family as usual.

Colbi Schofield, 26

Arrested as accessory after black BF shoots 2, kills 1.

Amy Dean, 21

Foolish moron hooked up with black and paid for it.

Bridget A. Dillon-Dauden, 26

Black hubby got fool involved in a brutal torture murder plot; now goes to jail as 3 mud brats move in with grandma.

Hallie Amick, 30

Arrested after her neglected toddler found sucking on frozen chicken.

Cindy Racine

He wanted to kill the twit, too.

Eugene Racine

"Baby daddy" rings doorbell and blows away mudshark's father at front door. Happily posts on Facebook while on the run.

Black BF shot her into a coma with a bullet to the head; heartbroken family finally took her off machines to donate her organs as she wanted.
Black husband stabs her multiple times to death.
Linda B. Gordon, 51

Black BF shot her and GF driving down road, crashes car and dies.
Mary Tarr, 20

Stupidly lets mudshark or do-gooder daughter talk him into allowing violent black man live in his nice home, repaid with being throat cut wide open during argument in the kitchen.

Black husband had her starve her baby, now goes to prison for 20.
Lauren Firsted

Drunk black BF kills her in car crash, runs off leaving body with her son.
Lindsey Hill

Brian E. Sazebo, 55
SunTrust executive.

Black Ex strangles and buries her in shallow grave.
Sheree Patin Williams

Black Ex caught with her murdered corpse in his trunk.
Mary Jo Osgood, 55

Mary Thompson, 30
Another black in the 'hood shoots goofy fool dead for some reason.

Took kids to drug deal with her black buck, usual gunfire ensues, her and 2 year-old child hit with bullets. Charged with child abuse and endangerment.
Roselyn S. Krantz, 25

She was a mudshark with mud chilluns, alright.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Abigail L. Kemp, 24
Super ugly black BF gets her to rob multiple jewelry stores till the FBI and US Marshalls finally nab the good-looking fool.

Her crimes were put all over national TV as an example of a baddie White until it was found out a black was behind it all.

Patience Vaughn
Helped her black BF shoot White guy dead.

In 2015, black BF shot her 3 times in head for doing the last of the crack.

INCOG MAN

Black BF stuffs her beaten to death into a closet, takes off on the run.

Marie Elizabeth Colburn, 30
Traded 11 year-old daughter to black drug dealer for H.

April Corcoran, 30

Young mother of a one-year old White son had serious issues with drugs and spends the last night of her short life with a black drug dealer who callously shoots the petite little girl point blank multiple times to death in her car.

Alexis L. Ervin, 17
Teen runaway got hooked up with black nutcase who shoots her dead.

Amanda Fisher, 29
Testified against black BF who gets his homies to blow her away.

Kelsey K. Ewonus, 22

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Elizabeth Thompkins, 23
Guyenese immigrant husband already with 4 kids, blows her brains out, then shoots himself dead.

Super ugly black BF dumped her dead body in ditch to rot for a week.

Carina Castellonos, 24
Black puts a bullet into her little baby, shoots her dead and himself.

Because he was getting in the way, the smug little bastard blew the poor guy away with a .45 right in front of her.

Jessica Ann Parker, 32

Gabrielle Whittington, 21
Black live-in BF beats dead autistic mudkid, getting her arrested too.

Amber Dawn McBroom, 31
Her and black BF bury toddler body under bridge.

Amanda Bryan

While partying with blacks, degraded White woman with 6 mudkids is wildly slashed and stabbed to death by wacked sheboon.

Shelly Dawn Gravely, 34
Black BF killed her and tried to get rid of body someway.

Stacey Marie Tucker, 39
After beating her dead, black set up "Gofundme" pages to collect money.

Kathy Makoroff, 36
POS who got her drug-addicted husband murdered by pimping black in 2012. Story on "The First 48."

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Rebekah Strausbaugh, 30
Mother of two tries to leave black live-in boyfriend, who tracks her down and strangles her to death after argument in car. Drags body off into the woods and covers with blanket.

Rachel Michelle Chisum, 39
Right as she was driving away after breaking up with black boyfriend, he grabs his .45 and starts blasting away at her car. One round hits her in the chest and she crashes car and dies.

Noemi Villarreal, 45
Strangled, stuffed naked into trash can, set on fire.

Marsha Crawley
Bragged about being mudshark.

Amanda Preston, 36
Beaten to death, body left in car in hospital parking lot.

Black husband kills her in some way.

Stabbed to death by mudkid, who stabs dead mud brother too.

Stacy Fawcett, 45 local TV reporter.

Yelena Landesman, 20
Black john stabbed prostitute to death.

Shannon Gordon, 24
Fool must have been totally brainwashed!

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Courtney Michele Lunsford, 21
Tried getting away.

Tricia Todd, 30
Airforce vet and nurse.

Sherry Burford McLean, 45, now rotting.

Bridgette Burford, 20, now rotting.

Now White grandparents will be forced to raise the always supposed-to-be-so cute chimplet.

Black boyfriend shoots aunt and her daughter coming to help mudshark during fight. Idiot and mudkid escape.

To save paying mud child support, ex murders and chainsaws her up, puts parts in barrel with acid out in the woods. Thousands searched. Pointy-headed black finally leads them to melted body.

Marie Wren
Moronic ghetto slut’s two mud brats were stabbed, bludgeoned and burned to death by gangsta wannabee they made ridiculous rap videos with.

Suzanne Dixon and husband
Daughter’s black boyfriend stabs both, she dies.

Tina Ryan, 45
Bloody body found inside his car trunk.

Black boyfriend stabbed and bashed in her head.

Jessica Anderson
Mudkid somehow calls 911 after baby daddy kills her and himself.

Heather Ann MacCrosken
Black killed at least 2 other White women. Body still missing.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Jack Kirby Garcia, 9
Mother’s violent black boyfriend beats poor little kid to death just because he ate last piece of cake.

Terry Simpson Treadway (58) and Catherine Sutter (58)
Crazy old black man was involved with one, so he shot both dead for some reason.

Tracey Brock, 20
Black live-in boyfriend shoots her to death.

Lottie Elizabeth Eicher, 20
Partying with black boyfriend when big gunfight broke out, killing her.

Catherine Benyamin, 31
Black husband strangles deaf Jew mother of his own mud baby.

Beth Logan, 30
Pregnant when black boyfriend beats her to death.

Bobbie Roselyn Maples, 32
In 2014, fool was doing drugs and having sex with black when he taped up her face, covered her head in a plastic bag, rolled her into a comforter and buried her under concrete.

Jessica Marie Ellenberger, 28

and her mud kid.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Sarah Jo Hopkins, 28 had his two mudkids, and now gets to spend a little jail time, too.

Mudshark bought ex-con boyfriend a Glock .40 and AK-47, which he used to shoot up a factory after a different White girlfriend took out a restraining order against him. He killed 3 and wounded 14.

Jessica Chambers, 19

Foolish young girl had no problem dating blacks, until one dosed her with gasoline, squirted lighter fluid up her nose and down her throat before setting her on fire. EMT found her stumbling painfully towards them 98% burned, but still alive. She soon died in the hospital.

Kasie Clary, 23

Caught red-handed helping black boyfriend bury body of his victim.

Black boyfriend’s old mother helped dispose of her dead body in 2013.

Linsey Lentz, 33

In 2009, black “friend” and his ugly mudshark wife, zap Waring with a stun gun, bashed in her head with a bottle and drowned her in a bathtub. Dumped dead body in a swamp.

Danielle Jones, 23

What she looked like before getting involved with a violent black.

Kate Waring, 28

Less than a week after he moved in with her, black beat and knifed her into a coma. Might be dead by the time you read this or screwed up for life.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Mudshark helps 3 White-hating blacks rob pizza shop so they could shoot a White girl, seriously wounding her.

Black boyfriend murders Jewess and burns her house down on her.

Helps black boyfriend in robbery where one drops ID at scene.

In a vacant Detroit house, black boyfriend murders mother and her little girl. The two might have been burned alive. Evil black goes on the run.

Possible mudshark stabbed multiple times to death by black man.

Her and new black boyfriend gunned down in the ‘hood.

Black boyfriend "accidently" shoots her cleaning gun on Valentine’s day 2016.

32 year-old black boyfriend and black pal murder underaged teen.

Black ex-boyfriend abducts and then shoots her in the head. Dumps her dead corpse out in the woods and burns her car to get rid of evidence.

Former SC teen beauty competitor.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA... 
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Makhala Brewer, 18
Ex black boyfriend shoots her and new black boyfriend dead.

Emily Anna Fox, 22
Her father finds body after black boyfriend kills her.

Eneida "Stacey" Branch, 31
Her black dope dealer boyfriend got the fool killed in a drug triple murder described as a brutal slaughter by police.

Baby daddy is charged with capital murder after killing dumb twit's new born mud kid in some way not reported by the media.

Black boyfriend got her into drugs, burglary and attempted murder.

Black woman he lived with beats him to death.

Maria King, 18
Peter Wiepert

While living in the hood, degraded White woman and black boyfriend are tied up and stabbed to death by crazy black in bizarre triple murder home invasion in 2011.

Krystie Price Papile, 26

Ashley Olson, 35
American ex pat living in Italy.

Possible mudshark strangled and head bashed in by illegal African immigrant.

Another black was shot dead and two other blacks in the house survived shot in face. White daughter was not there.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Emily Young, 24
Estranged black husband shoots her to death in front of her 3 little children.

Black BF's drug competition blows her away on the street.

Samantha Springer, 21
Idiot seen here all happy on wedding day.

Halena Gill, 37
Black husband strangles her dead.

On Christmas day 2015, black BF chases mother of his own mudkids out of home, knocks her to the ground, pours gasoline all over her and sets the woman ablaze.

Former "Soul Train" dancer (seen here with her big hero Obama) liked to tell everyone she was black.

Christa Lassiter Lee, 58
Her adult mudchild beats and chokes the life out of her, puts her dead body on ice in a bathtub, then leaves to go murder his ex-girlfriend.

Emily Young, 24
Estranged black husband shoots her to death in front of her 3 little children.

Black BF's drug competition blows her away on the street.

Samantha Springer, 21
Idiot seen here all happy on wedding day.

Halena Gill, 37
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On Christmas day 2015, black BF chases mother of his own mudkids out of home, knocks her to the ground, pours gasoline all over her and sets the woman ablaze.

Former "Soul Train" dancer (seen here with her big hero Obama) liked to tell everyone she was black.

Christa Lassiter Lee, 58
Her adult mudchild beats and chokes the life out of her, puts her dead body on ice in a bathtub, then leaves to go murder his ex-girlfriend.

Emily Young, 24
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Idiot seen here all happy on wedding day.

Halena Gill, 37
Black husband strangles her dead.

On Christmas day 2015, black BF chases mother of his own mudkids out of home, knocks her to the ground, pours gasoline all over her and sets the woman ablaze.

Former "Soul Train" dancer (seen here with her big hero Obama) liked to tell everyone she was black.

Christa Lassiter Lee, 58
Her adult mudchild beats and chokes the life out of her, puts her dead body on ice in a bathtub, then leaves to go murder his ex-girlfriend.

Emily Young, 24
Estranged black husband shoots her to death in front of her 3 little children.

Black BF's drug competition blows her away on the street.

Samantha Springer, 21
Idiot seen here all happy on wedding day.

Halena Gill, 37
Black husband strangles her dead.

On Christmas day 2015, black BF chases mother of his own mudkids out of home, knocks her to the ground, pours gasoline all over her and sets the woman ablaze.

Former "Soul Train" dancer (seen here with her big hero Obama) liked to tell everyone she was black.

Christa Lassiter Lee, 58
Her adult mudchild beats and chokes the life out of her, puts her dead body on ice in a bathtub, then leaves to go murder his ex-girlfriend.

Emily Young, 24
Estranged black husband shoots her to death in front of her 3 little children.

Black BF's drug competition blows her away on the street.

Samantha Springer, 21
Idiot seen here all happy on wedding day.

Halena Gill, 37
Black husband strangles her dead.

On Christmas day 2015, black BF chases mother of his own mudkids out of home, knocks her to the ground, pours gasoline all over her and sets the woman ablaze.

Former "Soul Train" dancer (seen here with her big hero Obama) liked to tell everyone she was black.

Christa Lassiter Lee, 58
Her adult mudchild beats and chokes the life out of her, puts her dead body on ice in a bathtub, then leaves to go murder his ex-girlfriend.

Emily Young, 24
Estranged black husband shoots her to death in front of her 3 little children.

Black BF's drug competition blows her away on the street.

Samantha Springer, 21
Idiot seen here all happy on wedding day.

Halena Gill, 37
Black husband strangles her dead.

On Christmas day 2015, black BF chases mother of his own mudkids out of home, knocks her to the ground, pours gasoline all over her and sets the woman ablaze.

Former "Soul Train" dancer (seen here with her big hero Obama) liked to tell everyone she was black.

Christa Lassiter Lee, 58
Her adult mudchild beats and chokes the life out of her, puts her dead body on ice in a bathtub, then leaves to go murder his ex-girlfriend.
Now White parents get to raise mud child while taxpayers pay for prison.

Michelle Koester, 42, now gets serious jail time.

Sarah Ann Wierstad, 24 Mudshark helps black BF’s crime gang rob another mudshark’s apartment; where they shoot her to death as she arrives home unexpectedly from work.

Black ex boyfriend kidnaps young mother, kills her and dismembers body. Police still don’t know where he dumped her body parts.

Adelle Jensen, 25

What on God’s earth was she thinking?

Black boyfriend shot her dead in 2013.

Black ex tracks her down and knifes her dead on the spot.

Black husband brutally beats her, drops her off at hospital where she soon dies.

Father of black ex kidnaps and burns her alive as payback for son.

Angela Nelson, 34

Margaret E. Recasens, 28

Joy Carpenter

Ashley Bortner, 29

Rebecca McPherson, 35

Jessica Ryan Berliew

Daughter’s black husband beats her to death, goes on spending spree with her credit cards.

Mudshark prostitute shot dead by black teen john for grins.

Paulita Boyd, 75

Angel Marie Charlton, 35

Black boyfriend shoots her dead.

Choked her to death after argument when she got home from work late.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
He forces her to hold their twin mud babies when he shoots them both dead, then shoots her father (below) and her five times, including in the head. She somehow survives in critical condition and missing an eye.

Travis Hiatt, 49
Failed to teach her the true nature of black behavior.

After black BF turns gun on himself, Megan crawled through the blood to hear last words of her dying father about mud kids.

Susan Hunt’s Adult mudchild goes haywire in the streets, wildly swinging a Samurai sword and forcing cops to put him down.

Black boyfriend offers Indiana girl exciting new life bumming out on the road, then ends it abruptly by slashing her throat wide open in a New Orlean’s McDonalds parking lot. Customers find her bleeding to death, vainly trying to hold the gaping wound closed.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Jessica Baxter, burned over 70% of her body.

Her black ex-boyfriend sets home on fire, burning alive her girlfriend’s 3 and 4 year-old White kids.

Lisa Smith, 32
Total mudshark whore with 5 kids was copulating with a buck inside SUV when another black boyfriend opened the door and blew them away with 9 shots.

Adults escaped with critical burns.

Dianna Washington
He killed her and dumped dead body behind Target store.

She left him but he still shot her dead.

Tonya Lynn Amerson, 27

Krista Ambers, 36
Vanessa Herrera
He strangles her and burns body.

Black boyfriend strangles her dead in city park.

In 2011, black boyfriend strangles her dead or unconscious, then stabs her with scissors multiple times in the chest and gut, killing her 8 1/2 month unborn baby, too.

Brittany Eldridge, 25 and unborn baby.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Michelle Spence, 34
Mudshark strangled to death by black and left inside her SUV under blankets for her two young boys to discover dead body the next day.

Heather Maples, 22
Dumb twit was partying in her apartment with black males when at least one smashed her face in, raped and finally strangled the life out of her.

Dr. Lisa Marie Riley, 34
Black former boxer husband puts a bullet in her head and tries to tell cops she committed suicide -- like he once got away with doing to another woman.

Renea Lloyd, 41
Arguing with her old black boyfriend when he just shooting her dead.

Shot dead by gangbanger’s stray bullet while in kitchen.

Nova Saffles, 39

April Tennin, 41
Marries black in prison, who shoots her in mouth after getting out.

Kristina Pope
Verified White
Black husband kills her and leaves her to rot in closet for 3 weeks.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Lindsay Nichols, 31
Fool met her two black killers in a nightclub only hour before 911 heard her screaming into her cellphone, right as the two were beating and shooting her to death. Body found in car trunk, set on fire.

Lonzie Barton, 21 months old
Don't expect gavel-to-gavel trial coverage like the Casey Anthony case!

Cute little boy was allowed to drown in bathtub by mother's drug-dealing black boyfriend, as whore mother went off to work, dancing in a strip club. Callous black dumped his body where it was finally found a month later.

Black boyfriend shot whore in back, killing her.

Helped black boyfriend stab elderly White woman to death.

Lonna Barton
Tried to tell cops it was a carjacking.

Local media focused mostly on her since she's White.

Black prostitute stabbed perv 38 times to death.

Black ex boyfriend ran over mother of 2 White kids with car, killing her.

Valerie Jackson, 40
Her pathetic mudshark life showed in her face.

Black ex broke into home, handcuffed her and new black husband, along with 6 mud kids, including one of his own. Shot all 8 in the back of the head. Surrendered to cops after armed stand-off.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
She left him, but he soon found and shot her to death through a sliding-glass door.

Jessica Brandy Huey, 31
In 2014, black live-in boyfriend breaks her neck and beats the living life out of her.

Brandee Kelley, 24

Angelika Hayden, 76
Killed purely out of angry black spite.

Sicko mud grandson stabs her cat to death in 2011, murders her July 2015 and goes to ex girlfriend’s home, shooting the house sitter – the only one there.

Meagan Smith, 21

Foolish woman left 2 White children from previous relationship.


Dawn Tucker-Subia, 32

In 2010, black ex boyfriend literally feeds her dead body to the hogs.

Danielle Brown, 21

Fighting over drugs, black boyfriend strangles and even bites her to death.

Lauren Bach, 24

Broke up with black boyfriend who later stabs her in neck, killing her.

Deborah Ann Treptor, 35

Laura Ackerson
Murdered over mud children custody.

In 2011, black ex kills her, cuts her up with power saw and gets new White wife to help dispose of body parts.

Amanda Hayes
Media focused on her because she’s White.

Brianne M. Ginty, 22
Stabbed to death in 2012 and body burned in her car.

Peggy Sue Everett

Black boyfriend takes her out on robbery, gets shot in head and dies.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Mother’s black boyfriend beats and literally bites little boy to death.

Katrina Ann Sova, 32
Right as he was stabbing her to death, cops shoot black ex dead.

Aiden Archer, 3

Heather Dianne Batchelor, 32
Black boyfriend stabs her and unborn baby to death.

Latisha Reidelberger
Black ex-husband stabs her to death and claims self-defense.

Marcia Dye, 54
Adopted black son beats her to death.

Emily Clemmons, 16

Paige Schaefer, 23
In 2006, abusive black boyfriend stabs and strangles her dead.

Keara Lynne Hart

Amanda Baird, 33
On her birthday, black ex-boyfriend beats her to death in front of her 4 year-old daughter.

Nancy Lynne Mercer, 60
Lezbo daughter and black girlfriend shoot her to death.

Justina Marie Smith, 30
Stabs her to death and gets in wild car chase with cops across farmland.

Tammie Thurmond, 54

James Lacey, 47

In March 2015, her black ex and his black drug gang shoots her, her mother and a friend in the head, killing them; critically wounds another 21 year-old women with bullet in the head.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Cecelia C. Woods, 24
Black ex-boyfriend beats and strangles her dead with a DOG LEASH, along with 3 year-old White son from previous relationship and the guy's own 2 year-old mudchild. Crazed Negro then hangs self from TV antenna outside home using same dog leash.

He strangled both kids dead.

Christy Galvin, 26
Strangled dead by her black ex-boyfriend in 2005

Kelly Hepf, 39
Stabbed to death, then buried in shallow grave by black boyfriend.

Beverly Yohn
Black boyfriend kills her in front of her kids and later punches out his lawyer in court.

Wanda Dethlefsen, 33
While she slept, her 13 year-old daughter's 20 year-old black boyfriend stabs her dead.

On Mother's Day, 2015, black ex-boyfriend broke in and was waiting for her when she got home -- he then stabbed and hacked her to death in front of horrified 21 year-old daughter.

Deanna Stewart, 38
Happier times before he shot her multiple times to death, making daughter discover dead body.

Christine A. Santurri, 42

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Audrey Mabrey
Barely survives brutal hammer attack and getting set on fire by crazed black husband in 2009. Suffers years of skin grafts and reconstructive surgery.

Yarra Wilson
HS principal husband shot her dead, then himself.

Pamela Ann Knyazher, 19
Ex from HS saw her at gas station and shot her dead.

Heather Batchelor, 32
Stabbed dead by "poetry" writing black husband.

Brittany Coop, 30
Took 2 weeks to die from getting shot in head and neck.

Ex shotgunned her and new boyfriend, who survived shot in face.

Lisa Bennett, 46
Stabs her to death and fakes suicide attempt.

Eileen Garnreiter, 22
Had his baby 3 weeks before he stabbed her dead.

Lisa Stabler, 29
Hacked to death with a machete.

Adrienne Evans

Melissa Williams
Helps black boyfriend rob and strangle elderly White lady, later kills her too.

Misty Mashburn
Other blacks in his neighborhood shot mudshark dead.

Mandi Kaiser, 37
Engaged to black serial abuser who beats her to death.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
One Fort Hood shooting you won’t hear them report!

He never served overseas and didn’t have PTSD.

Mud child will now get raised by her White parents, as usual.

Dawn Giffa 28, Fort Hood “soldier” husband goes crazy, shoots 3 neighbors trying to help wife, killing 2; drags her screaming back home and shoots her dead before killing himself.

Monique Rakowski 29, and 13 month-old mud child both stabbed multiple times to death by black boyfriend and baby’s father.

Lynn Fuller, burned alive by black ex boyfriend.

Stacie Williams, black boyfriend shoots her in head, killing her.

Michelle Dukes 34, throat slit and shot multiple times in front of children.

Angel Schroeder, beaten and choked dead.

Ashley Bain, 28 boyfriend stabs her dead and then acts like he discovered body.

Beverly Stratton, black ex blew her away in front of 3 mud kids.

Tasha West 28, After dating him only briefly and ending it, he stabbed her twice in chest and drew a heart with her blood on wedding Magistrate’s office building.
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Amanda Marie Douglas, 26
Filed protection orders against him, but black ex has his homie blow her and girlfriend away in parking lot.

Belinda Jo Bell, 26
Mother of 2 left him, but he showed up at work to shoot her to death.

Crystal Sue Adair (41) and son Charlie Lee (23)
Black husband goes bonkers, stabbing everyone in house, kills her and son from previous marriage and almost kills her White 15 year-old daughter, too.

Julie Williams
Black ex bashes her face in, dumps body out in woods to rot for a month.

Allyson Elmi-Lewis
Black ex caught her on city bus and stabs her dead.

Terry Chiodo
Beat her to death during argument about him cheating.

Rachel Roberts, 24
Mudshark survives beating and stabbing by crazed black boyfriend, but not her girlfriend above, who was also raped before stabbed to death.
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Idiot mudshark, Lillian Barnett, helped black boyfriend below in robbery and now gets to spend serious time in the slammer.

Amber Caudill, 21
Newly engaged and pregnant neighbor killed by stray rounds fired by Barnett’s black BF, coming through the ceiling of her apartment.

During brilliant home invasion robbery, black punk BF got a little too gangsta with his gun.

Marissa Tharp
Black ex BF finally admits strangling her to death back in 2005.

Toney Ann Johnson
Black ex husband stabs her 28 times to death with a simple pocket knife.

Makayla Bunting
Black husband shot her as she held 2 week old baby in her arms.

Christina Ann Sargent
In a little Maine town, Christina’s black boyfriend strangles and smothers both her and her two young White children to death.

Duwayne Coke, 10
He also raped this little girl before killing her.

Destiny Ann Sargent, 8

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
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Estranged black boyfriend sneaks into home, shoots her in the gut and then sets her on fire while wounded, but still alive. Five young children witness whole thing.

Convict boyfriend shoots her in head, goes outside to smoke cigarettes and casually talk to 911 as she chokes to death on her own blood inside.

Melissa Nickel Protection order could not stop this guy from putting a bullet in her head.

Sicko teen mud child strangles, stabs and beats her dead with a hammer, then rapes her bloody corpse.

Russina Vale

Lezbo beaten to death by estranged black “wife.”

Karyl Ann Cox, 26

Both women shot to death on Mother’s Day, 2014, by Karyl’s angry black ex.

Jacqueline Beadle, 24, just happened to live there.

Caitlin Falkenberry, 25

Stabbed to death.

Catherine Elizabeth Lipford

Stabbed to death.
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Mercedes Blair, 4
Mother’s thug boyfriend burns her with hot liquid, beats her on a regular basis and then finally bashes little girl’s head in.

L’Asia Moorer, 2
Mother’s black boyfriend beats her to death.

Alexandria Bertrand, 16
Mother’s ex crashes into her van, killing daughter.

Amanda Russell
Stabs her to death and then stabs cellmate.

Melissa Sowders
Black ex murders mother of 4 and dumps her body in muddy creek.

Monica Weber Jeter
Stabbed in front of children, dies week later.

Mandi Myers
Boyfriend kills mother of his kids and then another woman.

Tiffany Caine Smith-Farley
Black "nice guy" husband crazily stabs her to death.

Angela Laskey
Stabbed to death.

Angela Beverly
Black ex said he didn’t mean to shoot her dead.

Rhonda Rowe
Shot multiple times to death.

Kayla Storey, 17
Black boyfriend’s brother stabbed and slit her throat after argument.

Rachelle Nowak
Shot her dead because she didn’t return his calls.
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Michael "Eli" Mahoney, 17, killed trying to protect mother from estranged black boyfriend.

Kim Thomas
After blowing her son away in front of her, ex drags Thomas to car beaten, bloody and half naked, leads police on wild car chase until cornered, then shoots her multiple times to death in the back seat. Fakes suicide attempt.

Cody Wayne Sullivan
Brutally stabbed to death by black stepfather.

Garrett Phillips, 12
Mother’s new black boyfriend strangles him to death.

Brandi Gonyer-Boaston
He strangled mother of 6 dead and left her in car.

Amanda Blevins
Black boyfriend tried to claim she was playing Russian Roulette.

Rebecca Ann Coughernour
He stabbed her dead and then killed himself.

Savannah Johnson
Black boyfriend shot her to death.

Christina Mahzamani
Mother of 3 bludgeoned to death.

April Smith
Beaten, strangled and stabbed to death.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
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Mother’s black boyfriend abducts little girl and shoots her dead during car chase and shootout with police. Tries to blame cops for killing the girl.

Gangsta boyfriend shot her dead, apparently by accident when he stupidly brought her along to an attempted robbery.

Beaten to death.

Stabbed to death.

Black ex gets his homie to set her up and then shoots her to death in car.

Black boyfriend killed her with a sawed-off shotgun.

Enlisted his homie to help dispose of body.

Shot in front of her children and dragged off to die.

He stabbed her 72 times.

Mother of 4 tried to leave him so he choked her dead.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
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Rich heir of General Mills fortune takes up with crackhead black on Honduran island, who stabs her dead. For White race brainwashing, US news makes little to no mention of the story.

In front of adult mudchild and shocked diners at a busy Applebee’s restaurant, black ex-husband unloads entire .38 caliber pistol into her, killing her dead on the spot.

Mother of 2 shot dead.

All three shot dead by Jessica’s crazed ex.

Pregnant, strangled dead.

Pregnant, beaten to death.

Murdered 2 weeks after giving birth.

Daughter’s ex stabs her to death when she dropped off his mud child.

**BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...**

**...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS**
Jennifer Mee
"The Hiccup Girl"

While she was at work, mother’s new black boyfriend beats and bashes-in her daughter’s head; the cute little girl dies in the hospital the next day.

Layla Malone, 4

Black boyfriend and cohort put her up to a robbery turned murder. Now idiot Hiccup Girl gets to spend life behind bars.

Leslie Pinkston
Jullian Jones, 24

Suzanne Durocher

Black ex walks up to her car at work and shoots her in the head 3 times.

Brutally stabbed multiple times to death.

Daughter’s black ex breaks into home and stabs both, mom (left) dies.

Amber Conn

Ashley Atherley

Cami Umbarger briefly went out with crazy black who murdered her and all her mud children.

Black husband beats and hurls her body down stairwell to die.

Tried to move out, but black husband beats and cuts her throat.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...

MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
This horrible Toronto, Canada, crime was heavily censored by media by not publishing White victim or perp photos.

Devon Delarosa, 23
With the boyfriend who killed the young mother of his mud child.

Kyleann Burress, 22 months
Beaten dead by her mother’s black boyfriend.

Cody Allen Rollins, 2
Beaten dead by his mother’s black boyfriend.

Iliada ‘Lois’ Zois, 22
On Christmas day 2007, black boyfriend brutally stabbed her dead, stabbed both of her 2 younger brothers and then stomped the brains out of the one seen here. Raped her bloody, dead corpse right in front of surviving brother.

Wendy Defoe
Protection order couldn’t save her from black ex.

Marissa Stainbeck
Tried to divorce him, so he stabbed her to death.

Kristi Lynne Delaney
After black boyfriend kills mommy in front of her, 3 year-old daughter walks mile along busy road to get help from grandma.

Susan Levoir
Shot dead

Amanda Abbott
Screen capture of small photo held at angle briefly in local TV report.
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New black boyfriend kills her and strangles her little girl dead, skips town.

Jessica Cromwell
Stabbed to death in front of shocked customers while working at Wendy’s.

Kimberly Carter, 38
Estranged black husband bashed her head in.

Ashley Kaney and 8 year-old daughter, Riley Burdick.

Catherine Blakeney, 34
New black husband kills her and lives in her house along with decomposing corpse for almost a month.

Nicole Smith, 22
He shot her in leg while she was holding baby and bled to death.

She was so rotted away, coroner couldn’t tell how he killed her.
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Same black also killed...
Daniele Janene Blackburn, 21
Injunction order could not save her.
Trinity Johnson
Had his mud baby but he still shot her dead.

Nancy Sullivan
Shot her dead moving out, plus wounded her son and his girlfriend.

Amanda Lea McCullough
Shot dead.

Kimberly Ragland
Found murdered in her car.

Amanda Carlson-Bey
5 months pregnant when her and 2 year-old son were stabbed to death.

Christi Stewart
Met black online just 3 weeks before he beat dead her 10 year-old son, Mark and almost killed her, too.

Ashley Leszyeski
Body dumped in vacant lot.

Kelsie Jean Schelling, 21
Pregnant, body still missing.

Margarita Fisenko Scott
Shot dead, body dumped in motel parking lot.

Krystal Skinner
Stabbed 30 times in front of 2 year-old.

Annemarie Bautch
Beaten to death.

Gypsy Reyes
Beaten to death.
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Tiffany Sams, He crazily smashed her face and head in with a cinder block on city street.

Alexandra “Zan” Ducsay, 26 Aspiring actress tied up, stabbed and brutally bludgeoned to death with a trophy statue in her basement bedroom by black convict ex-boyfriend. He knew her mother would have to find dead body.

She ended the relationship when he went to prison but dogged her ever since.

Alyssa Oakes, He dumped her dead body in the woods to rot.

Prudence Hockley, Beaten so badly on Christmas eve, she dies in hospital the next day.

Liz Miller, Black HS boyfriend stabbed her to death in a carwash.

Stephanie Morrison, Her and new White boyfriend stabbed multiple times to death.

Christina Powell, Strangled and new White boyfriend’s head bashed in.

Ashley Long, Black husband bashed in her head with a hammer.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA... ...MURDERED BY BLACK BOYFRIENDS AND HUSBANDS
Psycho black boyfriend "publicist" stabbed her and tried to slice her face off while she was still alive and screaming at the top of her lungs — he practically had her decapitated before she finally died.

Sarah Coit, 23

Black shot her dead as she was driving car on major highway at speed.

Cynthia Jean Goodrum

Shot dead trying to divorce him.

Heather Alleyne
Slashed, stabbed and left in house he set on fire.

Nicholle Fields
Stabbed to death over child support.

Elizabeth Fasset and mother
Verified White
He shot both in the head, killing them.

Marlene Buss and mother
Verified White
Mudshark survived shooting, but mother didn’t.

Justine Baez
Shot her and 2 of her friends dead.

Liberty Ledezma
Young mother stabbed dead and condo set on fire.

Adrianna Rugina
Shot dead in front of her 7 year-old daughter.

Donella Clauschee
Shot dead in front of 4 year-old daughter.
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All 7 shot dead by same crazed black boyfriend on the same day.

Jennifer Heeren
Plus, he shot dead her father, mother and mud child.

Kimberly Emkens
Plus, he shot dead her sister and 12 year-old niece.

Alicia Nichole McDonald, 22
Black boyfriend shot her in the jaw with a .357 revolver, dragged her out to her car and drove her away to a dark area to slowly die. Later tried to claim it was all an accident.

Carolyn Marie Leete, 32
While beating the daylights out of her, black boyfriend hurled petite, 95 lb. girl across room into a wall, then stomped her to death.

Charla Dell Haar
Beaten to death with baseball bat in front of her children.

Michelle Carson
After killing her, he burned her dead body in the desert.

Hope Patterson
Plus, mother and sister shotgunned to death.

Brandy Cerney
Plus, he shot dead her two children.
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He shot her in the gut, killing her.

Broke up with him, but slashed to death anyway.

Screen capture of photo held briefly at angle in local TV report.

Tried helping convict boyfriend, killed instead.

Body dumped.

Stomped to death in a Walmart.

Viciously stabbed in chest out of blue.

Black brutally beat her to death.

Dismembered, head thrown in river.

Liberal idiot killed by convict she was trying to help.

White cop also killed.
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TRIED TO SAVE MUDSHARK AND PAID FOR IT

Marilyn Hegges
78
Mudshark granddaughter’s black boyfriend beats little old lady to death.

Samantha Zenszer
Stabs her to death, then beats great grandma dead.

Amanda Hamm
Drowned her 3 White children to please new gangsta boyfriend.

Tiffany Campbell
Dated black briefly, got herself and co-worker stabbed dead with military bayonet.

Crazed black boyfriend came for mudshark at work, Amanda Connors tried to stop him so he shot her in head.

Stacey Beasely
Strangled because she was 30 minutes late. Burned her body in van.

Tina Young Brewer
Black ex buried her in shallow grave in her own backyard.

Amanda Fallon Perkins
Young mother stabbed multiple times to death by black boyfriend.

Live-in black killed her when 5 months pregnant.

Kristine Larson, 19

Denied protection orders against violent black ex, stabbed to death.

Ashton Miranda Bartlett, 18
Teen ambushed by black ex, shot in back, dies in hospital next day with family present.

Georgia Gunzer
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Shot baby in the head, killing him.

Shannon Paolini
Shot her 5 times but she lived.

Jackie Wisniewski
Broke up with black doctor boyfriend, so he had to shoot her dead.

White children from previous marriage.

Little White baby beaten to death by mudshark mother’s black boyfriend.

Macayla Carpenter, 16 months

Karen Smith
Shot dead after 19 years of marriage.

Tara Cutlip
7 months pregnant when black shot her multiple times to death.

Rebecca Dietz
Shot multiple times in front of her child, dies month later.

Regina Roska
Verified White
Shot dead.

Rian Thal
Involved with black drug dealers and shot dead.

Brittany Kekedakis, 15
Murdered because of mudshark mother’s drug dealing boyfriend.

Jennifer Ross, 18
Body buried in shallow grave. He killed her BFF and buried her body, too.

Heather Steimer-Scott, 18
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Foolish girl has his baby and helps him to immigrate to Canada -- he repays her by brutally stabbing both her and mother and father to death.

Jennifer Krieger (44) and daughter Kelsey, 14
Mother’s black boyfriend brutally bludgeons both to death.

Amanda Mangum

Megan Neely
Tried to break up with black, so he choked her dead.

Stabbed to death in KFC parking lot.

Anne-Katherine Powers, 21

Erica Droze
Shot dead because she was pregnant.

Tiffany Gillaspie
Shot dead because she was pregnant.

Chelsea Brooks, 14
Has his homies strangle her dead because she was pregnant.

Christina Michelle Jones
Black boyfriend strangles her dead for not posting his bail money.

Ashleigh Close, 26

Rebecca Ann Ware
Body never found.

Tammy Smith
Stabbed to death in her own mother’s living room.

Holly Jean Quick, 16
Older sister dated black, who rapes and kills little sis.
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Anarae Schunk, 20
Loan black boyfriend $5,000, he later stabbed her dead and dumped her body in a ditch.

Jana Schearer
Partially butchered, cooked, and eaten by new black boyfriend.

Samantha O’Quin
Strangled dead.

Erin Jade Smith
Pregnant, strangled and stabbed to death with scissors.

Cheyenne Green
Ex shot her dead in parking lot.

Natalie Novak
Black Ex slapped on wrist by judge for her murder.

Betsey Sue Riggins
Pregnant, strangled dead.

Allison Owen, 18
Ex stabbed her to death in parking lot.

Jessica Hine
Left bodies in apt. to rot.

Stephanie Joyce
Beaten to death.

BRAINWASHED BY JEW MEDIA...
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You probably don’t have a clue all this is going on, but blacks viciously murder White people **ALL THE TIME.** Please remember while scrolling down, that these are only a few of the White people killed by blacks in recent years (since the year 2000, go to the end for link to a few before). It is estimated be 1500 to 2400 per year, or over 103,000 White Americans to have been murdered by blacks since 1972. Think about this when they scream “black lives matter!”

Each of these White people had lives, friends, family and loved ones — just like you. They died painful, often incredibly brutal deaths at the hands of violent blacks and now rot the ground with barely a whisper in the media — a scurrilous, left-wing media that has long worked hard to keep us White people in the dark to the real-life mortal dangers of this criminal, totally uncaring race.*

**NOTE:** ALMOST ALL OF THE WOMEN BELOW ARE NOT MURDERED MUDSHARKS! These are just poor white victims whose only mistake was living in a nation that tries to integrate black animals with its people. Unfortunately for whites, they are the only people on this planet who are not allowed to have their own nation with their own people. Africans have nations which are allowed only Africans; jews get a nation with areas where only jews are allowed; asians have nations where only Asians are allowed, but not white nations. Whites are required to live next to these black apes, and as a result, they must pay for it with the lives of their children and women.

Some of these photos required some degree of effort, for instance, you can’t even find any photos of the 1998 Amarillo killing of 3 White kids at a sleepover by a random black crazy who broke into the house (bottom right of the third panel down). Two of the shots were resurrected using techniques akin to server hacking. The other was from an obituary site.

I write all this because the media obviously cares nothing about White victims — if the perp is black or non-White “people of color.” It really is us White people who are the victims and not the other way around.

---

*Source: Crime Statistics Bureau - San Francisco
Good Samaritan was just trying to help woman in parking lot after he saw black BF pull gun. Black shot him dead instead.

Brian Marksberry had 2 little kids.

Always keep your distance from these murderous animals.

Patti Ann Harvill, 61
Popular and well-beloved woman.

Black broke in to violently beat, rape and murder her in 2012. Crime just solved.

Kelly Deanne Kazoon, 55

African immigrant neighbor brutally stabs him 80 times to death during robbery.

Cops said he suffered greatly.

Christopher Charles Mihaylo, 47

Apparently the foolish young girl felt safe hanging with the homies. Big mistake.

Jade Erwin, 17

Police find him and another girl hiding in a trash dumpster after dumping Jade off at a hospital. He had shot her in the face, killing her.

Martha McKay, 63

In 1996, black teens shot her mother and nephew dead. 24 years later one of the killers stabs and bashes her to death with a hammer.

Sally Snowdon McKay, 75, owned a famous Tennessee mansion when shot dead in late night 1996 B&E robbery by black teens.

Lee Baker, 52 was a popular Memphis blues/rock guitarist when murdered in 1996.
Terri Lynn Bills, 46
Black arrested for her 2015 cold case dismemberment. Only her torso found.
Selling weed to black chick, who sets him up for robbery murder.

Loretta Jo Gates
They suspect him, or one of his tribe, of doing the same to this woman in 2012.
Helping worthless sister score when blacks blast him dead.

Dylan Beinert, 22
Possible African immigrant
Never get involved with blacks and drugs.

Dalton Wayne Fisher, 15

Danielle "Dani" Swan, 28
Beautiful mother of 3 White kids, including a new baby boy.

William Edward Billy Allison, 65
Black man and woman crime couple brutally beat the guy to death.

Scott Brooks, 61
Restaurant owner gunned down by 2 blacks in robbery.

Black employee shot him dead over minor pay issue.

James Edward Kirby, 68
Verified White, media doesn't bother finding photo.
Just to get a car, black broke in and strangled the old guy dead for his.

Scott Isaacson, 50
White-hating black bastard randomly and viciously stabs the woman multiple times to the face, chest and arms at a Toledo, Ohio gas station. She dies at the hospital.

Tiratorous anti-White media drops story like hot potato when perp turns out to be black.
Black teen neighbor breaks in and strangles old guy to death. Robs home and steals his car. Goes back later to sodomize dead body.

Blacks are totally SICK.

Robert Long, 74

Charged with sexual abuse of a corpse.

Black neighbor and his brother beat him to death just for yelling at black kids.

Black arrested in cold case 2017 double slaying.

Danny Jones, 62

Teresa McCoy, 27

Foolish girl lets in black neighbor kids who shoot her because they think she narked on them. Dies on operating table.

Black teen gang included 3 black girls.

Blake Justin Hendrix, 23

2 blacks blast UBER driver dead. She was just trying to make a buck.

Sally Shaw, 55

Unknown black male shot her 5 times to death.

Elizabeth Camille Aldridge, 24

Wild-haired Negro teen shoots cemetery worker dead for telling him and his bros to leave after acting disrespectfully.

Kristopher Dacus, 33

Young guy shot to death by psycho street black behind a Burger King for reasons unknown.
Tessa Majors, 18
Rich liberal brat from Charlottesville VA.

Barnard college girl stabbed by 13 and 14 year-old black punks in NYC park. Stabbed so hard feathers burst out of her down jacket. Bled to death on dirty sidewalk looking for help.

Jerome Pastore, 52
Had cute GF and new baby when callous black murdered him.

Stabbed to death by feral black when he tries to stop tip jar theft at his deli.

Holden Heath, 19

Offc. Katie Thyne, 24
2 separate cases hundreds of miles apart.

Trying to arrest black drug dealer when he drags her off with car, crushing her to death against tree.

Sgt. Kaila Sullivan, 43

Young father gets in argument with 2 blacks who just blow him away.

Jeffery Flansburg, 31

Black brutally beats, rapes and stabs counselor to death.

Melissa "Missy" Hamilton, 50

Black cable guy pays woman unexpected visit, stabs her multiple times, leaving her bloody corpse on living room floor. Goes on big Walmart shopping spree using her credit cards.

Young mothers shot multiple times to death by black ex football star. Possible rape or drug related robbery.

Seairaha Winchester, 30, and 27 year-old Brittany McAdory

Betty Thomas, 83
Beloved great grandmother to big Texas family.
Flint and Sharon Kressler
Idiot liberals sure made one big mistake.

Black 13 year-old adopted son shoots them both dead inside the home and tries to make it look like a burglary.

Black gangs get in big street gunfight, killing her with stray round.

Tonya Jackson, 50
Shane Semsroth 49

Beloved family man shot and killed by unknown black.

Aryanna Lynn Doyle, 28

You can't even find her photo in the brief media reports.

On Easter Sunday, 2018, black beat and raped her, then set fire to trailer home, burning her to death while she was still alive. His semen was found in corpse.

Joseph Perlick-Spernak, 25

Murderous blacks will kill you in a second.

Comes home to find his idiot female roommate offered to let black live there. Gets in argument over it until black pulls out gun. Black chases him down street firing and killing the guy.

Lillyann Grace Reck, 3

Imagine sexually brutallizing a cute little girl like this?

In 2018, mother foolishly asks black friend to babysit daughter. The animal sodomizes the little girl into a coma and she dies in the hospital.
Christopher Dillon Patterson, 17
Sees stolen items online and tries to recover. Black he met with runs him over, killing him.
Black teen shoots him dead.

Kenneth Alan Niesen, 58

Deborah Vinson, 66
Verified White. Traitor media "forgets" to run her photo.
Black teens break in late at night, shoot the lady dead and steal her old car.

Scott Jenks, 48
Father beaten to death by black.

Cheyanne Schultz Cardinale, 19
Cute girl blasted dead with shotgun.
They hate White people.

Just after she got out of a car with 4 friends, White-hating black felon out on parole blasted them at close range with a shotgun. Another White guy was killed.

Sherry Ingold
Rural postal worker just delivering the mail.
Black shot her in the head; probably while trying to abduct her for rape. He tried to abduct another woman earlier but she escaped. Sherry dies in the hospital a week later.

Alexander Cavanagh, 22
Shot to death by black robber while working at Wendy's.

Matthew Carter, 17
HS Senior shot dead in carjacking by 2 black kids.

Tessa C. McCullough, 21
ODs after black drug dealer sells her Fetanyl-laced coke.

Courtney Nicole Dubois, 20
Never buy or do drugs with blacks.
Black drug dealer cuts her up into small pieces after she ODs. Throws parts out in trash.
Dennis Huelse, 63
Black stabs him to death, burns his home down and steals his restored '69 Pontiac Firebird.

Charity Crim, 39
Black drug pal brutally stomps her to death because she refused sex.

Annika Swanson, 22
Cute young mother of 2 little White babies.

Ian Curtis, 27
Shot dead by unknown black in road rage.

Nicolas "Cole" Kern, 20
Black stabbed him 10 times to death during drug deal.

Callous black man and woman crime couple kidnap, rob and beat her for pin number. Stuffed her lightly clad and badly beaten body into a sewage drain pipe to die.

Andrew Powell, 24
In 2014, black robber blasts him point blank as he worked on car in driveway.

Danny J. Wright
Failed black bank robber shoots bank employee dead out of frustration.

Jessica Weishaar, 43

Todd Burkhart, 28, and Kyla Hayton, 21
Missing White couple found shot to death. Black charged. She was 5 months pregnant.

Black "friend" shot young father of two little girls dead for reasons unknown.
Jumps in front of mother as black robbers open fire at her, killing him.

Joseph Bowling, 23

Susan Spiller, 68

Black handyman beats her to death, to steal ring off finger.

Isabella Mehner, 93

Out on evening stroll when random White-hating black crazy deliberately runs the two over with his minivan and drives off. Both die in hospital.

Diane and Roger Peterson

14 year-old black next door neighbor broke into her home and murders her in some violent, gruesome way; probably due to her complaints about loud rap music.

Larissa Cole, 20
made the mistake of thinking blacks were safe to hang out with.

Black bicycle delivery man stabs him to death and gets off thanks to lefty Jew DA.

Black friend trips out and strangles her dead with her own I-Phone cord. Steals her stuff.

Sean Schellenger, 37

Brenton Estorffe, 29
Shot to death protecting his White wife and kids from 2 black robbers.

Black blasted her and two others dead at a party.

Muriel Tursivio, 26

Black neighbor barricades himself in his apartment, then shoots him and himself dead.

John William Mohr
Noted doctor and CEO dies in hospital from stray round fired by black teen.

Dr. John Holaday, 75

Black kills old lady, wounds another and orally rapes teen girl at knifepoint.

Peggy Schiering, 80

Black robbers shoot him to death outside liquor store.

Lewis Putrus, 77

Shot dead alongside black friend by black.

Christine Anne Chestnut-Hayes, 47

Charles, 32, and Andrea Deas, 25

Black friend and best man at their wedding shot them both dead in 2016.

They let him stay at their home when he repays them by shooting both to death with a .22 rifle. Set bodies on fire, burning alive dogs and home down. Uses debit card to empty accounts.

Lewis Putrus, 77

Kristine M. Gibbons, 54

Amy Marie Wiseman, 34

Beautiful woman dies after getting hit by a random stray round fired by blacks in street gunfight.

Nicholas Anderson, 31

Black friend of her family shoots her to death in home.

John Marvin Weed, 59

They really don't give a damn who they kill.

Black teen panhandlers harass and beat him to death over dollar in parking lot at Great Frederick Fair.

Briefly reported on national news but with no mention of perp's race.
Louis Zicarelli, 78
Goes to answer knock at front door when black robber just blasts him dead.

Daniel Martin Bradley, 60
Black tortured him to death and then set fire to house.

Suzette Langlois, 52
Callous black drug dealer breaks in to shoot the popular woman to death over money her husband owed. She had little White kids.

Jason James Lowry Hoffman, 33
Shot dead by his own black friend.

Beaten to death by black, body thrown in dumpster.

Shawn Palacios

Casey Tinker, 26
Young guy beloved by friends and family.

Mitchell Allen Smith, 34
Black shot him dead in his car.

Rohn Brinker, 46
Harmless, autistic man beaten to death by his black caretakers.

John Letourneau, 60
Black breaks in and shoots him to death in his bed while he slept. Eats leftover pizza and cake in his kitchen.

College graduate leaving restaurant job when two blacks in stolen car shoot him twice before reaching into car to rob him. Mortally wounded, poor guy wrecks his car while dying.

After making himself at home and robbing, sets body on fire, burning house down.
Rob Bolich, 62
Bridge inspector in Washington DC knifed to death by crazy black.

David Clifton Harper, 77
Black breaks in and kills the old guy.

Diana Jeanne Langlume, 72
Retired airline flight attendant moved to Las Vegas to be closer to her daughter.
Random black street psycho bludgeons the skinny, frail elderly woman to death with a SLEDGEHAMMER in a Vegas laundromat. Imagine that.

Jonathan McCoy
Gets in fight with black who pulls out gun and shoots beloved young guy to death. His girlfriend just had his baby.

Local media can’t be bothered reporting much or even publishing a single decent photo of the poor woman. This is from a FB post.

Lisa Georgieff, 39 and Kara Ball, 34
Shot in head and groin. Was a mudshark with a mud kid.

Black guy busted in the front door and shot the two women to death with a rifle just because he didn’t feel welcomed in St. Louis.

Justin Harper, 26
Beloved young man shot dead at his job by black robber.

Dope-addicted woman sold bad Fentanyl by black which ODs her.

Kenneth Clay Foshee, 70
Black woman shot him dead for his casino winnings.

Lincoln Williams Jr., 18
Black dope gang including middle aged black woman shoot him dead.

Samantha Marie Thompson-Moore, 25
Leonard John Ruffer, 56
Black worker he just fired shoots him dead.

James Michael Wallin, 18
Black shot him dead in apparent road rage incident.

Margery Magill, 27
Just out dog walking for extra money while working in Washington DC as an intern, when Ethiopian psycho randomly stabs her multiple times to death.

Black butchers him and another guy using a firefighter's axe over drug deal.

Kevin E. Waters, 52
Helping daughter move when black robber shoots him dead out on street.

Kimberly Lorman, 35
Carrying groceries on sidewalk when homies get in big gun battle killing him with stray round.

Tim Haman Jr., 41
Goes into a convenience store to buy chips and gets shot dead by black robbers.

Carrying groceries on sidewalk when homies get in big gun battle killing him with stray round.

Shane Colombo, 25

Rhonda McPeak, 48

Kelly Conway, 51
Crazy-looking black chick shoots her to death for some reason.

Living in a Negro infested apartment building when hit in the head and killed by stray round fired by black blasting away at another black.
Kerry Charley
Auto mechanic shot dead by black teen and his mother over car repair bill.

Dennis Edwards, 62
Deli owner

Black chases his wife into his deli, shoots her dead and then shoots him dead coming to her aid.

Erin E. Langhofer, 25
Popular and beloved daughter of a pastor who worked with addicts.

Just getting something to eat from a food vendor at art festival when big gunfight between the homies breaks out. Struck by stray bullet and dies in the hospital.

William Eric Brant, 40
Family man gets in argument with black neighbor who shoots him to death. Father of 3 White kids.

Seen here on Halloween with his kids.

Justin Marshall Spry, 36
Shot dead by 3 blacks.

Robert Dendy, 49
Adult and 14 year-old black, shoot him dead breaking into his home.

Ronald "Trey" Peters, 28
So where's the media outrage?

Gang of blacks beat him up, rob and shoot him dead because he was gay.
Brings along friend to meet black for online sale, both get shot, she dies.

Lisa Marie York

Black "friend" shoots him to death over $20 owed.

Bryan Cozart, 29

Amber Morris, 38

Mother of 4 is stomped to death by black in Reno hotel.

Marc Faust, 66

NY artist gets in argument with black in a Bodega and is beaten to death.

Miranda Goddard, 24

Black street robber shoots cute girl in the head, killing her.

Tyler Wingate, 24

Believed he was living in America.

Foolish kid moves to Detroit, gets in a minor traffic accident and is surrounded by black getting out of car. They beat him to death.

Diane Ferguson Ballard, 72

Shot dead defending home from black crime gang.

New father, beloved by wife, is shot dead by black.

Tyler Schaeffer, 32

"Sparky," 46, and Steve Johnson, 73

Father and son

Shot dead by callous black robbers at their bingo hall business.
Black shoots her dead and wounds 3 others.

Alexandra “Lexie” Elise Peck, 19

Gets in altercation with 3 blacks who shoot him dead.

Nathan Morrow, 26

Mercedes Chico-Sims, 17

Sneaks out late at night to meet boy, but black neighbor intercepts her, then beats, rapes and strangles her to death. Tries to hide corpse.

John Joseph Cassidy, 72

Got in fight with a black female who shoots her dead.

Destiny Brooks, 33

Black robber stabs him dead in a YMCA.

Father of 3 White kids.

Now his kids will have to grow up without a father.

Jason Frazier, 43

Robert Barclay, 74

Shined flashlight in the woods and was shot to death by black out there.

Jonathan Harmon, 20

Black murders old guy by stabbing him multiple times in the torso and head.

In 2017, gang of 4 black teens break in late at night and shoot them both to death.

African immigrant from Cameroon shoots him to death outside bar during altercation.

Paul Joel Koster, 51 and Ayla Roxanne Hopper, 29
Jonathan Szurgot, 36
Gets in argument with 2 black teens who shoot him dead.

Harry Richard Pope, 85
Black busted for robbing and killing the old guy.

Casey Nicole Kizer, 17
Shot dead during altercation with black, who gets slapped on wrist with manslaughter charge. Possible mudsharking or drug dealing involved.

Poul Hansen, 44
Guy was in his apartment laundry room when blown away by black.

Donald Clark, 67
Danish tourist in NO gets blasted dead by black female.

Kelsey N. Burnette, 18
Shot dead because black "didn't like the way he looked at him."

Bryan Hervey, 61
Black man and woman crime couple break in, beat and stab him to death.

Helena B. Stiglets, 38
Lesbian store clerk gunned dead by black.

In 2017, while walking to work, she was abducted off the street, raped and her head bashed in. Body dumped on the side of the road like a sack of garbage.

Charles P. Smith IV, 48

Lee Crosby Tetter, 57
Gets in argument with black who shoots him dead.
Jackson Weller, 23
Popular UNM college baseball player shot dead by violent black gangsta.
Black crazy walking around with a gun randomly shoots the women dead in 2015, Gets slapped on the wrist with mental hospital stay.
Kristy Mitchell and Suzanne Hogan

Marc Gagné, 80 and Rita Fortin, 78
Black stabs city bus driver, who pulls bus safely over before dying.
While on vacation in Florida, elderly Canadian couple, were beaten and had heads bashed in by brutal black who broke into their motorhome. He was released from jail only a month before.

Paul Monchnik, 91
For this he fought for America?
Paul Monchnik, 91 was a WWII veteran.

Dyllan Ownbey, 22
Out riding his motorcycle when black shoots him to death.

Brandon Rettich, 42
Mean black woman tosses invalid old guy off city bus. He dies in hospital.

Serge Fournier, 74
Barbara Leslie, 70, and Ruth Schwed, 75

In 2016, gang of evil blacks including a female rob and murder the two in an old folks home.

Homeless man beaten to death by black ex felon.

Black bashed his head in for his cellphone and $2 in his wallet.

Thomas Paul Koenigs, 54

Larry Watczak, 70

Sierra Bree Clemens, 23

While staying in a motel, a feral black broke in to rob and rape her. As she wildly fought back, police were called over the disturbance. On arrival, they heard someone escaping out the bathroom window and found the perp hiding in a trash dumpster. But she was already dead.

Darren Partch, 38, and Wendi Miller, 48

She had 2 kids and ran “Wings for Justice,” helping kids in court cases.

Black burglar broke in and shot the two to death inside a Newport Beach, California condo.

Killed by stray when blacks get in big gunfight next to his car repair shop.

Michael Gleba, 56

William Black, 29

Dwayne Sutton, Jr., 27

HS state wrestling champ murdered by black gang, including female.

Black shot him dead and wounded another.

Gets in car with crazy high black who shoots him in the face, killing him.
Dixie Cowe, 43
Black female room mate shot her dead, claims cleaning gun.

Out riding bikes with a friend when black shot him dead with a rifle.

Randy Griffin, 31

Robert Noble, 57

Buying dope for GF, when black shoots him dead.

Shot dead by black during robbery.

Bradley Lucier, 23

Christopher Dean, 33
Dealing dope with brutal black gang when they accuse him of being an informer. They beat him with a crowbar, tortured, gang-raped and sodomized him with object before finally shooting him dead.

Hailey Jordi Brown, 29
He may have tried to rape her at gunpoint.

Sadie Grace Linton, 3
Callous black shot this cute little girl and her mother dead, then himself, for reasons unknown or not reported.

Adam R. Williamson and Dustin A. Wiltz, both 20
Black shot them both dead, probably during robbery.

Blacks tried to buy drugs from her friends with counterfeit bills and when they refused, the blacks opened up, killing her.

Samantha Coyner, 19

Never get involved with blacks and dope.
Jessica Elizabeth Whaley, 30
Black woman shoots her in chest, killing her.

US Airforceman shot dead by blacks during gas station robbery.

They lived in a mostly White area.

Lois Ladd, 68, and Michael Ladd, 79

Alex Mixon, 27
Black arrested for shooting her dead during argument.

Gang of evil blacks shoot guy dead while making food delivery.

Christina Veronica Rush, 27

Feral black broke into the elderly couple's home at night and stabbed them both to death.

Black drug dealers brutally murder all 3 Whites. One of the girls was found burned to a crisp in a car elsewhere, possibly driven away for gang raping at their leisure.

Bobbie Lynn Moore, 22

Ronnie Wayne Hackle, Jr., 27, and his little sister, Mercedes Maelyn Hackle, 17

Never engage in drug business with blacks or hang around with those who do!

Her brother was probably dealing.

Selling weed to 2 blacks when they blast him dead with a rifle.

Jake McLain, 18

Shot dead by black during weed transaction.

Nilez Nichols, 19
Black pulls out gun in a bar and blasts her dead for some reason.

Britney Ann Mazanec, 33

Black man and wife crime couple shoot old White guy dead.

Eugene Fordham, 64

Danielle Ann Stislicki, 28
Went missing in 2016.

Family and friends have gone crazy looking for her.

Rex Allen Bailey, 20

Working stiff went to Baton Rouge for job and gets shot dead by black.

Brian Allen Cook, 43

Black security guard she trusted, abducted her somehow and disappeared her body. He had already attempted the rape and strangulation of a jogger, probably White.

Black shoots young guy dead.

Met up with black to buy cellphone, who robs and shoots them both twice in the head. Pushes car with bloody bodies into a ravine.

They meant nothing to him.

Igor Zhukov and Michele Law leaves behind 2 young daughters.

Joshua Meek, 16

3 blacks, including female, shot HS honors student dead.

Corey Barkhamer, 26
Black breaks-in and shot him twice to death.


Chase Toops, 20

Joe B. Weaver IV
4 blacks break-in, murder him and his dog.
Dalton Berry and Shayla Carson

Young White couple brutally shot multiple times to death by 4 blacks in 2017.

Philanthropist waiting in car for wife at pharmacy, shot dead by black.

Jack Hough, 73

Gary Power, 83

Carlie Beaudin, 33
Nurse, beloved wife and singer in a popular Milwaukee choir.

Early release black felon beats him to death after minor fender bender.

Evil black beat the living hell out of her and hid her broken, but still alive body under a car in parking garage to freeze to death overnight in 4 degree temperature.

Kyle Yorlets, 24
Nashville musician

Gang of 5 black children shot him outside his home after handing them his wallet and truck keys. Stumbles into house and soon dies.

Including 12 and 13 year-olds and females.

David Barcus, 48

4 blacks break in and shoot him in the gut as he slept before robbing the place.

Out buying weed when black teen blows him away.

James Smith and Damian Staniszewski.
Black crime gang brutally torture and then finally murder the two over drugs in 2017.

Alex Lee Tisdale, 17
Black breaks in, knocks his wife out and brutally beats him to death.

John Dawson, 92 Veteran of 3 US wars.

Selling tennis shoes when black shoots him to death in his car.

Matthew Taylor

Teresa Lynn Custer, 37

Hotel clerk gunned down by blacks.

Roger Marmet, 22

Social worker killed by stray bullet fired by black outside bar.

Marla Belin, 55 Well-beloved by her friends.

Black harassed her for sex, then later stole her purse on the street. Chasing after him, he body-slammed her into concrete, beating and bashing-in her head. Taken off life support at hospital to die.

Kayla Chapman, 30 Everyone in town loved her.

They don't care.

Working in small town convenience store when black robber guns her down. Calls 911 somehow while grievously wounded. Dies.

Harry Parnell, 62

Black at work stabs him dead and wounds another.

Doing weed deal with blacks who just blow him away.

Justin Kammerich, 33

Black teen shoots him to death before he could even hand over wallet.

David Long, 31

Never get involved with drugs around blacks.

Doing weed deal with African immigrants who just blow him away.

Skylar Maupin, 21
Rebecca Williams, 48
Dreadlock black robber shoots her dead in St. Louis.
Friend got in fight with black who shoots him dead instead.
Trevor Christian Gray

Barbara Harper, 71
Black felon gets wrong car, shoots her on interstate, crashes car, dies.

Donald Claxton, 58
Black blasts him dead in his driveway.

Nancy Bergeson, 57
Portland, Oregon Public defender.
Probably a big liberal, maybe even a mudshark.
In 2009, black strangled the life out of her in own home. Cold case finally solved in 2019. Possibly knew him in some way.

Elisha Marie Tucker, 34
Skeleton was found duct-taped up in garbage bags, buried in shallow grave in 2014. Probable abduction and rape.
Paroled for killing a little girl back in the 80's.

Irate black customer shoots him dead, wounds son.
Roy Brown, 56 IHOP manager

Gary Medlin, 26 father of 2 boys.
Black shot him dead simply trying to leave store during robbery.

Stefen Simmons, 20

Old black man shoots him dead.

Shannon Rippy Van Newkirk
Body still missing.

3 blacks shoot him dead.

John Albers, 38
Amanda Nicole Kirby, 37  
Shot dead by black robber.

Jessica Dawn Smith, 29  
Shot dead by black teen girl criminal.

Benjamin Friar, 32  
Shot multiple times to death by black teenager robber.

Brandon McHan, 29  
Pawn shop owner blasted dead by black robbers.

Marybeth Gaeng, 65  
Crazy black woman grabs up steak knives off Family Dollar store shelf to wildly stab to death random innocent White shopper in head, face and hands.

Jeannot Plessy, 49  
Three black carjackers run her over with her own car, killing her in front of husband.

Belinda Humphreys  
Black teen carjackers open up on her car killing her and seriously wounding husband.

Punk is smiling in his mug shot.
Patrick Smith, 41
Family man checking on elderly neighbor shot 8 times by black teen. Dies in hospital on Thanksgiving day.

Witness in murder trial of black shot dead by him while out on bail.

Sarah Simms

Buying weed from blacks when they just blow her away.

Black Somali immigrant murders her and burns body.

Adelisa Muratovic, 21

Bobbie Renee Simpson

Black neighbor she refused to date brutally stabs her to death and sets fire to her home. Little daughter dies from smoke inhalation.

Heather Jose, 33 and Kelly Jose, 43

Found dead in burning car after stupidly gave ride to black career criminal who kidnapped them and did God knows what.

Carol Horner and Brian Hansen

Early release felon robs mens wear clothing store she managed and just shoots her in head on the way out, killing her. She leaves behind a young White son and husband.

Randomly shot dead in separate incidents by black in hate crime spree.

Rebecca Pletnewski, 41 and 8 year-old daughter, Olivia Schneider.
Joshua A. Grey, 23
Unknown black robber guns him dead.

Caleb Smith, 24
Black shoots him to death in road rage.

Tiffany Dawn Kelley, 29

Timothy Moriconi, 25
4 blacks break in and brutally beat her. Dies in hospital.

Tonya L. Southern, 43

Black couple gun him down during robbery.

Christine Franke, 25


Sam Lavel Wingate, 81
Black randomly guns him down in hate crime. Shot another White.

Ethan Smith, 29
4 blacks shoot him dead.

Ralph Harper, Retired St. Louis Police Sergeant

Phil H. Trenary, 64
Memphis City Councilman shot dead on street.

Black teens shoot him dead.
Armand van Tonder, 22
Young guy was gunned down by 3 black robbers at a skate board park.

David Doyle, 64
Tied up and tortured to death by 2 blacks and wigger for his gold stash.

Megan Staats, cashier, and Jeremy Apperson, pumping gas.
Punk put a gun to his wife's face, forcing him to pull his legal CCW weapon and engage suspook.

Andrew Peek, 27
Guy was pumping gas when black carjacker blew him away for his car.

John Charlton, 54
Tried to help girl in a fight when her black BF beat him. Dies in hospital.

"Early release" black felon robs convenience store and guns Megan Staats down for no reason. Wounded in gunfight with Apperson at the pumps, but kills him and wounds another.

Levi Cole Ellerbe, 6 months
Reportedly a "black lives matter" militant.

Fadil Delkic
Bosnian immigrant gets in argument with black couple in Walmart parking lot, gets shot dead.

Black carjackers shoot beloved man dead outside Food Lion.

Gerard Celentano, 57

Damian M. Huber
Visiting a friend when 2 blacks break in and shoot him dead.

Landon Bays, 18
Selling weed to 2 blacks when they just gun him down.

Black woman charged with abduction and burning of little White baby on RR tracks. He dies in the hospital. Possible hate crime to "get even with whitey."
After minor altercation, black teen follows him off city bus and shoots him to death.

Taylor C. Fehlen, 37

Black stabs hippie guy dead for unknown reasons.

Cody Drew, 24

Thinking it was his UBER driver, he taps on car window in NYC; angry black gets out and punches him into the curb. Dies in hospital.

Sandor Szabo, 35

Coach of Wake basketball team.

Jaime Sarrantonio, 30, and Bartley Teal, 33
Black robbery gang callously gun them both down outside East Nashville bar. She was a popular music industry member and it was his 33rd birthday.

Candace Adkin, 54

Local news "forgets" to put up her photo in articles.

Jessica Brandon, 36

Black robbery gang bursts through her door at 3:30 am, shoots her to death.

Stephanie Mullins, 46

DNA IDs black as her killer in 2016 murder.

Black animal grabs her up in parking lot, drives away in her own Mercedes. Daughter last hears her screaming "don't let him take me!" Raped and murdered body found 2 days later in burned car.

Richard "Gary" Black, 73 Viet Nam Bronze star vet

Media fails to mention black caused it all.
Family tearfully pleads with public to ID killer.

Two black brothers charged with burning and hiding body of missing woman.

Gets in argument with black over parking spot who shoots him in back.

Beloved mother found in a pool of blood after unknown black male broke in late at night, brutally bludgeoned and stabbed her in the neck. Possibly raped. Stole her car.

Popular local chef and single father shot in chest by black 16 year-old.

William Booker III

Nicholas Lewis, 33

Black teens break in and run her over with own car while stealing it from garage.

Clara Jeanne Barna, 75

The Aguerreberry family

Black was driving when he saw the White family happily bicycling together on a separate bike trail. Did a u-turn, jumped a curb and accelerated to run them all down.

The father died on the spot.

Will survive.

The three year-old boy out on training wheels was seriously messed up.
Shannon Rozanski-Schoen
Gas station clerk and mother of 4 shot down dead during robbery by blacks.

Brian Eure, 41
Dollar store clerk and father of soldier gunned dead by black.

Sheri Aoyagi, 60
During drug deal, blacks shoot him and his GF, killing him.

Black tortures him to death and burns his body.

Vincent Barry Lambert Jr.

Stanley Owen Norman, 70

Drives up to her home to find black teen robbers running out the front door, who blast her right in the chest, killing her on the spot. Handicapped husband has to watch the whole thing happen from the front seat of the car.

Baltimore County Police Officer Amy Caprio corners black 16 year-old lookout for teen robbery gang, ordered to wear ankle bracelet for previous crimes. He guns his jeep and runs her over, killing her.

Black female robber stabs and slits her throat when she gets to her car after shopping.

Popular young girl murdered by black after party. Body dumped in woods.

Because he was angry with ex wife, deranged black shoots 6 people dead across Phoenix AZ, including these 2 Whites. Ex wife goes untouched.

They were robbing homes in broad daylight.

Susan Leeds, 66

Mikaela Conley, 19

Stephen Pitt and Laura Anderson
John Ruh, 61  
Marine veteran  
Popular store clerk gunned down by 2 blacks for nothing.

Tiffany Loisell, 27  
In 2016, black shoots her and 2 White men in home. Sets house on fire. Firefighters find her still clinging to life, but she dies the next day in the hospital.

William M. Adamonis, 31  
3 unknown blacks shoot him dead.

Callous black bastard brags to friends about killing the three Whites.

John G. Naum, 60  

Kenneth Paul Curler Jr., 34  
Both men dead at the scene.

In 2011, black neighbor somehow gets in and probably rapes her. He ties her up and puts her in the trunk of her own car and drives to an alley. Sets fire to car while she was still possibly alive. Cold case recently solved.

Sandy Smith, 51  
Drug associates of his son shoot him dead instead.

Helen Gale, 81  
Newspaper carrier stabbed to death by black.

Brutal black bastard cared nothing about the old lady suffering.

Joseph Keith Stengline, Sr., 62  
4 blacks break in and beat old guy to death.

Brett White, 44  

Rebecca Irene Eudy, 74  
Convicted black old lady and child rapist strangles her to death in old folks home.
Black robbed and then blasted both him and his fiance. She survived 3 bullets, he didn’t.

Adam D. Legrand, 23

Black druggie breaks in her home, bashes her face and head in with a stick.

Tasha Kushner, 31

Lincoln Adam Young, 28

Black robber shoots him to death.

Mercedes Wathen, 25

Black charged with killing her in some unreported way.

About to enter front door when 2 blacks shot him multiple times to death.

Tyler Hurtle, 20

4 blacks, including female, shoot him to death.

Dirk Anthony Lequia, 30

Glenn Wenzel, 46

2 black robbers gun home inspector dead.

Colleen Stamper, 19

Blacks open up at the car she was in, killing her and another man.

Random black crazy stabbed him in the neck while at dinner with wife and 5 year-old daughter. The little girl was sitting in his lap when it happened. He dies in the hospital.

Anthony Mele, 35

Had argument with black handyman over money in 2016, who just stabs them both and burns home down on top of them.

Very little local coverage.

Harry Smith and Brenda Posey

In 2017, 3 blacks including female, burst into home to beat and shoot them both to death just because they had a confederate flag out front.

Very little local coverage.

Joshua Dylan Moody (23) and elderly grandfather, Travis Frost (73)
Jessica Brianne Rogers, 21
Black shot cute girl in the head, killing her.

Black, who murdered another White woman, shot her dead and wounded a man.
Rosemarie Harmon

Dillon Bud Steve, 26
ATM video captures him gunned down by black teen robber.

Linda Wisniewski, 67
Two blacks break in, shoot her dead and wound a man.

Caroline Morton-Hicks, 59
British Ex Pat musician living in Florida.

Smirking bastard, already on the run for holding elderly couple hostage, accosts her in parking lot; when she tries to flee, he guns her down.

Jenni McGruder, 26
Black doing a drive-by outside nightclub, hits her with rounds. Leaves behind 2 little children.

Black serial killer, who slaughtered the White Miller family, also murdered these two in their home.

Julie Michelle Poston (41) and Lewis Kevin Ramsey

Albert J. Loehlein, 95
Black breaks in, robs and bashes in his face for fun.

Perp only got $22.50 in pawned items.

Locally beloved homeless woman stabbed dead by black parolee.

Margaret Means
14 year-old black gangsta wannabee shot him to death.

Zachary Parker, 17

Good Samaritan beaten to death by black because he helped his GF during fight.

Edward Alan Pearson, 58

Mollie "Michaela" White, 23

Mudshark or idiot liberal possibly involved in drug deal gone wrong.

Black she disciplined at work shoots her dead. Wounds another White guy.

Nancy Swift, 63

Two blacks shot dead beloved hotel clerk with wife and daughter.

Andrew Day, 29

Black arrested for murder and robbery shot petite girl multiple times to death and wounded another man not ID'd.

Jaclyn Russell Burkhart, 32

Mother of two worked at a little home cleaning business.

You can’t even find any decent photos of the woman in the media.

Hit in the head with stray bullet during wild gangsta drive-by, dies a week later in the hospital. Thugs still on the loose since local blacks refuse to help police.

Anthony Tony Alberigi, 59

Two black gangs get in big shootout in his store, killing him.

Kenneth Ridener, 40

Black parolee beat homeless woman to death.

Her and husband tied up and house set on fire while still alive. He escapes, she didn't.

Amy Cancienne, 37

Nancy Alford, 76
Old ex-con black neighbor stabs her in the neck with scissors, killing her.

She fired black security guard, who comes back to shoot her dead.

In 2013, 3 blacks break in and shoot him to death during robbery.

Black attacked and strangled young mother to death in her front yard in broad daylight while her 2 White babies were in the house. His body under bushes until he finally confessed.

In 2008, locally beloved New Orleans botanist was stabbed multiple times to death in her home. Cold case just recently solved.

2 black robbers just blasted her when she tried to leave store during robbery.

Black "friend" shot him to death.

Same black also killed 3 other women, including Obama campaigner/liberal activist White, Kirsten Brydum, in 2008.

Young man shot 16 times to death outside bar by violent black in 2016.

Christian guy coached basketball to "at risk" urban black kids.
Westerville Police Officers Eric Joering and Anthony Morelli

Responding to a domestic violence call when black guns them both dead.

Chasing down criminal black wearing bulletproof vest when he’s shot and killed.

Chicago commander Paul Bauer

Police officer and Viet Nam vet beaten to death by gangsta in road rage.

Larry Falce, 70

Black career criminal shot her in a parking lot during apparent robbery. May even have known victim.

Rachel Anderson, 24

Jessica Carte (34) and Kieth Higgins (33) were going together.

Black sex predator broke in, raped and tortured her to death. Stuffed body in closet and took her car. His sister used victim’s credit cards.

Mark Higgins, 64

Black and possibly 3 other homies got in home and brutally gunned all 3 Whites to death.
Robert Howe, 77
Black broke in, beat and choked old guy. Died in the hospital later.

Scott Corwin, 27

Valaree Megan Schwab, 16
Called a "political activist who fought injustice," meaning big diversity liberal.

Alice Wright, 74
Black woman home caregiver and black BF brutally stab her dead during robbery.

Karen Simek, 53
During robbery, 2 blacks shot her in the face, killing her.

Got in a big fight with a gang of black girls at a Dunkin' Donuts, where one stuck her twice in the gut with a steak knife when she tried to protect herself with pepper spray. DOA.

Jason Endres, 31
Checking out neighbor's house during black home invasion when they shoot him dead.

David Dzatko, 59
Black shoots customer dead in store robbery and stupidly loses ID at scene.

James Harris, 88, Janice Harris, 72, James Whitley, 76, and Peggy Jo Whitley, 67
Black robbery gang broke in while they were playing cards and blasted them all to death on the spot.

Brett Adkins, 17
Rich kid was selling reefer to blacks Xmas eve when they shot him in the head.

Michael Pardee, 41
2 Blacks shoot him dead during drug deal robbery.

Never get involved in drugs with blacks.
Lance Herrera-Dempsey, 52, and Ginger Ballard

Fired black criminal postal employee strips naked to shoot dead his boss and then drives elsewhere to kill a post office investigator.

Melissa Cleckler, 27

Shot in head and killed by black doing a drive-by.

Jaxson Clay, 1

2 blacks murder mother of 3 and dump body by the side of the road.

Lily Mai Coats-Nichols, 5

In 2015, gangbanger’s stray bullet hits cute little girl in the head as she was in car with mother. Taken off life support in hospital. Callous black perp finally ID’d in 2017.

Danette Kane, 59

Described as the nicest woman you ever met.

Wacked sheboon shoots beloved woman 3 times to death and critically wounds a White manager all because they didn’t have an apartment vacancy.

Feral black broke in last Mother’s day, attempted rape and stabs her to death.

Shawn Basnight

Black robbers gun the guy dead.

Nataliya Shal, 50

Christopher Hoeffing and Erica Bradfield

Never get involved in drugs around blacks.

Black crime duo murders the two, probably over drugs. They chopped up the woman’s body and put the bloody parts in garbage bags.
Dr. Kevin Rodgers, 40
helped maintain a
clinic in Haiti.

Wife discovers body
after black teen
robbers break in
and shoot him dead.

Crazy black stabbed
harmless man to
death for unknown
reasons.

Black criminal out on
bond, blasts Navy Vet
9 times, killing him.

Fleeing pharmacy
after robbery, blacks
ran her down at
door, killing her.

Ricky James
McKeithan, 52

Marilyn Stribley, 87

Black crime gang ran into Atlanta
resturant right as it was closing and tied
up the wait staff. Took Beller to the safe
and made her open it at gunpoint. For
unknown reasons, they shot her in the
shoulder, killing her. Gang still at large.

Chelsea Beller, 29

Elizabeth
Richardson, 27

Amy Cancienne, 37

Karen Harmeyer

Popular manager for pop music star Nick
Lachey's Cincinnati resturant shot right in
face by crazy black yelling slurs in a van
out in street. Surgeons somehow manage
to save her life at the hospital.

Homeless woman
beaten to death by
brutal black parolee.

Harvel Todd Sieber,
47

Black teen robbers,
including girl, shot
him dead.

Black serial killer of
5 White men also
shot dead random
homeless woman.

Lauren
Anne Deis,
14

In 2010, black sex
predator raped and
stabbed her to
death. Abused her
corpse and kept it
for days.
Susan Grissom, 56
Her corpse was found on her kitchen floor, shot multiple times to death, after black punk broke in to rob her. Perp ID’d after trying to use her credit card at ATM.

Black beat him to death with a concrete block.

Mechanic working to fix truck shot to death by black.

Black teens carjack family with fake gun, wreck car, killing him.

3 blacks, including a woman, shoot him multiple times to death.

Karl Wolfer, 54
Former city councilman found by his wife shot several times to death in his car outside the home.

Kimberly Lesko and Melodie Robb
Both sisters brutally shot dead by 2 blacks, who also wounded an elderly man.

Kayla Holland and Adrianna Castro, both 16
4 blacks, including a woman, shot the two teens to death in a parking lot.
Ann Marie Dozier Gilkerson and James David Gough, Jr. Evil black drug gang torture the two to death.

Never get involved in drugs around blacks.

She was stabbed over 123 times.

In 2009, 3 black robbers burst in and shoot her dead in front of boyfriend and mother. Baby dies in hospital.

Crystal Johnson, 19 and unborn baby

Gave 2 blacks a lawn mowing job but they just stabbed her to death instead.

Kathleen Cates, 82

In 2013, black woman he once helped out stabbed him dead.

Robert J. "Bob" Johnson, 84

Black carjackers shoot him in face right in front of his little daughter.

Gerard Grandzol, 38

Black robber shoots him multiple times to death.

Dale Sands, 53

Meghan Lea Acord, 37

Preston Scott Coffey, 44

Business manager shot dead by black robber who just walked in the door.

Zachary Joseph Finch, 21

Black teens shoot baseball player dead during "Let it go" robbery.

Mother of young son was raped and beaten to death by black. He dumped her brutalized corpse under a railroad overpass.

Smirking in his mug shot.

He shot her in the neck.

Mindy Kavars and Caleb Christensen Black she fed Thanksgiving dinner to, comes back to rob and murder them both.

He stabbed him to death.
Shannon Keithley, 39

Black broke into her poor little home and raped her at knifepoint. She escaped, got into her car and drove away in a panic, crashing into a concrete pillar, killing her. Rapist charged with murder.

2 blacks shoot young guy dead.

Shane Anderson, 44

16 year-old black broke in, drove him to ATM, raped wife then shot him dead in front of his kids.

Timothy Chase Humphries, 22

Troy Matthew Henderson, 41

Angry black stabbed him dead outside convenience store.

Carlo Marigliano, 31

3 blacks shoot Italian tourist in face, killing him.

Kristen Lee Stone, 19

Fisherman found her body in a river, tangled up in a tree. Black charged. Most likely he abducted her off the street, raped and killed her in some way.

Philip Antonino

Joel Todd McLemore

Allison L. Boyke, 31

Black robber shot her multiple times to death.

Andree Bejjani, 44

Black building manager let himself in with master key, raped and stabbed her to death.
He once vowed to "kill all White people."

For over a year, White-hating black randomly assassinated five middle-aged White men by shooting them in the back of the head on a Kansas City walking trail. They never had a chance.

David Lenox, 61

National media totally ignored story. Only a few poor photos can be found.

Timothy S. Rice, 57

John W. Palmer, 54

Michael Darby, 61

Steven Gibbons, 57

Laramie Cline, 23

Black teen drug dealer bashed her skull in with a hammer.

Kaytlynn Cargill, 14

Found stuffed into a suitcase on the bottom of a lake. Black arrested.

Dave Deporis, 40

Popular Oakland, CA musician, who they called "Dave that loved the sky."

Richard Pierce Jr., 57

Member of the southern rock band, Rambler.

Sitting in outdoor cafe when unknown black grabbed his laptop and ran. It had his latest music, so he ran after in pursuit. The black jumped into a car that sped off, dragging Deporis to death when he was hung up.

Shot multiple times to death by a black on city street.
Dianna Stilwell, 29
Black guy stabbed her to death behind a vacant store.

Robert A. Bob Piotrowski, 70
Media doesn’t even bother finding a photo.

Chelsie Lynn Kirschten, 23
3 blacks including a female beat old guy to death with chains and then set his home on fire.

Anthony Lorenzo Edwards, 33
During road rage incident, gang of blacks beat him to death in front of his little daughter.

Gang of blacks shoot him to death.

Thomas Lehman, 23

Sitting at a traffic light in her car when an unknown black in a hoody just walks up and fires a round into the car, hitting the beautiful and popular young girl in the back. She drove a block before dying.

George Carroll, 42
Guy was simply walking in a Brooklyn park after dinner with his wife when he traded words with a group of blacks, who probably said something rude to his wife. One of them chased after him and “stuck” him with a knife, killing him.

2 blacks shoot new waiter tip money.

Justin Scott Vanmeter, 28

Brandon Burrow, 18
2 blacks shoot him dead.

Kathryn “Katie” Skeen (36) and Donna Major (59) brutally shot to death in a bank robbery by criminal black.

“They were wives and mothers.”
Black punk was on "a mission" to rob and kill a random White.

Keith Odom, 49
Long haul trucker.

Feral black breaks in, stabs her to death and drives around in her car for a week.

Cristina Weir, 28

Amanda Patti, 43
Popular business woman had 2 White kids and a grandchild.

Timothy Green, 32

Totally wacked paroled black sex offender thinks all his neighbors are breaking in, so he starts blasting away. Wounds 2 and kills Amanda before SWAT finally arrives. Shoots himself.

Justin Slyter, 39

Black shot to death aspiring teacher.

Black shot him dead outside 7-11.

Young guy was just coming to the aid of classmates involved in a confrontation with other HS blacks, when 4 of them surrounded his car. One shot him in the back of the head and he died in the hospital.

Never get involved in drugs around with blacks.

Tammy Pearce, fiancé Selby Outland, her son Shane Pearce and girlfriend Nikki Privett, are all found brutally shot to death Christmas eve, 2016, by black "friend" one of the murdered may have bought dope from.

Ronnie Bowers III
The kid just turned 16.

The little ape shooter.
Amanda Leigh Carney, 19
planned to go to college in the fall to study nursing.

Escaped inmate took hostage step-daughter of prison warden. He needlessly stabbed her to death after wrecking her car. Finally shot dead during gunfight with SWAT team using stolen firearm.

Jonathan “Scott” Cannon, 22
Young guy stabbed 9 times to death by blk at party in 2004.

Pamela Cote, 62
Black "friend" smothers her to death with pillow.

Bronson Boyles, 19
3 black robbers shot young guy to death.

Rex Olsen, 64

3 black robbers shot beloved mother to death in public park.

Kathy Hardy, 45

Wild-looking feral black shoots her dead and wounds another.

Media doesn’t even bother running photos.

Rebecca Quillin, 73

Olivia Mackay, 17
Talented and beloved honors student working 2 jobs to save money for college.

Vicious black druggie stabbed her to death in 2004.

Black couple murder her and dump body on the side of the road like a sack of garbage.

Sally Shaw, 55

Met the blacks online and foolishly went for a stroll with them along lakeshore. Probably gang-raped before they callously strangled the life out of her and dumped her body out in the woods using her car.
Jeffrey Worrell, 63

Sitting on park bench when black gangs start blasting, killing him randomly.

Joshua Beasley, 34

3 blacks, including female shoot him dead in robbery.

Black goes on college campus rampage, stabs him dead, wounds more.

Black robbery gang shoots him dead in front of his GF.

Harrison Brown, 19

Matthew “Matty” Hammond

Young mother’s beaten and shot corpse found dumped on the side of road; 2 black teen males and 1 Hispanic female accessory charged for her robbery and murder.

Allie Sweitzer, 20

Gang of black teen gangstas, already suspected of murder during various home invasion robberies, accost her and friends in neighborhood park. 15 year-old black pulls out gun and shoots the young woman. She dies in the hospital.

Janiel Bernard, 79

Black couple, picking up mother’s work check, stabs her to death in her home.

Her black handyman murders little old lady.

Jennifer Raven Nevin, 23

Black shoots him dead simply because he refused to shake his hand.

Christopher Williams, 32

Black strangles math tutor dead and walks free after playing race card.

David Grant, 48
Oliver Phillips, 85
Two black women brutally bludgeon old guy to death with dumb bells and lamp.

Black robbers deny co-workers calling EMTs as he suffers heart attack at gunpoint. He dies.

Heather "Helena" Hoffmann, 23
Media doesn't even bother getting decent shots of White victims.

Christ Kneubuehl, 56

15 year-old black jr. gangsta shoots him and buddy dead in drug deal robbery.

GF just wanted to buy a little grass, gets him killed by 3 blacks in robbery.

Jaloen Morris, 18
Never get involved with blacks and drugs.

Austin Young, 17
Young mother was simply walking home from work at a McDonalds when feral black sex predator abducts her off the street, rapes and murders her. Throws dead body into a lake like she was a piece of trash.

JoAnn Leasure, 77
Black career criminal breaks into her Florida condo to rob the place and murders beloved retired Bible school teacher while he's at it.

Black shoots him in the back AFTER robbery, killing him.

Thomas Grassman, 37
Guy was leaving Karaoke bar when White-hating black randomly stabbed him dead.

Andrew Pimentel, 26

Evil black criminal shoots the two dead execution-style in Pizzeria robbery.

Joshua Cole and Chris Caris
Popular bartender shot dead in head by blacks in Baltimore.

Sebastian Dvorak, 27

Found face down in lake, strangled dead by mudshark killer.

Megan Leigh Getrum, 36

Black charged with her murder after selling foolish girl really bad Heroin.

Kristen Coutu, 29

Peter Meilke, 19

Totally evil black repeat offender parolee shot him multiple times to death at the pizza shop he worked at, just because he couldn't open safe. Goes back in to shoot the guy again.

Michael, 50 and Trina Kuznik, 45

2 blacks break-in, beat and tie her up. She dies 3 weeks later, but idiot coroner ruled natural causes so black perps walk.

Doris Geisel, 91

Joseph Sodd III, 20

Leaving bar, the guy gets on his moped to go home when Somali immigrant viciously stabs him in the gut, killing him.

Story on "The First 48"

Evil black crime gang breaks into their Cleveland car dealership, shoots dog dead, shoots them in head execution style. Couple's own son discovers dead corpses the next day.

Only one smiling thug caught so far.
Walking down street with friend when black shot her in the back for no reason.

Jaime Baker, 40

Lt. Patrick Weatherford

Popular police officer shot dead making an arrest.

Kera Teel, 19

8 months pregnant with her second child.

Nigerian immigrant arrested for beating and breaking the leg of extremely elderly lady, killing her.

Edna D. Warren, 98

Jimmy McBride, 33

ATM tech shot dead by 2 blacks while servicing machine.

Returning from pediatrician visit with her mother, when 3 blacks came up to rob them in their car. The brutal bastards shot her multiple times, killing her and unborn baby. One of them was a 17 year-old black female.

Just another evil whitey bitch to her.

Jacquelyn "Daisy Lynn" Landry, 18

Body still missing after hundreds searched the countryside in vain. Black arrested for her murder.

He didn’t give one damn bit about the girl’s family.

Lt. Commander James Gelani, 43

During confrontation at the mall, black gangstas shoot Navy aviator dead and wound his cousin.

Adam Anderson, 30

Blacks rob and shoot soldier dead.

William Froelich, 52 and Alex Boschert, 27

White-hating black nutjob just walked up to the utility workers on the street and gunned them both to death.
Chesney Shaw, 71
22 year-old black stabbed old lady to death.

Black punk broke in, beats her to death and steals her car.

Linda Terry, 69

Black shot him to death right when he answered front door.

Avery Wheeler, 22

Timothy Echols, Jr., 17

Her vicious black killer had a White baby mama at home.

Sabrina Galusha, 23

In New Hampshire, random black "stuck" (nigger slang for stabbing) popular young girl with knife right to the chest. She bled to death as her friends desperately tried to get her to a hospital.

Jason Brady
Smith, 31

Guy was just out walking his dog when random black came up to beat and bash his head in. He dies in the hospital. Black also tried killing his little dog by swinging him on his leash, but dog slipped from collar and ran home for help.

Black shot guy multiple times to death.

Brittany McNew, 18

Black fires gun into occupied home hitting and killing pregnant young girl there just to buy TV.

Viktor Yashchychyn, 51 and his beloved dog.

Black beat and stabbed him 22 times to death in his home.

Kevin W. Wirth, 27

Officer William Durr

Black murders 7 of his own family and then blows away responding cop.
46 year-old Phillip Miller, 52 year-old Lori Miller and 13 year-old Vincent Miller

Black male, helped by black girlfriend, shot down entire White family in their home.

13 year-old White male child shot dead.

9 year-old White girl somehow survives after getting shot.

Reese Bowman, 8 months old

Black female day care worker arrested for murder, after seen beating, wildly swinging and smothering little baby girl to death on surveillance video. Police chief described it as torture.

Andy Fockler (38) and Baily Zylo (18)

Criminal black broke in and shot husband and stepson dead. Hubby jumped in front of wife saving her. She later asks: "Why would someone take my life away from me?"

Anita Grace (52) and Nita Jo Smith (52)

In 2014, bungling black bank robber slits their throats with a knife and stabs another bank employee almost to death.

Caught pawning off her jewelry.

Feral black broke in and stabbed her multiple times to the face, head and neck, killing her in the kitchen. She was a TV commercial actress, mother of two and marijuana activist -- probably a big diversity-pushing liberal, too.
Joseph Angelo, 24
Walks out the door when two black drug dealers shoot the guy 36 times over and over. Turns out they got the wrong person.

Nathaniel Ewing, 20
2 blacks shoot him dead during robbery.

Robert Crumm, 35
Black shoots him dead during robbery.

Lori Jane Milks, 63
While she was just out shopping at a mall, drunk black wildly beats and stomps up and down on her head and chest for reasons unknown. The poor woman dies in the hospital 9 days later.

Black home invader ties them up at gunpoint and slits couple’s throats, bleeding them to death. Gets in gunfight with arriving cops, putting him in hospital on the taxpayer’s dime.

Paul Gren
After argument over tow truck bill, black pulls out gun and blows him away.

Rand Cameron Vanwert, 27
Black Facebook “friend” kills him with sharp object.

Richard Field, 49, and Lina Bolanos, 38
Both were doctors engaged to be married.

David Campbell and Shawn M. Scrinzi
Both men eventually die after black coworker sets them on fire with gasoline on purpose.
Mario Hortis, 42
Fitness manager

The guy was a well-known fitness instructor.

Boot-lipped killer imagined himself a male fashion model.

His father was an African immigrant.

2 black robbers kill KFC manager.

Black waited till everyone left Blood Bank before robbing and killing manager.

Janine Ackerman, 35
Gym's popular general manager

Ugly black fitness trainer escorted off premises for violence at Florida gym, but soon returns with gun. He shoots Ackerman in the head and Hortis multiple times. She dies at the scene and Hortis dies at the hospital. Angry ape kills himself, at least saving the taxpayer.

Anthony Duane Tiffany

James Coulson

Black robbers shoot burger restaurant owner dead in 2015.

Black midget shot family man dead on MLK boulevard.

Callous black punks shoot dead beloved and locally popular housing inspector during brutal carjacking.

Cathleen Scherer McDonough, 52

African immigrant stabs NH woman to death while on visit to Paris, France.

John Porter

Just opened garage door when black robber ran in and shot him and his wife. She survived.

Greg “Ziggy” Zyszkiewicz, 64

Travis Brandt, 45

Dennis Gayton
Barely hurts black kid with car, but nearby blacks beat and shoot him dead.

James Urton, 44

Wendy Byrne was set to marry next day.

Popular French Quarter bartender gunned down in 2009 by 3 black teens who walk practically free.

James Norris, 37

Corinna Mehell, 34

Black teens murder father in "Let It Go" Drone sale.

Sam Norman, 51

Working guy making a delivery shot down like a dog.

In Washington DC, big multicult liberal and art professor found dead, tied up into a chair and cruelly tortured and stabbed by black African immigrant to get her bank pin number.

Kelsey Sue Tennant, 19

Rich kid trying to buy weed when blacks gun him down for his money and beamer.

Sean Michael Turner, 17

Babysitter killed by stray bullet fired by black outside bar a block away.

Taylor Brandenburg, 20

Black thug bastard walked from murder charge year before.

Beautiful young girl came home from work at lunch time to find black neighbor robbing apartment. He chased her down and strangled her to death. The girl’s boyfriend arrived and the burglar shot him, but he survived.

Jonathan Alex Nipper, 38

Black teens shoot guy multiple times in upper body to death.

Deborah Camp Liles, 62

Black brutally bludgeons to death beloved music teacher in home invasion.
Jessica Lynn Mills, 29
Evil black carjackers shoot her dead right in front of children and husband.

Christian Peck, 21
Shot in head and killed.
Black "friend" saw Peck had a duffle bag of weed, so he called his homie over to gun down his White friends to steal it.

LeeAnn Dotter, 20, shot through both hands trying to ward off bullets.

William Andrew Grahek, 22, black gang breaks in to torture and kill for his drugs.

"Friend" phoned killer from backyard.

Kaylee Mullins, 20, shot 3 times, once in the head, survived, but probably messed up for life.

Both cute girls are lucky to be alive.

Charlotte Lahr, 46
Locally beloved community figure and liquor store owner.

Black robbery gang breaks in and shoots guy dead.

Brad Corey Fowler, 43

James Melton, 36

2 black robbers shoot him in head, killing him.

Criminal black came into her little store, stabbed her until knife broke, then grabbed a nearby full bottle of wine and bludgeoned her in the face and head until she finally died.

Zachery Winters, 28
Gets in argument with elderly black next door neighbor who leaves and comes back with gun to shoot young father dead.
Walter "Wes" Scott, Jr., 65
Beloved local street newspaper seller gunned down by black punk.

Ashley Fricke, 25, Just became a Dr. and engaged.

Angry black female shot her dead in Walmart parking lot over something.

Jack Carter Little, 65
Black robbers shot him dead in his Army Navy store.

Nicholas Edward Olson, 31
Black punk robber shot him dead.

Karina Vetrano, 30
Beautiful Italian woman was jogging in Howard's Beach, Queens NY when feral black animal attacked, violently beat, raped and strangled her to death back in August, 2016.

Carissa Nicole Oakman, 36
It's almost impossible to find any shots of her.

Jason M. Davis, 39
Black neighbors shot the young kid in the gut multiple times, killing him.

Black teen robber shot him in the back, killing him.

Waiting for his daughter's school bus when 4 blacks shoot guy dead.

Joshua Evans, 18
Abducted by black serial rapist, murdered and body burned.

Casey Smith, 28

Heinretta Crawford, 34
Leaving work at a campus bar when paroled black sexual predator abducts beloved and popular college senior. Her raped, naked body was found the next day at a park across town, executed with 2 bullets to the head like she was nothing.

Popular local actress and yoga instructor was on way to a Christmas dinner party when she was kidnapped by black career criminal. Her badly beaten, raped and strangled body was found jammed into her car's back seat a couple days later.

Selling his boy's dirtbike on Craigslist when two black potential customers shoot father of three to death for it.

Russian immigrant working at gas station murdered by blacks with AK.

Black shot vet and beloved father to death at gas station.

Comes home from work, surprises black robbers who shoot him dead.

Just another White to them.
Catherine Wicker, 81
Black stole little old lady's purse and car, running her over and dragging her to a bloody death across the parking lot.

Gerald "Jerry" Gillespie, 82
Black neighborhood kid brutally stabbed Vietnam vet to death.

Ryan Apollo Morgan, 32
Iraq war vet shot to death by black.

Melissa Brinker, 44
Blacks gunned down beloved bartender in robbery.

Amy Byrd Schrader, 58
Working in regular office when black robber came in and stabbed her dead.

Black came into her little business and bashed her head in. Set fire to body.

Young mother refused to have sex with black, so he just shot her to death.

Patricia Dawn Hill, 66
Amy Halm, 24

3 blacks gunned her down in her own front yard.

Black stabbed him to death after fight; slapped on wrist with manslaughter.

Christine Bender, 60
Timothy J. Michael, 26

Lydia Ivanditti, 63
Violent black career criminal brutally beat, strangled and drowned her to death; forcing elderly mother to discover daughter's bloated dead body.

Now taxpayers will have to feed the brutal animal.
Jacob Thomas, 17
Blacks shoot him to death in gas station parking lot.

Gang of blacks break in to rob home, shooting kid to death for his Playstation.

Jordan Shores, 15

Ian Wilsey, 14
Simply walking down Philly street with a friend, when 2 evil blacks shoot the poor kid, who dies in the hospital an hour later.

Eric Thomas Burniston, 21
Black ambushed him while meeting to sell car parts.

Stephen Bouza, 60
Neighbor was always having cookouts for black kids until 2 stab him to death.

Nicholas Massa, 18
Blacks break in and kill the guy dead.

Ronald Michael Lone III, 23
Blacks break in and kill the guy dead.

McKenna Elizabeth Hilton, 18
Black 16 year-old family "friend" dumps cute girl's dead body in wooded area, probably after raping and strangling her elsewhere.

Sheree S. Barker, 24
Black thugs shoot young mother of a White son dead.

Jeffrey Brentlinger, 45
Black gang breaks in Thanksgiving AM and kills him dead.
Black blasts away at the two driving down interstate, killing her and wounding husband. Black tries raping drugstore employee right after.

In 2006, black former employee executed him while he plead for his life on his knees.

Black wildly beat elderly woman to death during 2011 home invasion.

Apparently because he got the wrong house, demonic black 18 year-old blows away beloved public school art teacher right when she answers front door; falling dead on the front porch.

Leaving a Minneapolis bar with boyfriend Labor Day 2016, when black fired at them with a .45, after argument over the black guy stealing a bottle from their friend’s birthday party table. Took popular woman 2 painful months to finally die.

Blacks ran him over on his bike and then got out to rob and shoot him to death.

Eric Brown, 21

3 blacks gun him and a friend down during a drug buy, he dies.

Chaz Gilley, 18

3 blacks shot him to death during robbery.

Hayden B. Craig, 22

5’3” black shot him multiple times in the gut during robbery.

Jenna Rae Heilman, 28

Thomas Demas, 20
The woman was just on her couch reading a book when 3 blacks broke in and gunned her to death.

Carolyn Pavon, 80

Jeffrey Morrow met up with black to sell i-phone, who robbed and shot him 4 times.

Michael J. Cooney, 62

Dorothy Boone, 82
and sister,
Doris Fischer, 79

In 2005, total black madman broke into a beauty salon to rob and crazily stab all 3 White people to death over 50 times. Imagine the bloody horrors. Crime only recently solved.

Look at this crazy black bastard!

Judy Salamon, 66

In 2013, Jewish dog walker and anti-crime activist, called the "pet nanny" by locals, saw 2 blacks committing a crime, video captured them on cell phone until they saw her and shot her dead. Stole car after she slammed into a parked car while dying.

Ryan Higdon, 19

3 blacks rob and just shoot the poor young guy to death.

Ricky Griffin, 54

Black thug bashed his head in and tried to burn body.

Art gallery owner gunned down by 3 blacks while walking with his wife.

Kevin Reid, 54

Robert Perry, 66

2 evil black women ran him off road and shot him to death during robbery.
Martha Schell, 100
Verified White, media "forgets" to run photo.
Black burgler broke in, rapes extremely elderly woman. She dies later from complications.

Stephen Merrill, 60

Brittanee Drexel, 17
Blacks abduct petite teen girl from Myrtle Beach in 2009, took her to "stash house" where they gang-raped and tortured her for days, finally shooting her to death and feeding her body to alligators.

Christopher Shane Satterfield, 25
Gang of blacks shoot him to death for his stereo speakers.

Kathleen Lundy, 72

Dorothy Dow, 83
A gang of 5 blacks including 2 women, broke in, beat her, broke both her arms and then doused her with lighter fluid and set her on fire. Dies in hospital 3 weeks later.

Black robber shoots new father to death.

William Smith, 45
Partying with the homies when they blow him away just for his primo weed.

Kyle Shirlin, 19
One took a cellphone shot of his dead body.

Paula Merrill and Margaret Held
Nuns were working as nurse practitioners, bringing free health care to poor blacks in Mississippi when 46 year-old black man broke in and stabbed them both to death.
Shannon Vincel, 46
Unknown black beats cancer patient to death outside clinic.

Gene Emory Dacus, (85), Korean war vet.
2 blacks beat and set him on fire to burn to death in his own backyard.

Nicola Sramek and her rapper wigger son, James.
During home invasion robbery, real black gangsta ties them both up and tortures the two horribly to death.

Calvin Riley
Popular baseball player on his college team.

Simply because she was a White person, 4 blacks target popular and locally beloved Milwaukee waitress for robbery and murder. Stole $20 and shot her dead less than 2 weeks before blacks rioted over black criminal getting shot by a black cop.

Lyric Work (20 and pregnant) and Tamara Johnson (45). Psycho black woman shoots them dead at work over minor rent dispute.

William Dawson, Sr.

Black shot him dead and badly wounded son and his girlfriend.

Linda Johnston, 72 brutally stabbed 40-50 times to death by black in home.

She was foolishly renting out a room to his black GF.

Out playing Pokémon Go in a peaceful park when unknown black male runs up and cowardly shoots him right in the lower back, killing him for absolutely no reason, before running off and getting away.
Carrie Rouser (36) and Cynthia Zingsheim (92)
Elderly Jewish woman
Total black wacko runs into random hospital room to shoot dead White nurse and elderly cancer patient for reasons unknown.

Two blacks break in, stab her to death and badly wound 14 year-old daughter.

Ashley Spriggs, 26
During robbery on city street, black addict shoots her in head, killing her.

Karen Lee Sivek, 60

"Mari" Johnson, 55
Black child pedophile inmate kills in some unreported way a correctional officer, mother of two and grandmother in the kitchen area of a prison, probably during violent rape attempt.

Tommy Shaw, 75
Popular businessman and big Trump supporter is brutally stabbed to death in his car, probably in the face and neck in a robbery "gone bad."

Car filled with blacks shoots her to death as she worked as a carhop at a Sonic.

Olivia Stanage, 20

Steven Gerecke, 60
Gangsta wannabee black kid shoots him to death.

Black shot young guy in the head as he sat in his car.

Gregory Alan Delong, 18

Lonnie Ludvigson,
4 black robbers shoot him to death.

Black punk killer can be seen smirking in his booking photo.
Thomas Rushworth
Tried to stop 2 black couples fighting in parking lot when one shot him in head.

Sheila Johnson, 54
Blacks kept breaking into her business, so she slept over and lost gunfight with 2.

Steve Eworthy, 32
Walking home from his brother's wedding party a little too drunk when black smashes his head in with a found piece of lumber just to get at his pockets.

Callous black laughed uproariously about his robbery in a video he posted on Facebook.

Bobby Hildebrand, 47
Black robber broke in, bludgeons her, but she dies of burns in house fire he set.

Robyn Furmanski, 62
Black squatter shot Apart. maintenance man dead.

Guy has only hours to live when photo taken.

Tim Beaty, 41
Easter Sunday morning 2016, a locally popular musician was killed by a bullet while he slept, fired by black punks at a nearby party wildly shooting pistols for grins.

They didn't care one bit about any nearby innocent people.

Terry Lee Loilis, 62
Witnessed black crashing car, who shoots him because he called police.

Travis Mason, 24 father of 3
Security guard for legal pot operation in Colorado when 2 blacks blow him away in robbery.

John Michael Taylor, 56

Carol Parker Nunnery, 72
Both crimes occur in same small Southern town within hours by different blacks.

3 blacks, including 2 underaged teens, shoot White guy dead in robbery.

Black she helped out purposefully ran over her with her own car.
Jeanne Lyn Huntoon, 34
Black was apparently trying to pick her up on the street when he stabbed her to death.

Stanley Carter, 59
Walking to bus stop when paroled black shoots him dead.

Susan and Sarah Wolfe, sisters
To eliminate one as a witness in his criminal trial, black neighbor broke in and was waiting as she came home from work.

Sean Leonard
black stabbed him to death at a party.

Young guy just stopped by a party where black shot him to death.

Richard Adrian Collier, 24

The cruel bastard executed both Jew sisters with a shot to the back of the head. He then withdrew $600 using their stolen ATM card.

Anthony Guglielmo, 54
In 2011, black robber broke into his home late at night and said he “accidentally” stabbed him in the heart.

David Smith, 24
Out having drinks with friends when black shot him dead.

Joseph Micalizzi
Student in his frat house when black robber blew him away.

The guy was the father of 3.

Jesse Hamilton, 22
black shot him right in the gut with .45 over parking spot.

Susan Daniel, 23
black shot gas clerk dead then killed self when police closed in.

Popular beloved man seen here with wife. His teen daughter suffered years of suspicion from police and neighbors till they finally nailed the black punk who really killed the guy.
Crazy black shoots two White barbeque goers at a skateboard park, kills him.

Lynn Marie Martin, 54

Black serial killer broke in and killed her somehow back in 2015.

John David Mills, 29

Mysti Lynn Coffelt, 40

In 2010, black breaks into her new apartment and shoots girl dead.

Taylor Poling, 20

Brittany Grosse-Pryor, 21

Dies of head trauma after black punches her out multiple times during interview.

Installing fence for work when black hit him with stray bullet while wildly firing at his pregnant girlfriend, who wasn’t hit. Black offers wounded Mortenson $400 and a glass of water, but doesn’t call 911 or help stop the bleeding. Guy dies in hospital.

Ethan Halverson, 19

Gets in argument with black, who just pulls out gun shoots kid to death.

Bryan Patrick Burns

Black shot him in head and tried to burn his house down. Steals his car.

Joseph Stallings and Casey Kayser

White couple shot by two blacks, probably after robbery. He dies at the scene with bullet in head, while she dies at the hospital.
White-hating black criminal just shot him to death when he approached.

Chad Dermyer, Va. State Police

2 blacks shot guy to death in probable drug deal robbery.

Charles Cuti, 23

Benjamin Baker

Michael Joseph Beson, 67

2 blacks kidnap him and shoot him dead.

Retarded black shot beloved family man dead in robbery.

Hazel Dingman, 84
Described as the "sweetest lady you ever met."

In 2012, little old lady was found dead by her daughter, after dirty old man black neighbor tied her up, beat her to a bloody pulp, raped and sexually assaulted her with her own cane. Sick, brutal crime finally solved with DNA in 2016.

Kelsie Crow, 17
Popular HS sports star attending Sweet 16 birthday party at a YMCA when gangstas get in parking lot shootout, killing her and wounding two others. One worthless black punk finally arrested after nearly a year.

Destry Horne, 51

Two blacks blow truck driver and new grandfather away.

On his motorcycle when black teen purposefully ran him down, dragging him to a bloody death.

Steven John Sunkel, 55

Roger Martin

Shot dead by blacks in possible drug deal robbery.

In 2011, black shot him in the gut and left him to burn to death in fire he set.
Ashely Guindon, 29
Accomplished and popular White woman slaughtered by crazy black bastard on her first day on the job as a police officer.

Black madman kills his black wife and then opens up on responding police with AK-47, killing Ashely and seriously wounding two other White cops.

Black breaks in, beats her and elderly hubby to a pulp, she dies, he survives.

Lorna Gable, 84

Doing drugs with callous black couple, who leave her to rot in duffle bag on back porch after she OD's.

Jenna Ferguson, 23

Blacks put college student delivering pizzas in car trunk and shoot him multiple times to death.

Trey Collins, 19

Black "youths" shoot pizza guy dead.

Shane Varnadore

Michelle Wilkens, 26
Crazy mulatto woman cuts her baby out of womb, baby dies, but she survives.

Michael Raymond Bailey, Jr. 22

Two blacks shoot young guy to death one block from his home.

Brittany Russell, 25

With 6 month-old baby in backseat, black shoots her in head. Baby survives freezing night in car.

Christian Markoff, 17

Unbelievable, but hardly any photos can be found of the victims or perp in this horrible crime.

In 2001, black carjacks young mother, takes her to electronic teller to rob $100, drives her out to remote field to rape and brutally beat to death with a tire iron. Left her 11 month-old baby to die in the heat next to body, but luckily found by property owner severely sunburned but still alive.

Ginger Hayes, 23
For her purse, old black man strangled and slit throat of disabled woman in 2004.

Mary Stevenson, 49

Karen Burke, 52

Black 16 year-old shot convenience store clerk dead in 2008.

Bradley Fox, 24

Curtis Rudd, 85

Blacks blow him away after traffic accident in Detroit.

2 blacks beat elderly man to death during home invasion.

Christine Ledlow, 43

15 minutes before her shift ended at a convenience store, two black teens shoot her point blank in the chest, killing her dead, as she vainly held her hands up during robbery.

Max James Burchfield, 21

Popular guy shot dead by a black punk, probably in a robbery.

Lauren Mann, 25

While working as nanny in Austria, American PC idiot foolishly let illegal African alien hide out in her apartment. Police soon find her face down in a bloody pool and suffocated dead -- pants pulled down to her ankles and raped.

Florence Duke, 75

Donald Green, 20

2 blacks shoot young guy to death in robbery.

Cynthia Marie Boza, 45

Missing mother found in woods murdered by black.
Popular young guy was simply riding his bike home from working at a restaurant, when a gang of vicious blacks stop him in the middle of the street and stab him multiple times to death for being a White guy. One of his killers was the son of a big Baltimore black race activist.

Mike Gilotti, 33
Iraq war vet, husband and father.

Leaving home early, finds blacks stealing his truck, who shoot him dead on the spot.

Black robbers shot college student dead and wounded another.

Caleb Halett, 18

Waiting in line at fast food restaurant when black robber shot him in face with a rifle.

Ashton Roberts, 21

Harless man violently beaten to death by black with a microwave oven.

Randy Lee Dial, 46

Black "friends" wanted his truck so they just killed him and dumped body.

Kristine Carman, 17

Seem here with her father.

Black murdered the guy in his driveway for reporting him to police for theft.

James "Terry" Yelvington, 60

Cute girl was riding along with older sister and boyfriend, who were foolishly trying to conclude a weed transaction set up online; when she was shot in the head and killed by blacks out to rob the drug money.
Eric Williams, 35 and Bonnie Royer, 26
Black hit and run fugitive and drug dealer brutally shoots dead White couple on Christmas day morning.

Sara Mutschlechner, 20
Popular college student driving home from New Year's Eve party as designated driver for friends, when SUV filled with black males tries to pick up the women, then opens fire at car, hitting Sara in the head. She dies in the hospital.

Stabbed to death by callous black who claimed he didn't know murder was wrong.
Beloved man shot dead by black neighbor in front of his pregnant girlfriend.

Roy Roberts, 51
Richard "Danny" Wren, 31

In 2013, 3 blacks gunned down beautiful college student outside her apartment during robbery or rape abduction attempt. Heinous crime finally solved in 2015.

John Joseph Lamey, 45
2 black robbers shoot loved family man dead.

Leland Mitchell, 42
Has argument with black neighbor who later shoots him with shotgun.

Bungling black cop shoots her dead in front of husband and son.
Black home invader shoots him dead.

Rebecca Foley, 21
Autumn Steele, 34
Justin Wright, 31
Animal lover tries to stop black beating his dog, gets bullet to the chest.

David Kreiger, 53

Blacks put gun to his wife's head and shoots him when he tries to defend her.

Karl W. Huffmaster

The victim's mother.

Guy foolishly tries to score a little weed from 2 blacks, who just shoot him to death for his money; now his little boy gets to grow up fatherless.

Charles E. Fischbach IV

Beau Zabel, 23

Idealistic young man going to school to teach inner city kids, when callous black criminal shoots him to death for his lousy iPod. Killer acquitted because he murdered crime partner and only witness.

Christopher Fehl and John Gibbon

Are these the best photos the local media can find?

Black home invading robber shoots the two friends both dead.

Michael Pittman, 37

David Bowman

Black 17 year-old shot dead popular guy for his $150 lottery winnings.

Vicious black man and woman crime couple abducts young mother, ties her up and brutally beats her, probably for pin number; finally shooting her twice through the lungs, making her suffocate to death in own blood in the dark trunk of her car.

Heather Bogle, 28
Daniel Rowe, 20
New father shot twice in head by unknown black males while taking trash out at his restaurant job.

Robert Barnes, 51
Mob of Philly black women beat and bludgeon homeless White veteran, who dies in hospital.

Amanda Grace Blackburn, 31
Evil black crime gang walked in unlocked door while pastor husband was out. Beat and raped pregnant young mother, finally shooting her 3 times, once in the back of the head to finish her off.

Black drug dealer abducts and shoots her multiple times to death.

Brenda Basham, 22

William Dougherty, 33
Gets paroled from jail and 2 weeks later black punks break in and shoot him dead.

Rupert Anderson, 97
Ethiopian immigrant beats elderly man to death.

Zachary Phillips, 18
Black teen shot him to death and wounded another.

Henry Sawyer, 89
Black woman robber bludgeons elderly man at front door, dies in hospital.

Alexandra King and Tatianna Diz
Lezbo couple shot to death and dumped in river by black they foolishly gave ride to.
Tanya Chamberlain, 43

The woman was vacuuming out her car at a carwash when two 13 and 14 year-old black teens jumped in and stabbed her in the face neck, chest and hands. The two then went joyriding with her dead body propped up in the front seat and feet up on the dashboard.

Mark Miller

Shot dead delivering Chinese takeout. The black thugs wore Mike Meyer masks.

Bridgette Danelle Mercer, 41

Verified White

Homeless woman killed by callous black man, probably during rape.

George Albert Whetsell, 51

After murdering him, black dumped body in the woods to rot.

Mary Alvarez, 63

Verified White

Popular local business woman shot dead by black employee in 2012.

Officer Greg Alia, 32

Apprehending black suspect running amok in suburban mall, when black pulled out a gun and shot new father in head.

Laureen Fenningham, 18 and Sean Neal, 24

Verified White

Black broke in and blasted the two with a shotgun, possibly over drugs, in 2013.

Angry black army private opens fire into home just because they didn’t have jumper cables, kills little boy in front of his grandmother.

Joseph Bankston, 2 years old
David Stevens, 53
Out jogging when crazy black ex-football star attacks him at random with a machete, wildly hacking and stabbing him multiple times to death.

Zoe Hastings, 18
Both crimes were perpetrated by different blacks, but within a mile of each other and during same 24 hour period.

Popular, outgoing young Mormon girl, on her way to church class when black sexual predator abducts her at knifepoint. Found stabbed to death in her parent's crashed minivan, pushed into a wooded ravine.

His distraught wife killed herself over it.

Patti Stevens

Young father shot down by black teens in Walmart parking lot.

Jennie Jo Blankenship, 28
Old black man "friend" beats her to death trying to rape her.

Jessica Prusik, 38
Black "friend" strangles her dead trying to rape her.

Holly Richardson, 34
Black robber shot mother of little girl dead in 2014.

Alton Bruce Jr., 69 (vet), friend Candace Roper, 28, and her 7 month old unborn child.

Black teens bash his head in with fire extinguisher for wallet that only had $3.

Verified White

Black breaks in, shoots both multiple times to death, leisurely robs home and steals the car.

Larry Eugene Brown, 74

Christopher Rossing, 25
Black "friend" kills him in 2014, then burns body to ash.
Frances Marie Craig, 28

Gangsta wannabee shoots dead popular girl by accident at party.

Joslynn Sovenski, 18

Has argument with black business partner, who just shoots him in head.

Donald McIntosh, 18

Foolishly dealing drugs with blacks, who shoot him dead.

Tommy Main

Judge slaps black on wrist after beating White to death.

Black crime brothers hire black friend to murder witness in arson trial, but he breaks into wrong house, encounters the young White mother of 2 and brutally kills her on the spot.

Starr Lynn Harris, 36

Black drags mother into woods behind house, rapes and beats her to death.

Cecil Pendleton

Black crime gang shoots him dead in his work van.

Charles Ferrell

Black beats him to death with TV set, brags about it to friends.

John D. Hester, Sr.

Black state champion football players shoot him dead in robbery.

Alaina Szortyka, 23

Has fight with black female “friend,” who stabs her in neck, killing her.

Fred Pohnka, Jr., 68

Black crime gang including a female, bludgeon him to death in his home.

In 2005, black serial killer shoots her in the back of the head on city street.

Patricia McDermott, 48

Black robber breaks in, shoots Viet Nam vet dead, burns house down.

Henry A. Murphy, 67
Shot cleaning out rental car at work, described black perp before dying.

Megan Doto and unborn White child.

Kendra Hatcher, 35

Black "friend" strangles her dead for unknown reasons.

Gangbanger's stray bullet kills both.

Tina Bond, 44

Edward Brooks

To eliminate a love rival, jealous woman pays black street thug peanuts to shoot dead beautiful Texas dentist in parking garage.

Kendra Carnes, 23 and Kimberly Clupper, 47

In two separate events, black psycho shoots White women in head for unknown reasons and dumps bodies under bridges.

Mike Carter

Black murders him and enlists brother to help burn body.

Angela Lechlitner, 28

Convicted black killer and his black girlfriend abduct, beat and shoot her to death.

Black shot both multiple times to death while couple's three year-old daughter was in the car's back seat.

Crystal St. Pierre, 26

Catherine and Anthony Costner
Nancy Renee Eldridge, 25
Black "friend" broke into home, beat and dragged her off into the woods possibly for rape, then bashed in her face and head. Body found in muddy creek under a bridge.
Black believed she was going to fire him, so he stabbed her dead in 2013.

Melinda Maltese Schaefer, 29

Nina Ingram, 21

Carrie Jean Melvin, 30
Locally popular woman was simply walking down a nice Hollywood, California, street with her boyfriend, when a black male ran up behind and blasted her in the head with a shotgun over some minor business deal.

Former Civil Rights activist stabbed and throat slit by black handyman.

Regina Brunner-Holmes, 85

Jonathan Sutherland

Angela Boyle, 20
In 2005, black acquaintance tries to kidnap her in parking lot, sucker punches her in face and tries to drag her by the hair to his car. When she fights back, he pistol whips and fires a round point blank to her chest. Calmly gets back in his car and drives off.

Jacob Pushinsky, 18
Walking to work when 2 blacks shot him dead after he handed over wallet.

Rickey Daniel Baker, 26
Riding bike with friends when 14 year-old black randomly shot him dead.
Two blacks broke into rob and kidnap popular woman, drove her to old abandoned state hospital, to torture and sexually abuse before bashing in her head. Body discovered by "ghosthunters" during paranormal investigation.

Out celebrating her birthday when two ugly black thugs accosted them at gunpoint while they waited for designated driver in bar parking lot. They smashed him into the pavement from behind, shot her in the leg and him in the back, killing him.

Black restaurant co-worker slashed him dead after argument on spices in gumbo.

Joanne Desha, 75
In 2012, black neighbor broke in and strangled grandmother dead.

Lured by drug buy on Facebook, black crime couple robbed and shot guy dead.

Katherine Burdick-Crow
Out buying drugs, when 4 blacks robbed and tossed her from moving car, running her over.

Ashley Scott, 17
Black lured boyfriend with weed buy, fired into car, hitting her in neck.

Doyle Ingram, 66
Black beat and shot him to death over business dispute.

Casey Chadwick (25), stabbed in head and chest by black Haitian illegal immigrant.

Stephanie Ross, 25
In 2012, crazy black chased health care worker down street, wildly stabbing her to death.
Demonic black raped and beat her to death inside a church in 2005.  
Janet Barnard, 57

Investigating noises outside home when black crime gang blew him away.  
Bennie Wesley Sigmon, 48

Eric Hambrick, 52

2 blacks at a Waffle House bashed in his head just to steal a ring off his finger.

Zofia Rogowicka, 54

Polish immigrant just trying to make it in US.
Black beat and strangled her to death. Stuffed body into shipping barrel.

In 2011, White-hating black gang fired shotgun through front door, wounding father, but a pellet also punches wall into Allison's bedroom, hitting sleeping little girl in head. She dies in the hospital three days later. Tragic crime finally solved in 2015.

Sarah Ann Champion, 47

Black stabbed retarded woman at group home, she dies month later.

Tony Jeter, 65

To get at his wallet, callous black stabs retarded guy dead.

Gave drink of water to 3 blacks on hot day, repaid by kidnapping in car trunk and murder.

Mary Alice Stutts, 75

Bilal Berreni

Foolish French street artist working in Detroit shot in face by black teens.

Deaf professional poker player gunned down buying weed off blacks.

Jonathan Cyril Collins

Ricky Saxton, 57

In 2013, heartless black husband and wife crime duo shot the guy in head.

Daniel Brittain and Stephanie Beard

Just because the two were helping his ex girlfriend, black broke into home and shot them both dead in 2009. Let girlfriend live.
Savvas Savopoulos, his wife Amy and 10 year-old son, Philip

Along with El Salvadoran housekeeper, brutal black crime gang tortured, bludgeoned and stabbed them all dead during horrific 18 hour home invasion/extortion ordeal. Burned bodies and home.

Police believe son was tortured to death in front of his parents.

Robert Bullard, 38
For unknown reasons, black shot 2 Whites in a Walmart, killing Gregory here.
Black stabbed him in the chest, killing him.

Brent Luttrell
Black robbery gang stabbed and shot him to death.

Finnis Melvin “Butch” Catledge, 59
Security guard shot dead by black robbery gang.

Kevin O. O’Malley, 25

Trisha Dawn Stull
For lousy cellphone, black shot young guy twice in chest, killing him.

Brenda Smith
Black robber shot convenience store clerk in head, killing her.

Delivering pizzas, music teacher shot 8 times to death by black teens for fun.

Richard "Chris" Yeager, 35
Taylor Clark, 19
Black met up with engineering student to test drive car he had on Craigslist; shot Taylor in head, killing him and then drove stolen car on back to his job like it was his.

Josh Tucker, 31
During argument over dog, angry black neighbor challenges him to fist fight, but coward pulls out gun and shoots Josh instead. Judge slapped killer on the wrist with manslaughter.

Lacie LaRose, 19
39 year-old black convict neighbor crashed nearby college graduation party uninvited, asked to leave after argument; during "beer pong" game, soon came back and emptied entire 15 round magazine into house, wounding two and killing young Lacie. Played race card, yet stupidly claimed it was still an accident.

Brandon Morris, 19
Black thugs shot kid dead in drive-by for wearing gang colors.

Catherine Walker, 38
Black woman crazily stabs her dead.

During road rage, blacks shot him dead off his motorcycle.

Out buying drugs when black shot her in head, killing her.

Nicholas Norris

Destiny Asher, 22

Poor quality photo because local media only put up small lowres shot.
David Fuller, 26
Pizza delivery driver shot dead.

Dylan Peters, 17
Blacks trying to break in shot him dead through the front door.

Cassandra Cassidy, 24
Social worker outside a drug rehab was trying to help 2 black women make a call to police when black males in a car drove up and opened fire. She was hit and died. Only one 15 year-old thug arrested.

Robin Rae and daughter Charity Grossman
Giant black monster broke in, stabbed the 2 dead and cut up brother before arriving cops put the beast down.

David Pence, 56, and son Nick, 25
Black robbery gang of 3 broke into their suburban home at night and blew them both away with multiple shotgun blasts at close range.

Homeless shelter manager chased down on street and shot to death by naked, would-be black rapist.

Ana Isabel Charle, 36

Theodore Wright

Off-duty firefighter randomly shot to death for street cred by millionaire black gangsta.
George Hite, 64
Black "friend" followed him back home from the casino and strangled him dead for his winnings.

Eva Hodisan, 76
Black robber stabbed her to death.

Floyd Valachovic
News media "forgot" to run his photo.
Black robber beat elderly man to death using his oxygen tank.

Joshua Richey, 38
Blacks shot him dead in a Kroger parking lot while stealing tools from his truck.

Samantha J. Fleming, 23
To steal her new baby, black woman posed as child services worker to stab her dead.

William Thurston III (39) and Kimberly Eledge (35)
Black shot both dead for reasons unknown since the local media barely covered story.

Daytona Hudgins, 19
Cute young White drug addict raped and strangled dead by callous black man at a homeless hangout.

Brian Anthony Kappauf, 43
Black "friend" shot him in the head, killing him.

Eric Schade, 40's
Just needed a light when crazed Somali immigrant robbing convenience store shot him dead.
Julie Grace Gricol, 23
Popular, outgoing young woman has her throat slashed wide open to bleed to death by black home invader in 2009.

Kendall Rachel Rice and Kevin Jones, young White couple shot dead at point blank range by black neighbor in 2007.

Nicole Joslyn (24) and Alan Lowrie (17), Arbys restaurant, 2004.

Nicole is seen begging hysterically for her life in surveillance video before black robber executes them both in freezer.

Aaron Grexa (23), Eric Hlass (22) and Kayla Hurst (21)
In 2003, black robbery gang tied up Ohio State University students with wire and brutally shot all 3 dead execution style.

Mother of 3 beaten and strangled to death by black in 2003.

Peter Belmont, 69
Noted dog breeder hatcheted to death by black drug addict.

Black raped and bashed in her head with rock. 2003 cold case solved with DNA in 2013.

In 2005, she was raped and murdered by black drug addict who burned body.

Sandra Clark Hobbs
Robin Sue Miller
Cecelia Schneider, 93
Michael Price, 36
Hardworking father (seen here with his 3 children) was found dead in his car, his body riddled with multiple gunshots while delivering pizzas to a black neighborhood in New Orleans.

Some "White Privilege," huh?

James Stuhlman, 51
3 black teens shot him dead while out walking his dog.

Matthew Haggerty, 24
3 blacks shot him dead in broad daylight just for fun.

Dallas Freeman (33) and mother Bonnie Freeman (54)
Black robbery gang of 5 broke in and shot them both multiple times to death. Set fire to the home to cover their tracks.

Shannon Collins, 38
The woman was simply walking to a hairdo appointment in a nice area when a crazed black ran up to her from out of the blue and stabbed her multiple times to death.

James Crabtree, Jr., 45
Blacks shot father of soldier dead delivering pizzas.

Alexander William Burkart, 22
2 blacks stab the poor kid to death delivering pizzas.
Eva Todd Carmichael, 94
She didn’t even rate a photo in the local news.
Black robbery gang broke in, shot elderly woman multiple times to death.

Helen Mills, 81
Black couple strangled her dead and set home on fire.

James Wells
Former military man, out driving taxis for a living, attacked by 2 black customers, who burned the guy alive.

Jason Stovall and Heather Darter
Black guy just walked in the door and started shooting; Jason died but she survived, shot in the face. Her 3 young kids were in the house. Killer stole nothing.

John Clifton, Jr., black thug shot him to death in front of his own mother.

Ashley King, 32 stabbed to death and apartment set on fire.

James Ryan Burch
Black “friend” shot him dead during argument.

Kathy Shines, 54
Down and out woman beaten, raped and stabbed to death for kicks.

Tiffany Frey, young addict shot in the back of her head by black drug dealer.

Rebecca Demuth, 23 shot multiple times to death.

Earl and Mary Ann Loomis
Elderly White couple asphyxiated to death by black gang of 4 during home invasion.
Sick killer holding up the dying Ryan for the camera. Black "friend" shot him in head for kicks and then took selfie next to his dying body.

Ryan Mangan, 16

Doug and Debbie London
Shot to death in own home by evil black crime gang out to keep him from testifying in court about an earlier armed robbery. They blew her away when she answered front door, shot husband and then finished him off when they found him still alive crying over her body.

Terry Sikes, 56
Out bicycling when blacks ran him over twice with car and then got out to rob and shoot him dead.

James Tomlin, 89
In 2004, black man and his black girlfriend tie up elderly man up and beat him to death. Verified White

Kelly Marelich, 22
Popular honors student was murdered, probably during attempted rape, by a 49 year-old black derelict she was foolishly trying to help. He threw her beaten dead body in a trash dumpster as friends and family desperately searched area for her.

Black "friend" slashes her throat trying to get money for coke.

Riding bike when black picked him at random to stab a White to death.

Black teen girl home invader bludgeoned elderly man to death.

Judy Mulder, 67

Jason Taylor Paul

Cheryl Livy, 66

Pastor Ron Browning, 68
Black woman "friend" bashed her to death with a kitchen crock pot.
Stephanie Waters, 21
Not only did the two murderous black thugs shoot her in neck and head for kicks, but also shot dead her dog in the back seat of her car.

Dylan Ferguson, 18
JROTC standout. Black came gunning for another member of the family, but only found brother and visiting stepsister at home, so he shot the two execution style instead, killing young Dylan.

Patricia (72) and Debra Moran (51)
Member of black robbery gang fleeing police broke in home and killed the two in such a horrible way police would not describe how.

Amber Purifoy, 23
Shot in the head, stepsister barely survives shooting in critical condition.

Natalie Simsick
Found dead in vacant lot with pants pulled down and bullet in head.

Scott Knopfel
3 black hotel robbers shot him to death.

Debra Rawls, 46
Black home invader smashed her face in and then stabbed her to death.

John Swoveland, Jr., 2
Shot dead in own front yard by black gangbangers.

Nicole Sartell and Heather Renee Camp
Black serial killer targeted defenseless White female drug addicts for murder.

Carolyn Temple, 69
3 purse snatchers shot her in gut, she dies in hospital.

Michael Harris
During argument in front of his family, black shot him dead.
Khrista Ibarolle, 31
Left city to escape crime, gunned down for her car and money by random, crazy black man outside restaurant on her birthday.

Robert "Bobby" Christman, 19
On downtown street, black jumped in car to rob woman of purse and shot role model student in the head for no reason.

William Owen "Bill" Kelley
Let old black man live in his warehouse for 10 years, repaid with bullet to the chest.

Paige Stalker, 16
Shot through head when car was ambushed by black with assault rifle.

Robin (58) and Mani Aldridge (17)
Black brutally beat and bludgeoned both to death in the basement, set home on fire.

Michael Hoots (24), Lawrence (51) and Nicholas Bowman (26)
Beaten, tortured, shot and stabbed to death in home invasion by 4 blacks, including a woman. Home set on fire.

Donald Carter, 82
Popular business man gunned down at his business by black couple.
Karen Pearce, 44
Shot to death walking back to her car after dinner out with friends.

Zemir Begic, Bosnian immigrant
Killed with hammers by black mob because he was White.

Lucas Coons
Shot to death.

Keith Passmore, 12
Abducted, raped, shot to death.

Jill Haliburton
Rich woman throat slit by black home invader.

Leslie Louis Griffen
Shot execution style on street.

Sharlene Steadman
Beaten to death.

Nancy Jo McClellan, 72
Stabbed to death by black carjackers.

David James
Shot to death in front of daughter by angry old black man.

Mark Anthony Horton
Good samaritan shot to death.

Jessica Marie Walker (18) and Taylor Nicole Queen (17)
At least one shot, car set on fire, bodies burned.

POSSIBLE MUDSHARK
Forrest Ison, 27 and Alice Stevens, 24
Both shot to death in front yard by black gang.

Nicole Franco, 19
Black teen stabbed her to death in her bed during home invasion.

Gordon Schaffer, 22
Popular guy was shot to death during pizza shop robbery for no reason.

Mark Boyd
Traveled world on bike, shot to death by blacks back in US just for kicks.

James Daryl Overman
Stabbed to death.

Laylah Petersen, 5
Shot to death by gang bangers shooting up White home.

Colleen Hufford
Beheaded by White-hating black muslim.

Hannah Graham, 18
Second White woman also critically stabbed.

Morgan Harrington, 20
Both abducted, raped and probably strangled by black serial killer. Bodies dumped in rural area.
John Kohler (father), Ashley (18) and David Kohler-Carpenter (14), shot in head execution style.

Father's girlfriend Rhonda Blankenship survived head wound.

Justin Downey
Murdered, home torched.

Micah Burdette, 20
Shot in head.

Darrel Hurst, 63, and Loren Hurst, 88
Shotgunned to death.

Ann and George Taylor

Susan Choucran, 69
Shotgunned to death.

Black beat both so bad they soon died in the hospital, then murdered the 3 elderly whites above with a shotgun. Same black killer also murdered a young White teen couple back in the 1990's.

Heather Baker, 20
Black ran her over with his truck in store parking lot because she was White.

Amber Dawn Stokke, 22, and unborn child.
Blacks shot her to death for unknown reason, killers still at large.
Denton James Ward and Lauren Bailey Crisp
Attacked and beaten to death by black mob for being White, she was killed in accident trying to get him to hospital.

Officer Kevin Quick, kidnapped and shot dead execution style.

Kye Bourdraux
Shot to death.

Brandy Joy Keenan
Shot to death.

Regina Riley-Paul
newlywed abducted, strangled dead.

Andrew Eli and Justin Budreaux
Both shot in the back of the head execution style.

Raychelle L. Hayes
shot to death.

Kenneth Alberts
handicapped guy stabbed to death.

Billy Putnam, 87
Shot to death.

Ballard Reynolds
Shot to death.
Brenden Tevlin, 19
Popular and beloved first year college student.

White-hating black crime gang walked up to the kid while stopped at a traffic light and shot him point blank 8 times to death.

Maggie Daniels, 31
Popular school counselor and NC teacher of the Year.

Neighborhood black desired White girl, broke in, violently beat and raped her, then strangled the life out of her.

Daniel Ruffin, 20
Black teens had nothing to do, so they shot the guy walking his dog dead.

Shot to death by 12 year-old black.

Thomas Trent

Michael Conner Verkerke, 9
Stabbed to death by 12 year-old black.

Shannon Kleeman, 21
Raped, mutilated, stabbed, shot to death by black.

Sarah Goode
Abducted, raped, bludgeoned dead.

Jake Rameau
Shot dead off his motorcycle.

Michael Beaver
Blacks beat him to death on city street.

Gina Burger, 16
Snatched, stabbed to death, body dumped in landfill.
His young wife was pregnant.

Marcus Kaufman, Blacks shot him in head as he drove into his driveway during daylight robbery of his rural home.

Nathan Trapuzzano, black punk shot him to death while forcing him at gunpoint to disrobe on city street.

Danielle Michael, stabbed to death.

Paul DeWolf, Popular medical student shot to death.

Kerry Eck, shot in head by drug dealer.

Lindsey Bonistall

Coed raped, strangled dead and apt. set on fire by black intruder.

Callous black teen tried to claim it was all an accident.

Brianna Benlolo and Tyler Johnson, both shot to death by psycho black teen.

Kirstjan Hinrik Thorsson and John White III, both shot to death in convenience store parking lot.

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE, VERIFIED WHITE
Kimberly Leto
Stabbed to death by black home intruder.

Gail Sandidge
Stabbed to death at work by crazy black.

Amber Long, 26
Shot to death by black purse snatchers in front of own mother.

Marylyn and Kelly Erb
Bludgeoned to death with block of cement to get payback from ex boss.

Marcella Anne Thompson
Unknown, skeletal remains found, black arrested.

Dr. Charles Mann III
Strangled, bludgeoned to death.

Gregory Biggs
Black woman left him in windshield to die after hit and run.

Michael David Porter
Shot to death because they needed gas money.

Jim Vester
Iraq vet shot to death.

Wendy, Deborah and Patrick Sullivan
All 3 stabbed to death by black home invader.
J. P. Shelley
Beloved family man was renovating home for work when black teens walked in to rob and shoot to death for grins.

Jacob Kudla and Jourdan Bobbish
Teens out buying drugs were abducted and shot execution style for being White.

Colleen Ritzer
Popular school teacher raped, throat slit, corpse abused.

Kim "KK" Kilgore
Shot dead by black woman in road rage incident.

Concetta Russo-Carriero
Randomly stabbed to death because she was White.

James "Jimmy" Johnson
Pro Bass fisherman shot to death in motel parking lot by black teen.

Adrianne Robert
Followed home from bar by black, raped, stabbed in chest.

Zach Gamble, 34
Ex-Marine Iraq vet beaten to death by black mob.

Thomas Cunningham
Black shot him to death in front of daughter while out buying ice cream.

Lauren Tanski
Beaten to death by black who broke in looking to kill her roommate.

Jeffrey Carpenter
Blacks shot young guy to death in front of his girlfriend on front porch.

Jennifer Kocsis
Partially blind music teacher, raped, beaten to death.
Nichole duFresne, 28
Beautiful actress and playwright shot through the chest on Manhattan street out of angry black spite after robbery was over.

Jacqueline Bell, 71
Beaten to death with sledgehammer by granddaughter’s black son and black cousin.

Andrea Kruger
Dragged out of car at traffic light and shot multiple times to death.

Alan Marcet
Shot dead by black at a party when he tried to stop a rape.

"Shine" Thornton
Beaten to death in his own driveway by black gang.

Colton Gleason
Beaten to death.

Jane Juergens
Stabbed to death while jogging by black teen for murderous kicks.

Marley Lion, 17
Popular young guy was shot to death in his car by black robbers.

Urszula Sakowska
Raped and strangled dead by black cable guy.

Black teen bludgeoned her to death.

Sheena Marie Good
Brenna Machus, 20

Beautiful young girl was abducted at gunpoint from a Family Dollar store, driven away to nearby field and shot in the head. Body found 3 days later bloated in summer heat wave. Second White also shot dead.

Christopher Lane, 22

Shot to death jogging while White.

Aussie was on a baseball scholarship in the US (seen here with his American girlfriend).

One week after Trayvon Martin, black gang broke into home, beat both, violently gang-raped wife, killing her, he dies month later.

WWII hero, Bob (90) and Nancy (83) Straight, married 65 years.

Charles Rabine

African immigrant shot him several times in face with .45.

David Santucci

3 blacks shot him to death because he was White.

Patrick Puckett

Star HS football player shot to death.

Kelly Hunniwell

Blacks shot her to death for no reason.

2 black brothers shot her 7 times and took Gerstner into restaurant freezer and shot him execution style. Killers laughed about it in court.

Mark Gerstner (24) and Tammy Cantrill (44)

Jeffery and Peg Schobert

Black brutally bludgeoned both to death with a sledgehammer in their home.
Timothy McNerney

Beaten to death by black mob.

Bryor, 5 and his mother, Amy Gibbins

Black home intruder raped and beat her to death; 5 year-old son died when he torched the home.

Jody Sanford, raped and stabbed to death by black home intruder.

Justin Travis Lancaster

Popular guy shot dead on the street.

Penny Terk, 73

Shot, stabbed, strangled by black home intruder.

Michael Cunningham

Shot in face and killed.

Christine Lee Arnold

Abducted, beaten, raped and stabbed to death.

Judith Pyle, retarded woman, raped, beaten and left to freeze to death.

Molly Conley, 15

Killed when black shot at 6 White girls on the side of the road.

Evan Fitts

Blacks shot him and kicked him out of his moving truck.

Mitch Mobley

Shot to death in jewelry store robbery.
Tina and Kristina Geiger
Mildly retarded mother and daughter both found stabbed multiple times to death by black ogre.

Terri and Stacey Moulton
Mother and daughter walked in on a burglary in progress, black stabbed both to death and set bodies on fire.

Dr. Deidre Blackmon
Sabrina Gianino
Shot in head by angry black punk.
Strangulation and blunt force trauma.

Zachery Sheridan
Helen Hill
Blacks shot him to death on city street.
Liberal film maker shot to death by still at large perp described as black.

Brian Schiavetti
Josh Chelwe
Shot to death.
Black mob attacked him, killed by car.

Scott A. Mullins
Matthew Chew
Blacks shot him to death.
Stabbed to death on street by black gang wanting to kill a White.

Vivian and David Bouwman
Beaten to death by black home invaders, home set on fire.
Antonio Santiago, 13 months
Mother didn't have any money, so black teens shot her baby in the face while in stroller, killing him.

Jonathan Foster, 12
Burned alive on Xmas eve with welding blowtorch by black woman.

Genelle Conway-Allen, 13
Snatched off playground, raped, strangled dead.

Faye Jones, 80
Beaten to death, white neighbor also attacked, dies later.

Robert Horton
Shot to death.

Adiele (6), Marley Crutchfield (4) and stepfather, Bobby Galbraith (40)
After stabbing stepfather dead, black home invader drags little girls out from under beds and stabs them both to death.

Bobby Galbraith

Daria Pohl, Kellene Faron, Ross Richter and Tereasa Beasley
Along with Korean woman, black gang tied them up, stabbed and slit their throats. Tried to burn bar down to hide evidence.
Whitney Butler, Staff Sergeant David Dunlap and unborn child.
Both shot to death when they walked into home being burglarized by black teen.

Autumn Pasquale, 12
Beaten, possible rape, smothered or strangled dead by 2 black brothers. Body dumped in trash.

Amber DeLoach
Raped, strangled dead, body burned.

Bobbie Sartain and Raquel Gerstel
Both shot multiple times on the street.

Megan Boken
College volleyball star shot to death.

Rebeika Powell, Kayetie Melchor, Misty Nunley and Julie Jackson
MUDSHARK
All 4 shot to death execution style.

Ryan Lekosky
Stabbed to death in front of wife.

Josh Proutey
Shot to death for cell phone and ham sandwich.

Heather, Wayne and Celina Jackson
All 3 strangled or smothered dead, 3 year-old daughter on right raped.
Saskia Burke, 18
Black "family friend" snuck in, stabbed her dead and cut up father and brother.

Randomly shot to death by White-hating black.

Brittany Watts

James Calbot Price
Gang of blacks shot him dead.

Amanda Lee Stroud
Injected with horse tranquilizer and dumped in lake to drown.

Kelli O'Laughlin, 14
Popular young girl came home from school to find black burglar ransacking house, who then brutally stabbed her multiple times to death. Killer later taunted her mother with text messages using girl's stolen cellphone.

Ryan McCall
College student shot dead after birthday party.

Whitney McCabe
Beaten to death, body burned.

Cory Kesselman, 20
Black roommate killed him with shotgun during argument.

Christopher Jones, 14
Beaten to death in school by blacks.

Jim Sanders
Black robber shot him to death in front of his family.

Jane Pepper, 44
Stabbed to death, corpse raped.

Brett Thornberry
Shot to death.

Dr. Eugenia Calle
Black bludgeoned her to death in robbery.

She was a top cancer researcher.
Jaqueline Gardner, 3 blacks shotgunned young mother to death for her waitress tip money.

Alyssa Kovash, blacks shot her in the head killing her, to steal her tip money.

Sheena Kiska, black stabbed her to death during home invasion.

Beverly Hope Melton
Black ran her off road, raped and beat her to death with baseball bat.

Trisha Babcock
Black teen walked up to her car and shot her in the head.

Alyssa Kovash
Stabbed dead by black drug addict friend.

April Michelle Danna
Tried to move out, but landlord refused to let her break lease.

Rachel Hoffman
Black thugs shot the girl to death.

Meghan Landowsky
Black broke in, raped and stabbed young teen girl 40 times.

Bobby Adams
Shot to death.

Wolfgang Joppich
Shot to death.

Michael Cranston
Small shot shown briefly on TV.

John Sanderson
Shot to death in college dorm.

Brett Wells
Shot to death for bike.

Brendon Moore and Justin Hesketh
Blacks shot the two stepbrothers to death during road rage incident.
Bryan Cirigliano
Shot to death for being white during Hartford Beer distributor massacre.

William Ackerman

Victor James

Douglas A. Scruton

Craig Pepin
Shot to death during Hartford Beer distributor massacre.

Edwin Kennison Jr

Francis Fazio

Tyler Hinkler
Stabbed to death.

Fannie Gumbinger, 99
Thrown down stairs to her death.

Stephanie Danielle Terlisner, 28, and unborn baby.

Derrick Orman (15), Jaime Orman and unborn son.

Edward Lee Bowmer Jr. and Robin Clapp
Both shot dead in home invasion.

Helen Wells, 77, and her husband, Gary, 78
Both stabbed to death in home invasion.
Molly Hawthorne McDougall  
Haitian immigrant shot her dead when she refused to have sex with him.

Kathryn "Katie" Filiberti  
Abducted, raped, strangled and drowned.

Ashley Nichole Neeves, 14  
Abducted, raped, stabbed, throat slit.

Elizabeth Escobar  
Abducted, raped, burned alive.

Richard Sprague  
Strangled to death for his debit card.

Jacob Allen Wages  
Shot to death.

Ann Poulson  
Strangled dead.

Adam Bucklew  
Shot to death.

Bailey O'Neill, 12  
Beaten to death.

Zoa White  
Head beaten to a pulp.

Mary Elizabeth Blaskey, 76  
Raped and murdered.

William Wright  
Stabbed to death.

Channon Christian and Christopher Newsom  
Abducted, raped, sodomized, tortured, shot, burned, poisoned and suffocated to death.
Catherine Solinski-Blain, 21
Newlywed shot in head, killer walked.

Aaron Makarian
Black robbers invaded party, shot popular guy dead.

Amy Hancock
Shot to death to pay $20 cell phone bill.

Anne Pressley, local TV reporter
Black home intruder beat her to death.

Jim Cottone
Stabbed to death because he reported theft.

Heather Dorris-Ramsey
Young Texas mother shot to death in car jacking.

Sandra Teichow, 67
Liberal do-gooder beaten and strangled by old black perv.

Chelsea Porter
Mildly retarded girl stabbed to death in home invasion.

Gave campus directions to blacks, beaten to death.

Herta Baily, 70
Landlord murdered.

Donald "Donnie" Farrell III

Ryan Shangraw and Harold Upton III
Both shot to death during robbery.

Ethan Nichols and Carissa Horton
Young Christian couple made to kneel and shot to death execution style.
Emily Haddock, 12
Shot to death during home invasion by black crime gang.

Esme Kenney, 13
Black monster raped and strangled her to death out jogging.

Jessica Falkner
Head bashed in, strangled and raped.

Amanda 'Raechel' Maynard, 15
Black raped and stabbed her to death.

Her son Avery wasn't home.

Holly Michael, 22
Black beat, raped and tied-up young mother before setting house on fire to burn her alive. She lived in agony for 18 more days in the hospital before dying.

Officers John Hege, Dan Jennings, Mark Dunakin and Ervin Romans
All 4 policemen shot to death by White-hating black running amok.

Mary Ellen Welsh, 62
Cancer patient abducted, raped and shot to death.

Jake D. Robel, 6
Little boy dragged to death behind car.

Kari Myers, 21
Shot to death walking with her boyfriend.

Jennifer Ross, 19
Popular young girl shot to death by black robbers on the street.
Ryan Haldeman
Stabbed to death on street in DC.

Raechale Elton
Black teen rapes and stabs counselor to death.

Eve Carson, 22
Popular college student leader wanted to pray with her two black abducters before they both shot her to death.

Christine Lynn Everle
Abducted, beaten and strangled dead.

Megan Leann Holden
Abducted, raped and shot to death.

Linda Perelli-Brown, 50
Shot multiple times by daughter's drug dealer.

Matt Landry
Abducted and shot execution style.

Jonathan Lee Russell, 15
Shot to death.

Kasey Ragen
Shot to death.

Emily Willegal
Grabbed off street, robbed, raped and bludgeoned to death.

Jennifer Vincek
Convenience store clerk shot to death.

Rev. Clint Dobson
Beaten, asphyxiated with plastic bag.

Kevin Shifflet, 8
Stabbed to death playing in front yard.
Alexander and Arianna Angier, 9
Daughter survived after being shot 6 times.

Two blacks broke in, robbed and shot both multiple times, mother died.

Kayla Rolland, 6
Shot to death by her black classmate.

Jennifer Walstrand, 28
To please new black girlfriend, he kicked out all her teeth and stabbed her 63 times.

Officers Greg Richards, Tina Griswold, Ronald Owens and Mark Renninger

All 4 shot dead at close range out-of-the-blue while eating lunch in a restaurant.

Kathryn Hauser
Bludgeoned to death with a brick.

Bryan, Kathyrn, Stella (10) and Ruby Harvey (4)

Cori Baker, 12
Raped, strangled, body dumped in river.

New Year’s day 2006, two murderous black brothers tortured family, beat them with a claw hammer, slashed their throats and set home on fire to cover their grisly deeds.
Brandie Danielle Davis, 19
Beaten, raped and strangled dead.

Lindsay Graygo
Beaten, strangled dead and raped.

Aysha Ring
Throat slashed from behind in checkout line.

Diane Allison Tilley, 58
Abducted, tortured, raped, shot to death.

William Blaine Whitworth
Shot to death.

Melissa "Katie" Autry
Raped, stabbed and set on fire.

Officer Jason Schneider
Shot to death.

Jacob Thomas Auberry
Shot to death.

David Lamar Meadows, 19
Beaten to death.

Melissa Huggins-Jones
Numerous blunt force and chopping wounds.

Steve Swan and Matthew Butler
Both shot multiple times to death.

Stephen Alex Rane, 22
Shot to death.

Rebecca Shifflet (24, 6 months pregnant), Chrystal Willis (23) and Matthew Hines (31).

Shot execution style, Texas Outback Steakhouse murders 2003
Douglas Schwartz and Eric Heidbreder
Black shot them both in the head execution style in 1994.

Outside cleaning car when 2 evil blacks abduct and take him to deserted area to kill for grins.
Joseph Franklin Meziere, 23

Martha Sue Doney, 52
Raped and stabbed to death by black in 1992.

J.B. Beasley and Tracie Hawlett, both 17.
In 1999, the two naive young girls were driving home from a daytime party and became lost. Bodies found a day later in the trunk of the car, one raped and both executed with shots to the head. Black fingered with DNA in 2019.

Joann “Jody” LeCornu, 23
Still unknown black shot her in a Baltimore parking lot in 1996, where she died trying to drive away for help. He followed until she expired and stole her purse out of car.

Black abducted, raped and killed beloved girl in 1997.

Black abducted and murdered her in 1994.

Heartless bastard suspected of killing other White girls.

They may have asked him for directions.

Karen King, 18

Nadia Iverson, 20

Denise Christie Brothers, 1994

Black serial killer caught by DNA for shooting her dead after orally raping her at gunpoint in 1997.

Black stabbed her dead after daylight robbery of $8.

Amy Watkins, 22
1999
Brutish black broke into apartment of locally popular woman to beat, rape, sodomize and torture; finally stabbing her six times in the neck and chest area with a butcher's knife.

- Peyton Tuthill (24), 1999
- Andrea Racibozynski, 1998
- Tracy Joy McBride, (19), 1995
- Beaten to death with a brick in college dorm stairwell.
- Raped, beaten to death with tire iron.
- Russell Coats, 1990
- Stephanie Hummer (18), 1994
- Beaten to death by black mob.
- College freshman abducted off the street, raped and murdered.
- Melissa McLaughlan (25), 1992
- Jade Harmony Moore (18), 1996
- Shelaine Maxwell (18), 1998
- Lisha Gayle, former newspaper reporter
- Raped and shot to death.
- Raped and stabbed to death.
- Raped, sodomized and murdered.
- Stabbed to death getting out of the shower by home invading black.
- Dr. Dorothy Booth (70), 1997
- Cherlie Morissette (11), 1996
- Roseanna Marie Davenport (12), 1995 and Malissa Thomas (13), 1996
- Crackhead wife of the New Black Panthers founder stabs her dead.
- DNA located black perv for her rape and murder.
- Black killer targeted young White children for rape and murder.
Mary Bratcher
Black crack addict repeatedly stabbed beloved mother with screwdriver before finally bashing in her head with a ballpeen hammer in a bloody 1994 convenience store robbery.

James White and Brian Berry
High School best friends shot dead by White-hating black robber in 1991, while one worked at a Subway restaurant and the other was just hanging with his bro.

Todd and Stacy Bagley, Killeen Texas, 1999
4 bored black teens kidnap young White Christian couple on way to church, put them in car trunk and shot them in the head after they begged for their lives. Set car on fire.

Black chases down big feminist inside home, handcuffs and slashes her to death.

Kim Thomas, 1990
Helen Klocek, 1999

Black man breaks into home, bludgeon and slice open her throat. Cold case solved in 2015.

Edward Mark Caylor, 17
Kai Brooke Geyer, 15
Steven Brady Watson, 15

In 1998, black adult snuck into Amarillo, Texas, home at night and shot all 3 White teens in the head with a .32 caliber pistol, killing them in their sleep for reasons unknown.

Crime so brutally heinous, local media showed no photos and carefully limited any reporting.

Almost impossible to find any photos.
Deputy Sheriff Will Robinson
Black shot popular young cop in the head in 1995.

Heather Danielle Davidson, 22
Black strangled her in 1999, cold case finally solved in 2015.

Nicholas Allemonos, 17
Chris James, 23 father asked him to look after his children while away on trip.

Lisa Allemonos, 13
Verified White
In 1994, 3 blacks broke into home, duct-taped them up, then slashed throats wide open. Robbed home at their leisure. Father returned home from trip to find bloody dead bodies.

Helen Purdy, 71
Black drug addict stabbed elderly White woman 13 times with butcher knife for $15.

Jenny Lynn Weeks, 14
In 1993, black monster abducted White teen runaway, violently beat and bit her face and body, raped and finally strangled poor girl dead.

Kimberly Crews, 29
In 1990, young mother was kidnapped by black coworker from parking lot, driven into the woods where he beat, sodomized and finally strangled her to death.

Jacqueline Gallegos, 28
In 1994, 3 blacks beat, sodomized, stabbed her 30 times and slit throat. Killed another man.

Vicki J. Lehtinen, 42
Black raped and murdered her in 1993.

Jacquie Creazzo, good samaritan tried to save her.

Black raped and murdered other White woman, but got away with it all.

In 1994, black monster raped and beat Rhonda until she escaped. Jacquie came upon scene in her car and picked the woman up, but killer chased both down, shot Jacquie 3 times, dragged Rhonda out of car, took her away to rape, beat and finally shoot to death. He dumped her naked dead body under a bridge.

Shot 3 times, paralyzed for life.

Rhonda Maloney, 25 she almost made it.
Aimee Willard, 1996

Popular star Lacrosse player run off road by black serial killer, abducted, raped and viciously beaten to death with tire iron. He murdered other White women like this.

Violently sodomized, beaten, strangled and set on fire by black monster.

Raped and shot to death in front of her boyfriend.

Jeninifer Ann Lewis (9), 1990

Black budgeoned, tortured and burned her to death.

Allison Castex (16), 1997

Lois Cox, 1993

Abducted and shot multiple times with small caliber pistol.

Marly Sather, 1990

Colleen O'Connor (17), Benjamin Grant (17), Sylvia Crowell (19), and night manager Marge Kohlberg (50). Chuck E Cheese murders, Aurora, Colorado. 1993

Evil black shot 5 resturant employees dead. One White guy survived (not pictured).

Matthew Mowen (19), Jeffrey Biddle (19), Tracey Gorringe (20) and Peter Talamantez (20). Las Vegas, Nevada, 1998

CRIME SO CALLOUSLY BRUTAL, LIBERAL MEDIA DID NOT PUBLISH ANY VICTIM OR FAMILY PHOTOS. 3 WHITE GUYS AND 1 HISPANIC. CRIME STILL HEAVILY CENSORED TO THIS DAY.

Poor kids didn't deserve it.

Black crime gang walked up to one in front yard, herded the guy at gunpoint into house, duct-taped him and his buddies, shot all execution style in the back of head to steal lousy gaming equipment.
In 1990, two brutal blacks broke into their home, tying them up when they arrived home from church. To get his ring, they cut the finger off the father, then raped and sodomized the daughter. Then they shot each several times and set the home on fire, but the little girl was still alive.

Jessica L. Keen, teen raped and beat to death with a tombstone in a cemetery in 1991.

Uwe-Wilhelm Rakebrand, 1993

German tourist in Florida shot to death with rifle by frustrated black crime gang for not stopping.

Kidnapped and shotgunned to death standing in her own shallow grave.

Stephen Honickman, 1991

Shot to death by black store robbers.

Amy Quinton, 1999

Erik Tornblom, 17, 1991

Jane Tyson, 1991

Kidnapped, raped, beaten and strangled dead.

Home invasion, stabbed to death.

Shotgun blast to face because he was a White guy.

Shot to death in front of her grandchildren.

Stacey Stites, 1996
Lee's Famous Recipe massacre, Tulsa OK 1992
Ted Kindley, 19, Sandy Lara, 26, Joseph Gooch, 17, Stephen Williams, 24

Heartless black robbery gang of 4, herded Whites into freezer and gunned them all dead.

Charles Griffeth, 56  David Wayne Moore, 30  Ernest Leonard Filyaw, 31  Esther Sheryl Wood, 27
White male  White male  Both engaged to be married.

In 1997, fired black employee at R.E. Phelon company comes back to kill "racist" White people, shoots 7, kills 4.

In 1999, evil black bank robber shot 2 tellers execution style, killing Young and turning Scott a quadriplegic until her premature death in 2015.

Heather Jane Young, 39  Marishia Scott, 25

Vicki Ann Garner, 1996

Brutal black parolee broke in, raped, strangled and beat her to death with a hammer and then set her and apartment on fire. Killer still awaits execution to this day.

Jennifer Westin, 19 and Sandi Marlbut, 18

In 1993, black monster broke into the girl's apartment and stabbed one 40 times and the other 66 times.
Monstrous serial killer targeted young White girls for abduction, rape and murder near Houston, Texas in the 80's and 90's. Over 30 victim remains, mostly skeletons, were found in an area since dubbed "the killing field." The DNA of a black male was found on one recent body and he was convicted for her murder. No further killings since.

In 1999, evil black duo carjacked her from shopping mall parking lot, drove her out of town to torture, rob and rape at their leisure. Thurman stumbled on the scene while picking up a load of gravel and tried to save her. They shot both multiple times to death.

He was the only son of Hollywood actor, Dennis Cole.

Black brutally beat her to death with baseball bat for $50.
Marilyn Mitchell (23), 1990
Black furniture deliveryman came back the next day to beat, rape, strangle and crazily stab petite girl all over neck and chest area.

Tiffany Nichole Long (10), 1998
Black guns down lawful tow truck operator and only gets probation.

Cynthia Harrison, 1998
Black stabs 60 times assistant manager of a Popeye's restaurant and puts body in the freezer.

Steve Hardin, 1998
Missouri town's pro black, anti-racist activist sisters were gang-raped, robbed and tossed off 70' high Chain of Rocks bridge to drown in the Mississippi river by 4 blacks just out for a little fun.

Ida Strouth, 43
In 1996, to find out where her do-gooder mudshark daughter moved to, brutal black and his homie tied them up in the basement and horribly tortured all three to death. Sponsel just happened to be there visiting.

Lauren Relyea (10), 1997
White family took in black, who repaid them by raping and bashing in their little girl's head.

Jacob Strouth, 9
Photos had to be screen captured from A&E show.

Cathy Bounds (19), 1996
Black shot her dead after she begged for her life and offered him the rings off her fingers.

Donna Ponsano, 1991

Douglass White (27), 1993

Jeremiah Sponsel (13), poor kid had nothing to do with it.

Black fired from job came back and shot her and White manager in head. She died and he was paralysed for life.

Married for just 11 days when black shot him dead and raped his new wife right next to his body.
Angela Cagle, 25
1994
Black came into little store where she worked and made her strip at gunpoint for rape. He then shot her point blank twice in the face. Robbed the place after.


Mack Fowler, murdered by black in 1996. Crime recently solved by DNA.

Rebecca Bartee (41), 1999
Deputy state prosecutor for Colorado.

Black neighbor broke in to rape and strangle her to death. He tried making it look like a suicide. Crime remained unsolved until 2017. Killer still lived in same apartment complex.

Rachel Carlson and baby daughter Alexis Stuart, 1996. Two brutal blacks stabbed her 70 times and stabed her little baby right through the chest.

Donna Ponsano and Kieth Clark, who barely survived multiple gunshots to the head.

Media publishes no photos.

Handcuffed together and shot multiple times with small caliber .22 bullets by fired black co-worker at work in 1991.

Cara McGrane and Tim Burnett

Black robber shot them both to death in Drake Diner robbery 1992.
Barbara Pelkey, 1986

Her brutal murder made her husband commit suicide, leaving the children without parents.

Dolores Clement

Both women murdered by wildly violent black serial killer in 1984, who probably killed several other White women.

Laverne Stoizey

Mother of 4 was found naked, raped and bludgeoned multiple times to death while at work in 1986. Innocent White man served 2 decades in prison before DNA finally fingered the black killer really responsible in 2000.

Abducted by black while walking down road. Raped and murdered.

Cassie Holden (12), 1988

Black neighbor slipped into apartment through a window so he could rape a White mother and her little girl. When he was through with his raping, he stabbed both to death. A 3 year-old toddler was present but somehow went untouched.

Black demon was already serving time when ID’d with DNA in 2014.

Nikke Bedke (41), 1980

Sharon Brady

Traytorous media somehow didn’t get around to running shots of White victims.

Samantha Brady (13), 1986

Mother abducted, raped and strangled. Cops still looking for black who did it.
The Ryen family home invasion.

Murdered

Murdered

Eight year-old Joshua survived badly wounded.

Christopher Hughes (11) Murdered

His poor father had to find dead bodies.

Doug and Peggy Ryen, Jessica Ryen (10) and family friend Christopher Hughes were hatcheted and stabbed to death by escaped black convict in 1983.


Gina Tenney, 1985

Raped, tied up, beaten, thrown in icy river by black and beaten back in to finally drown.

Julia Ashe, 1989

Black abducted lost German tourist, raped and shot her multiple times to death.

Ines Sailer, 1981

Scott Christopher Nelson and Richard Stephenson, the Trinity murders, 1984

Foolishly gave ride to 3 blacks, who forced them to a field at gunpoint, took turns gang-raping one and then shot both dead.

Brenda Lane, 1985

Tammy Welch (10), 1984

Black abducted her from Walmart parking lot and murdered her.

Black monster raped and strangled her in own backyard.

Lucille Horner (88), Minnie Warrick (86) and Sarah Kuntz (85), 1985

Under false pretenses, totally evil black abducted 3 elderly, frail White women from shopping center, drove them out into the woods and beat each one to death...

All 3 verified White elderly women.

...ALL SO HE COULD PRACTICE HIS KARATE DEATH BLOWS.

Ruth Pelke (78), 1985

Sarah Kuntz, 85

Lucille Horner, 88
After breaking into their tiny apartment, all 3 were brutally bludgeoned and wildly stabbed dozens of times to death by a White-hating black teen monster dubbed "the Warwick Slasher."

Rebecca Spencer, 1987
Young mother was stabbed 58 times to death by "the Warwick Slasher" when he was only a 13 year-old boy.

Ann Harrison (15), 1989
3 blacks abducted her waiting for school bus, gang-raped and then stabbed her to death in a car trunk.

Wilhelmina Stahl, 1980
2 blacks abducted her and brother, raped her, shot and stabbed him, drowned sister. Brother survived.

Melissa Jaroschak (11), 1989
Blacks raped, sodomized and strangled little girl walking home from B'day party.

Joan Heaton, daughters Jennifer (10) and Melissa (8), at a church service before being murdered in 1989.

Susan Solderson (22), 1986
Popular college student dies of horrible head injuries after being thrown from speeding car during purse robbery by 3 black males, who probably also tried to rape her.

David Maxwell (20), Joey Johnson (20), Monty Landers (19), Mary Tyler (37) and Opie Hughes (38). Kentucky Fried Chicken Massacre, 1983

Abducted by 3 blacks, driven to a field and shot execution style. One victim also raped.
Debra Brotherton Sykes, 25  
1984
Raped and stabbed to death by black.

Susan Louise Jordan, 15  
1980
Teen raped and murdered by black.

Carolyn Lee Andrew, 17  
1981
Black shot beloved young girl in the head and dumped her dead body in a pond. Cold case finally solved with DNA in 2015.

Charles Ervin, 30  
White male
In 1989, 2 blacks ambushed them outside of work, stabbing both to death. Third White woman stabbed, but survived playing dead.

Teresa Blosl, 20  
White female

Black serial killer raped and brutally murdered several White women — one he set on fire while she was still alive.

Lucinda Farmer and Mary Quillen, 1980  
Black serial killer shot these 2 girls in the head for just sitting on his car.

Pamela Sperry  
Same black raped and strangled this girl dead in 1977.

Renee Harvey, 25  
1988
Strangled by black burgler. Cold case finally solved with DNA in 2014.

William McCauley, 29  
1988
White male
Black stabbed shopkeeper he knew repeatedly to death.

Johnny Lynn Hamlett, 18  
1981
White male
Black shot him 14 times simply because he took the job he was fired from.

Jeanne Bickner, 1984  
White female
Black tricked her into a ride, then beat, raped, tied her to a tree and burned her alive with gas from her car trunk.

Debra Pooley, 1983
Black raped and strangled her to death.
2 blacks abducted, raped and murdered her in 1986.

Black broke into home, kidnapped the girl, raped and murdered her.

She was beaten, raped, sodomized and stabbed multiple times to death by a black serial killer serving in the US Army. He also raped and attacked numerous other women (probably also White), murdering at least 4, yet still lives on death row today.

Black serial rapist stabbed her 50 times and stabbed her dog dead, too. DNA solved case in 2014.

Black broke in and waited till she came home and then kidnapped, raped, sodomized and stabbed her 113 times under highway overpass.

She was beaten, raped, sodomized and stabbed multiple times to death by a black serial killer serving in the US Army. He also raped and attacked numerous other women (probably also White), murdering at least 4, yet still lives on death row today.

Black beat, raped and stabbed her to death in own home. Cold case solved in 2012.

In 1989, black shot her in the back of the head in city park for no reason. Cold case solved 2014.


Black abducted the girl when she was out riding her bike. He beat, violently sodomized her, then stabbed and mutilated her body.

Black next-door neighbor raped, sodomized, bashed in her head, then strangled her. Cold case finally solved in 2004.

Sunbathing in backyard when crazy black hopped the fence to rape and strangle her dead.

Same black killed a newlywed man and then went to his home to rape his wife. She survived.
Barbara Martz, (28), 1985
Popular professional photographer raped, slashed and stabbed to death by black punk. Cold case finally solved with DNA in 2007, when cops matched up black already in prison for another crime.

Mugshot from around time of murder.

No photos published of White victims.

Pricilla Ford, Reno Nevada, 1980
Crazy black woman purposefully ran down dozens of Whites on the side of the road calling them "pigs." Killed 3 White women and 3 White men. Story mostly hidden from public nationally.

Raymond Fife (12), 1985
Two black monsters abducted little Boy Scout off his bike and tortured, bit his penis, sodomized and set his face on fire with lighter fluid. Father found him clinging to life, but he died soon in the hospital.

Janice Terrell West (35), 1982
14 year-old daughter finds mother raped, sodomized and almost decapitated by drunk black man now up for parole.

Olivia Dare Christian (31), 1981
Father discovered her raped and strangled dead with a rope. She wildly fought black monster who broke into her apartment until he finally overpowered her. Cold case just recently solved with DNA in 2015.

Elma L. Kohlman (73), 1984
Old lady raped and murdered by black. Cold case solved by DNA in 2016.
In 1986, black shot the young roommates point blank in the head killing them. RINO Ohio Governor John Kasich commutes killer's sentence in 2018.

Cynthia Tincher

Debra Ogle


Barbel Poore (20), 1981

2 black brothers rape and sodomize her before shooting her dead.

Doris Gillie, 1987

Laws were passed but never a word uttered about black criminal behavior.

In 1986, fellow black student walked through 3 unlocked doors in her Lehigh University dorm to beat, cut, torture, rape and strangle her dead.

Jeanne Ann Clery, 19

The mother, Dolores "Dodie" Harris (40), murdered.

The girl, Shelby Harris (15), was raped and sodomized before being murdered.

The boy, Marc Harris (11), murdered.

The father, Warren "Tony" Harris (39), murdered.

Pretending to have a flat tire on his bicycle, evil black gets into home the week before Christmas, 1986. After tying them up at gunpoint and putting pillow cases over their heads, he raped and sodomized the young daughter. Then he shot all of them in the head and set fire to the bodies with gasoline, while black mother goes on big shopping spree using family's credit cards.

INC' HAN
David Krulewicz, 18
Out on date in 1980 when black shot him multiple times and raped his girlfriend.

Russell Palmer, 64
WWII veteran
Black robber blew his head off with shotgun in 1985.

Alice Louise "Eileen" Pogue Grogan, 55

Christine Joanne Doerfler, 21
Carjacked by 3 blacks who shotgunned her in head because she only had $3.

Dana Fader, raped and murdered by black in 1987.

In 1982, black parolee walked into convenience store and smashed her over the head with a steel beam, then raped her at his leisure and strangled her dead.

Sheila Jo Harris, 18
Carson City, Nevada Beauty Queen
Beaten, raped and strangled by black illegal from Trinidad in 1982. He worked as a maintenance man at her apartment complex.

Lillian Kuller, 81
1987
Black killer fingered by DNA in 2017.

Richard Finney (75) stabbed to death in 1986
Black killer ID'd in 2018.

Dr. William Chiapella, 68, and wife Katherine, 67
Crime so shocked the community, media has yet to run their photos
Black handyman tied them up and tortured them to death in 1987 to get wife to sign check.

Killer finally ID'd from DNA in 2006 and arrested in Trinidad.
Evelyn Wagler, 1973
Only photo found, crime censored
Burned alive with gasoline by gang of laughing blacks.

Roger Dennis Tackett (29), 1979
Two black robbers tortured him with multiple shots to arms and legs before shooting him in head.

Marcia Trimble (9), 1975
Out selling girl scout cookies when black monster serial killer snatched her up to rape and strangle to death. He later bragged of killing many other White girls.

Sarah Des Pres (19)
Raped and strangled dead by same black as Trimble.

Kathryn Stryker (55) and Wessie Jenkins (76, bed ridden mother).

Eldery White Female
Nearly retarded black went on robbery spree, broke into the home, stabbing, raping and beating both White women to death.

White Female

Ethel Heathcote (72), 1979
Black home repairman raped and murdered her. Cold case solved in 2012.

White-hating black killer ambushed the two at lover's lane, shot boyfriend dead, raped girl and then shot her dead.

Belinda Worley (17) and Brian Glenfeld (17), 1978

Jane McManus (26), 1977
Home invasion rape, stabbing and strangulation.

Charles Anderson, the Ski Mask Gang murders, 1976

As Anderson lay dying from 5 gunshot wounds, White-hating black killer raped his wife in front of him.

Michelle Ansley (18), Stanley Walker, Carol Naisbitt and two White survivors. The Hi-Fi murders, Ogden Utah, 1974

Up to 6 black men walked into stereo store, tied up the Whites at gunpoint, raped the 18 year-old girl, made them drink LIQUID DRANO, shot and stabbed them all.
Virginia Morrill, 21, 1974
Young mother raped and suffocated with duct tape; case finally solved in 2009.

Mike McMahon (22), 1975
Abducted with girlfriend by 2 blacks, shot in head, beaten, she survived.

Julie McElhiney (13) 1974
Black home invader bashed her in head with wine bottle, beat, raped, strangled or drowned in family bathtub. Case finally solved in 2012 with DNA evidence.

Christopher Carr (14), 1974
Young White male
Shot to death. Mother raped and shot 4 times but survived.

Florence Millard (81), 1976
Tied up, raped, beaten to a pulp, died in the hospital.

Lena Triano, 1976
15 year-old black teen hog-tied, raped, beat, strangled and stabbed her dead.

Kathleen Sanderlin (23), 1975
Dragged down off horse, stabbed in throat and raped as she bled to death.

Linda Leopardo (20), 1973
Strangled dead.

Mary Jane Barth (85), 1976 "The Cemetery Murder"

Lorne Demoss Harmon (94), 1977
Verified White

Maria Canahuata, 1974
Her rape and murder went unsolved until 2002, when DNA proved a black family "friend" did it.

Police officer J. T. "JAKE" Trest, 1979
White male
Shot dead coming to the aid of a 69 year-old White woman getting raped by black. She survived.

Cynthia Waxman (11), 1978
Black serial killer abducted, raped and murdered girl.

Mary Lee McLain, 24
Ellen Rutchick, 23
Black killer of popular girl finally brought to justice in 2009.
Becky Doisy, 23
Maralie Wilson, 30
Total black monster tortured, strangled, bit and stomped the life out of her.

Karen Grammer, 18
Beloved little sister of famous actor Kelsey Grammer
In 1975, a murderous black crime gang abducted her from scene of a botched robbery, took her home to beat, gang-rape and finally stab in the neck on the side of a road. She bled to death struggling vainly to find help at a nearby unoccupied home.

Leslie Long, 20
In 1978, two brutal black criminals abducted young mother at gunpoint from job at convenience store, drove her out into the desert to beat and gang-rape at their leisure. When finished, they just shot her multiple times to death. Cold case finally solved with DNA in 2015.

Naomi Rolon (16), 1977
Town beauty queen danced once with black schoolmate, who raped, stabbed and bashed her head in.

Terry Lynn Wilson (18), 1977
Sheryl Ann Norris, 1975
Raped, strangled and drowned to death by black.

Gwendolyn Elaine Fogle, (26) 1974
Raped, strangled and beaten to death by black, case solved in 2015.

Officer Edward Barron, 1973
Black shot cop dead for a lousy $4.10.

Natalie "Tillie" Brady (69), 1977
Elderly White widow
Raped, stabbed and beaten by black work-release inmate; she dies crawling out from home he set it on fire.

Quenette Shehane, 21
In 1976, beloved college coed kidnapped at gunpoint by 3 black men in store parking lot, who tortured, beat and raped her for hours before finally shooting her to death when she tried to escape.

Sal Mineo, 37
Black street robber stuck popular and well-known actor with a knife right to the heart, killing the guy dead in 1976. Barely a word was mentioned in the press.

Philip Coleman

Paul Persigo

Edwin Hosli

Dr. Robert Steagall and his wife Betty were on honeymoon when the black spree killer broke in and shot the White couple dead in their hotel room.

Louis Sirgo

Hardly any photos can be found of the White victims.

THE WHITE-HATING KILL FEST YOU NEVER HEARD ABOUT
Black strangled and slit her throat. He murdered several other White women over the years.

Rebecca Gerst (20), 1976

Robert McGinnis, 1977

15 year-old black retard shoots him in head after robbery was over.

Dawn Koons (18), 1979

Verified White

Black strangled her to death and left her naked in bathtub. Case finally solved by DNA in 2015.

Susie Schwarz (26), 1979

Black robber shot tied-up Jewish girl in back of head. Cold case solved 2011.

Tana Renee Wooley (20), 1978

Black neighbor broke in, wildly beat, raped and strangled popular local beauty queen dead with her own sock. Poor mother had to find her dead body. Cold case finally solved in 2002 thanks to DNA.

Ferne Jackson

Black serial killer Carlton Michael Gary targeted defenseless elderly White women for rape and murder. "The Stocking Strangler" murdered at least 8 in Georgia and New York. Bastard still lives on death row to this day.

Florence Scheible

Martha Thurmond

Kathleen Woodruff

Janet Cofer
During robbery, 2 blacks gang-raped virgin and then shot her in stomach and face with stolen rifle.

Teresa Carol Allen (19), 1976

Abducted, raped, beaten, before drowned to death.

Peggy Lee Harstad (21), 1974

19 year-old Wichita State coed brutally murdered with boning knife while fighting rape attempt by black dorm invader. Animal then raped her bloody corpse at his leisure.

The black bastard had 40 years more life than her.

Julie Ladd, 1977

Black kills him in gas station robbery.

John Hogan, 1970

Black 15 year-old abducted her off the street for rape. He stabbed and beat her to death.

Eileen W. Taylor (17), 1970

On her way to school when black crossing guard snatched her up, bound and gagged her. After raping the little girl, he strangled her dead with her own necklace and hid body in a snowbank.

Janet Dole Bowcutt (20), 1978

He gagged and tied up young mother of 6 month old before strangling her to death.

Janice Forbes, 1978

Suspected of killing other White women.

Linda Marie Vanderveen (11), 1979

Her children had to discover her raped and murdered body when they came in from playing outside.
Ryan Haddock, 9
Killed by black hit and run driver.

Amanda Stanton, 26
Popular softball coach killed by black driving on revoked license.

Jenna Bixby, 30
Drunk black pastor driving the wrong way plows into her head-on, killing her.

Ortrud F. Vatheuer, 85
Black kills her in hit and run, later busted robbing banks.

Amanda Moreno, 17
Black leaves her dead and 3 wounded.

Drunk black teen girl runs him over and tries to get away.

Madie Hart, 18
took her 4 days to die in the hospital.

Kimberly Gunderson, Kenneth and Sheryl Carpentier
Doped up black fleeing cops crashes into them killing entire family.

White-hating black chick runs her over after argument and drags body 88 feet under car. Kept on driving.

Matthew Otto, 33
Out-of-control Somali trucker kills 3 Whites and Asian, injures dozens more.

Black kills beautiful and popular teacher in hit and run, tries hiding car damage.

Popular NYC artist steps off a curb and high black hits her with SUV, smashing her to bits against parked car, before speeding away.

Sisters Hailey and Madisen Bartels

Meghan Crilly, 35

Tori Carroll

Vivian Vu

Erica Imbasciani, 26

Jared Horn

Drunk black kills all 4.

Daryl Horn and son Joseph

Troy Biddle
Aubrey Clark, 10
Out riding her bike when black veered onto the sidewalk knocking her 39 feet into the air, killing her.

Aaron Jerome Davis, 31
had baby boy 3 days after death.

Madison Ruano, 2
In 2015, black drunk ran over and killed popular chef and beloved family man.

Francesca Vitale Weatherhead, 25
Popular newlywed was killed in car crash by black criminal fleeing cops in 2014.

Tiffany Mogenson, 30
In 2013, she was killed in car crash by a fleeing black criminal driving 100 mph.

Two year-old Madison was called a miracle child after somehow surviving 25 week pre-mature birth but killed in 2012 by a crazed black high on PCP and driving 100 mph to escape the law.

Heather Cater, 22
Newlywed in Arkansas was run over and killed by black drug dealers fleeing cops in 2014.

Callous black nurse left him stuck in the windshield of her car head-first, to slowly die while parked in her garage so she could have sex with a boyfriend. Hollywood made her a White woman in a movie using the story.

Gregory Biggs
died in hit and run
Alyssa Lynne Rhoades, 23
Killed by black hit and run driver.

Out riding her bike when killed by black hit and run driver.

April Daugherty

Jill Tarlov, 59
Black smashed into her with a $4,000 bicycle on NY street, killing her.

Black fleeing cops kills grandmother and seriously injures grandkids.

Donna Niblock, 63

Ashlee Monk, 25
Simply standing outside talking with her boyfriend in 2013 when a drunk black plows into them driving a SUV like a maniac. Her boyfriend survived.

Rachel Lynch and Maddie Kruse, both 17
Just out riding bikes when they were smashed to bits by drunk black.

Rebecca Teafatiller, 19
Drunk black con crashes into her car, killing her.

Olivia Helwig, toddler run over twice by careless black who only serves 30 days.

Black driving at high rate of speed during snowstorm smashed into her crossing street; knocking her right out of her boots and socks. He never stopped.

Mary Ann Bennett, 24

Karly B. Ciuprinskas, 16
Killed by crazy high black in car.

British tourist visiting Miami hit by black driving 100 mph.

Andrew Hamilton, 27
Victim: Angela Jean Stufflebeam 15  
https://archive.org/6ffBM  
POMC entry for Angela.  
https://archive.org/PRrBm  
Angela’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Gregory A. Prysock 16  
Angela, who had just gotten out of school, was eating a snack in her home, when Prysock broke in. He brutally raped her, before strangling her to death & fleeing the home, covered in blood.

Victims: Claudia Faye Wadlington 5, Riley Jane Lawrence 4, Angie Wadlington (survived)  
https://archive.org/q2yUy  
Claudia’s find a grave memorial.  
https://archive.org/9KwAk  
Riley’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Keneille D. Finch  
Claudia, Riley, & Claudia’s mother Angie were crossing the street when Finch, a felon on parole who was fleeing a traffic stop for reckless driving, ran a red light going nearly 70 mph & ran them over without stopping.
Victim: Christina Joan Edkins 16

https://archive.is/GrgOb
Christina’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Phillip Simelane

Christina was sitting on the top deck of a bus as she traveled to school, when Simelane stabbed her in the chest w/a large knife.

Victim: Melissa Bittler 14

https://archive.is/eacQe
Melissa’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Ladon Andre Stephens

Stephens, a serial rapist on parole who had been preying on girls since he was a teenager, kidnapped Melissa as she walked to school. He then raped & sodomized her, before choking her to death. He was tied to his many crimes by DNA evidence.
Victim: Tiffany Nicole Long 10

https://archive.is/NqPQU
Tiffany’s find a grave memorial.

Attackers: Harold Wesley Jones 16, Joseph Osmar Jones 13, Dorthia D. Bynum 17

The 3 kidnapped Tiffany & took her to a house that they used to stay at. Bynum then watched as Harold Jones strangled Tiffany w/a TV cable, while Joseph Jones raped & sodomized her. She was then beaten to death w/a bed rail, crushing her skull, before her body was dumped behind the house.

Victim: Kayla Ferrante 17

https://archive.is/IeEaNq
Kayla’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Edwin Jermaine Daniels

Kayla, who the previous day had graduated high school a year early, was sitting in her boyfriend’s car a few blocks from her home. Daniels, who thought the car belonged to a rival gang member, opened fire, hitting Kayla, who bled to death in her mother’s arms.
Victim: Jody Lynn Wolfe 14

https://archive.is/Alx4s DNA links Nealy to the crime 22 years later.
https://archive.is/0Qd3a Nealy is sentenced to death 12-15.

Attacker: Eddie Ricky Nealy

Nealy raped Jody, a runaway, before beating her to death & dumping her nude body in a Fresno canal.

Victim: Stuart Gough 14

https://archive.is/zPRy8 Miller’s murderUK entry.
https://archive.is/trLfc Miller’s murd derpedia entry.

Attacker: Victor Miller

Miller, a serial sexual predator who is suspected in 28 other attacks, abducted Stuart as he completed the 1st part of his paper route. He sodomized Stuart, before beating him to death w/a rock.
Victims: Carl Luisi 63, Tina Spalla 15

https://archive.is/ycM3i
Carl’s find a grave memorial.

Victim: Jason Robert Evers 3

https://archive.is/Zz4vVj
Jason’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Adrian Williams 17
Williams approached Jason & his 6-year-old sister Amy & gave Jason a piggyback ride, but never returned. He was arrested by the FBI 43 days later after multiple ransom calls & directed authorities to his body, which he had covered with rocks after he had suffocated him.

Attacker: William “Tippy” Wallace, Henry Brown
Wallace & Brown walked into Carl’s cleaners & demanded money at gunpoint. Wallace then shot Carl & Tina, before the pair ran from the store w/$227. Carl died at the scene, but Tina was still alive & was taken to the hospital, where she died a short time later.

https://archive.is/3F798 Story about Williams’ 2015 parole hearing w/a description of the crime.
https://archive.is/9310j Williams’ GH prisoner info. He is eligible for parole in 2020.
Victim: Aubrey Clark 10

Attacker: Lastevie V. Howard

Aubrey was riding her bike with a friend, when Howard, an 8-time convicted felon, jumped the curb & hit both of them, launching Aubrey 39 feet into the air, before driving away. She was taken to the hospital, where she was taken off life support 16 days later.

Victims: Christina “Crissy” Sargent 36, Duwayne Coke 10, Destiny Sargent 8

Attacker: Keith Coleman

Coleman strangled Christina, his girlfriend, before killing her 10-year-old son Duwayne. He then chased down her 8-year-old daughter Destiny and beat her, before stuffing a plastic shopping bag down her throat to gag her. He then sexually assaulted her, before strangling her to death.
Victims: Rosalie Ann Poe 15, Diane Elizabeth Reichert 18

https://archive.is/hET6F
Rosalie’s find a grave memorial.

Victims: Rhonda De-An Keys 12, Abbe Dawn Rodgers Hamilton 19, Jeremy Hamilton

https://archive.is/sX4y7
Rhonda’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/kWS21
Abbe’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/HqGvC
Jeremy’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Samuel Christopher Hawkins

Hawkins kidnapped Rhonda from a bus stop & drove her to a secluded location, where he raped her, before beating her to death. He entered Abbe’s home & stabbed her to death. She was 6 months pregnant w/her husband’s baby.

The pair set Gene’s Bar & Grill on fire, which was below an apartment that the Poe family, along with their friend Diane, were sleeping in. Everybody escaped, except for Rosalie & her friend Diane.
Victim: Stephanie Marie King 16

https://archive.fo/4MoRO
Stephanie’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Edward Dubose

Stephanie was earning money for college by cleaning up a church, when Dubose abducted her. He raped and sodomized her, before strangling her to death with the cord from her sweatpants.

https://archive.fo/hGkX Story on the crime.
https://archive.fo/YESRt Barnes is sentenced to life w/o parole 10-07.
https://archive.fo/0rtOu Barnes dies in prison of Leukemia 6-24-09.

Victims: Avery Nicole King 1, Anita King (pregnant - survived), Stephanie Casola (survived), Jacob Casola (survived), Isaac Casola (survived)

https://archive.fo/hGGoH Avery’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Lanny Perry Barnes

As Avery and her family were leaving the McDonald’s in Convington, GA, Barnes ran over them, laughing as he did so, before backing up and running over them again and again.
Victim: Linda Marie Vanderveen 11

https://archive.fo/dy16J
Linda’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Albert Lee III

Lee kidnapped Linda from her post as a school crossing guard in Grand Rapids, MI. He bound and gagged her, before sexually assaulting her. He then strangled her with her necklace, before dumping her body in a snowbank.

Victim: Kari Ann Nunemaker 16

https://archive.is/jXM8r
Kari’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Fred S. Mott

Mott, a felon on parole for a 1978 rape, kidnapped Keri as she waited at a railroad crossing. He took her to his apartment, where he brutally raped her for hours, before strangling her to death, then dumping her body in Bonneyville Mill County Park in Bristol, IN, where it was found eight days later.
Victim: Angel Marie Vincent 16

https://archive.is/LG6U4
Angels' find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Darryl M. Durr

Durr kidnapped Angel from her home while her parents were away. He then raped her, before strangling to death. He dumped her body into two orange traffic barrels laid end to end, and placed them underneath a railroad tie in Brookside Park. Her badly decomposed body was discovered 3 months later by children playing in the park.

Victims: Jennifer Land 22, Jordan Land 2

https://archive.is/ixDYR
Jennifer's mother's summary of how badly Judge Richard Winegarden treated her and her family.

Attacker: Wesley Vandale Harris

https://archive.is/4xMud
Harris can be found by searching for his GDC ID: 0001264507. Harris was sentenced to life w/o parole.

Jennifer was at the park with her 2-year-old daughter Jordan, when Harris abducted them at gunpoint. He drove them to Gwinnett County, where he shot them, before putting their bodies in the trunk and burning the car.
Victims: Savannah Walker 4, Heidi Walker 39

https://archive.is/sbn1F
Savannah’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/xoG48
Heidi’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Marcus Tyrone Hightower

Hightower stabbed his girlfriend Heidi in the neck, then watched her bleed to death, before using a pillow to smother her 4-year-old daughter Savannah. He then put their bodies in an abandoned house, which he set on fire.

Victims: Marisalyn Grace Taylor 9, Jennifer Spires Taylor 33

https://archive.is/c3fi0
Marisalyn’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/DAKvq
Jennifer’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Veartis Tyrone Wallace

Wallace, who was Jennifer’s boyfriend, shot Jennifer and her 9-year-old daughter Marisalyn, before fleeing the scene.
Victims: Jeremy A. Crane 21, Kyleigh Marie Crane 7

https://cranekids.com/
Crane kids homepage.
https://archive.li/iefsT
Jeremy’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.li/Xod60
Kyleigh’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Jeremy Priel, Michael Bell

Bell, who knew Jeremy, wanted to steal his PlayStation and Xbox. He, along with Priel, broke into Jeremy’s home, before shooting Jeremy and his niece Kyleigh in the head.

Victim: Cadence Justine Harris 5

https://archive.is/qljfb
Cadence’s 1st find a grave memorial.
https://archive.li/oos1q
Cadence’s 2nd find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Marcus McGowan

McGowan, after getting into a fight with Cadence’s mother, kidnapped Cadence, her daughter from a previous relationship. He led police on a high-speed chase, before shooting Cadence in the head. He was then shot by police when he pointed the gun at them.

Bell pleaded guilty 4-13.
https://archive.li/94Czj Bell is sentenced to 100 years 8-13. Priel was sentenced to 110 years 7-13.
Victim: Delaney Leona-Nell Klewer 5
https://archive.li/IjsvS
Delaney’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.is/WtvnB Scully is charged.
He faces 1 – 6 years.

Attacker: Marcus Scully

Delaney was crossing the street with
her 8-year-old sister Sara, when
Scully hit her with his car, before
continuing on without stopping.

Victim: Kylah Mikel Woodard 18 months
https://www.gofundme.com/baby-kylahs-funeral
Kylah’s gofundme page.
https://archive.li/FOUoA
Kylah’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.is/ShEcK Story on the crime.
https://archive.is/YyosD Another story on the crime.

Attackers: Tyree Williams,
Sierra Ann Johnson (white)

Williams beat Kylah, including hitting her
in the stomach. Johnson didn’t bring her
daughter in for treatment until she was
nearly dead, with Kylah dying 30 minutes
after being admitted to the hospital.
Victim: Lonzie Barton 1

https://archive.fo/3z5D3
Lonzie’s find a grave memorial.

Attackers: William Ruben Ebron Jr., Lonna Lauraquore Barton (white)
Lonzie’s badly decomposed body was found 6 months after he disappeared. Ebron, who was the boyfriend of Lonzie’s mother Lonna and a known drug dealer, physically abused Lonzie over a period of time, as his corpse showed signs of injuries that had been healing at the time of death. Police also recovered deleted photos from Ebron’s phone that showed Lonzie with injuries prior to his disappearance.

Victims: Steven Brady Watson 17, Mark Edward Caylor Jr. 17, Kai Brooke Geyer 15

https://archive.is/Ozf4k
Steven’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/y3Qrn
Mark’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/6t9T6B
Kai’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: John Lezelle Balentine

Balentine, a violent felon, crawled through a window to the Caylor home armed with a .32-caliber pistol early in the morning, and shot and killed Steven, Mark, and Kai. He shot each one in the head as they slept, before fleeing.
Victims: Nicholas George Allemenos 17, Lisa Nicole Allemenos 13, Christopher Edward James 23

https://archive.is/vQHjg
Nicholas’ find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/8M5bC
Lisa’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/AvJCM
Christopher’s find a grave memorial.

Attacks: Kofi Modibo Ajabu, Raymond K. Adams, James G. Walls (white)

The trio, who met Nicholas through Walls, came to the home under the guise of buying a bike that Nicholas had for sale. Instead, they tied up Nicholas, Lisa, and Christopher, before Adams slashed their throats, leaving them to bleed to death.

Victim: Raymond C. Fife 12

https://archive.is/DPqWc
Celebrating Raymond’s life 25 years later 9-2010.
https://archive.is/LWVTA
Raymond’s find a grave memorial.
Victims: Malissa Nichole Thomas 13, Roseanna Marie "Rosie" Davenport 12

https://archive.is/LAf2X
Malissa’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/M1dsW
Memorial for Roseanna.
https://archive.is/4KDi5
Roseanna’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Donald Lavell Craig

Craig kidnapped Malissa and raped her, before strangling her to death and dumping her body in a vacant apartment building. Her body wasn’t found for a week. A little more than a year later, Craig kidnapped Roseanna as she walked home after visiting a friend’s house. Craig bound her by her hands and ankles, before raping and sodomizing her. He then strangled her to death, leaving her body in a duffel bag and underneath a park bench.

https://archive.is/uFavL Case file for Harrison’s successful appeal of his conviction and death penalty 4-26-1994. This case file mentions the race of the victim and attacker. It also says that Harrison suffers from “life-long mental retardation” and “chronic paranoid schizophrenia” “Rejection is a disproportionate punishment in his case.”

I can’t find any additional info after Harrison’s successful appeal 2-2018.

Victim: April Cherié Turner 7

https://archive.is/8OU2r
April’s find a grave memorial.
Note: Court documents list her name as April Sherry Turner.

Attacker: Henry Lee Harrison

According to April’s friend, April went inside, when she got back out, a on her bike, Harrison chased her out of sight. April’s male mutilated body was found the next day in a wooded area close to the neighborhood where she lived. Her bloody shirt knotted tightly around her neck.

Upon examination by the forensic pathologist, it was found that April had sustained 18 stab wounds to her severely indented neck and throat. 6 more stab wounds were found on her forehead, 4 behind her left ear. There was extensive bruising of the head and face, and extensive abrasions over the back of the child’s body. Her genital area had been subject to a “massive penetrating tearing injury” so severe, nothing separated her vagina from her rectum.

22. THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY ABUSED HIS DISCRETION IN SEEKING THE DEATH PENALTY AGAINST HENRY LEE HARRISON, A BLACK, FOR THE MURDER OF APRIL TURNER, A WHITE.
Victim: Rickie Ann Blake 14

https://archive.is/flxqG
A writeup of the case. Rickie's mother received phone calls from someone claiming to be the killer (Williams was in prison) for 10 years.
https://archive.is/Wqjos
A reddit thread on the case.
https://archive.is/wWi10
Rickie's find a grave memorial.

Attacker: George Williams Jr.

https://archive.is/25mz7
Prosecutor urges the jury to recommend the death penalty.
https://archive.is/yqaoJ
Jury recommends death for Williams 2-2005.
https://archive.is/adjbo
The judge sentences Williams to death 4-26-2006.
https://archive.is/52z02
Williams' death row profile.

Victim: Rebecca A Battey Spencer 27, Joan Marie Bouchard Heaton 39, Jennifer Marie Heaton 10, Melissa Joan Heaton 8

https://archive.is/oIqQX
Rebecca's find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/A1hX4
Joan's find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/oDPDn
Jennifer's find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/2i7WP
Melissa's find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Craig Chandler Price 15

https://archive.is/UBSD5
Price's wikipedia entry.
https://archive.is/VxezJ
Price's murderypedia page.
https://archive.is/BEDEO
News story from 1993 which focused on efforts to keep Price from being released.
https://archive.is/sHAc9
Price is denied parole 1-2009.
He's currently scheduled for release in May 2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZztMxyBeNw
A news report about Price from 2015.

At the age of 13, Price broke into a home that was two doors down from his, grabbed a kitchen knife, and stabbed Rebecca 58 times. Two years later, high on LSD and marijuana, 15-year-old Price broke into the Heaton's home and stabbed Joan 57 times, stabbed 10-year-old Jennifer 62 times, before stabbing 8-year-old Melissa 50 times, then crushing her skull.
Victims: Dolores “Dodie” Lake Harris 40, Shelby Harris 15, Marc Harris 11, Warren Anthony “Tony” Harris 39

https://archive.fo/QNv7j
Dolores’ find a grave memorial.
https://archive.fo/haMs0
Shelby’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.fo/sD3AD
Marc’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.fo/bwgyx
Warren’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Anthony Kinge (aka: Anthony Michael Turner)

Kinge knocked on the door to the Harris’ home two days before Christmas, pretending to have a flat tire on his bicycle. Once inside, he tied them up at gunpoint, before raping and sodomizing Shelby. He then shot all four in the back of their heads, before dousing their bodies with gasoline and setting them on fire. Kinge was killed in a shootout with police months later when they attempted to arrest him.

Victim: Master Jaxson Ryder Clay 1

https://www.facebook.com/JusticeForJaxsonClay/
Jaxson’s facebook page.
https://archive.is/Mbouj
Jaxson’s obituary.

Attacker: Malcolm Lukei Artis

Jaxson was eating pizza in his home after attending the Weldon Christmas Parade, when a bullet fired by Artis penetrated through the wall and struck him in the head.

https://archive.is/SiSNQ Artis is arrested.
https://archive.is/givUG Another story on the crime and arrest.
Victim: Lily Mai Coats-Nichols 5

Lily was in the back seat of a car driven by her mother when, as they approached the street they lived on, Hughes shot at the car, with one of the bullets hitting Lily in the head.

Attacker: Jessie Deashawn Hughes

https://archive.is/Ehkhua
Lily is laid to rest.
https://www.facebook.com/LilyCoatsNichols/
Lily’s facebook memorial page.
https://archive.is/klioz
Lily’s obituary.
https://archive.is/5s84DB
Lily’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.is/sn3buW Cummings is charged.
https://archive.is/7F7hG Booker is charged.

Victim: Caleb Michael Lee 9

Story about the family’s attempts to cope with what happened when Caleb was still fighting for his life in the hospital.

https://archive.is/qncSW
Caleb’s obituary.

Attacker: Darian Cummings 17, Brian Booker Jr. 16

Caleb’s family was on their way home after visiting Disney World, when Cummings and Booker, who were attempting to flee police in a vehicle they carjacked hours earlier, crashed into their vehicle. Caleb died in the hospital May 5, 2017.
Victim: Kane Friess-Wylie 2

https://archive.is/MKGkP
Kane’s obituary.

Attacker: Gyasi Campbell

Kane died from head trauma due to abuse by Campbell, his mother’s ex-boyfriend who lived with them.

Victim: Ann Marie Harrison 15

https://archive.is/FOhle
A writeup of the crime.
https://archive.is/vrcQu
One of Ann’s childhood friends is interviewed after Nunley’s execution.
https://archive.is/Wtsq5
Ann’s find a grave memorial.

Attackers: Michael Anthony Taylor, Roderick Nunley

The pair, high on cocaine for two days straight, were driving a car they stole the night before, when they spotted Ann outside her house waiting for the school bus. Nunley hopped out and walked towards Ann, appearing to ask for directions, before hitting her, and forcing her into the car. They then drove to Nunley’s mother’s home. After being taken to the basement, Nunley and Taylor raped and sodomized her, before both men used kitchen knives to stab Ann 10 times in the throat and stomach as she begged for her life. They then drove the car to a nearby neighborhood and abandoned it, with Ann’s body in the trunk.
Victim: Tammy Jean Welch 10

https://archive.is/2t3L9
Tammy's find a grave memorial.

Attacker: James Leon Jackson

Tammy was playing outside, when Jackson, her neighbor, raped and strangled her. Jackson was linked to the murder by DNA in 2013.

https://archive.is/JqmbA
Cooper's wikipedia entry.
https://archive.is/A3iCW
Cooper's murderpedia page.
https://archive.is/D8mHm
Writeup against Cooper's clemency petition 7-2015.
https://archive.is/Msi46
A story on Cooper's clemency petition 8-2016.

Attacker: Kevin Cooper

Cooper, a prison escapee, broke into the Chino Hills home where the Ryan family, along with neighbor Christopher Hughes, were staying. Once inside, he slaughtered them with a hatchet, a knife, and an ice-pick. Joshua was the only survivor, despite having his throat cut.

Victims: Peggy Ann Howell Ryan 41, Franklyn Douglas Ryan 41, Jessica Kate Ryan 10, Joshua Ryan 8 (survived), Christopher Hughes 11

https://archive.is/BVImU
Peggy's find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/raB1w
Franklyn's find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/wQxzD
Jessica's find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/hMECh
Christopher's find a grave memorial.
Victim: Owen Buggay 3

Attacker: Brent A. Fields

Fields, the boyfriend of Owen’s mother, beat Owen and his siblings on a regular basis, including dangling Owen out of a 2nd story window by his ankle. He was taken to the hospital with bruises all over his body, and a hole in his intestines, which was the result of trauma to his stomach. He died at the hospital of septic shock.

Victim: Natalie 2 (survived)

Attacker: Derek Mason III

Mason beat Natalie, then used a microwave to heat up a container of water to boiling, before throwing it on Natalie. She was taken to the hospital with severe burns, lacerated liver, perforated bowel, broken leg, broken arm, and a lot of bruising.
Victim: Ryan T. Hacke

https://archive.li/Ss1Zx
Ryan’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Vaughn Mathis


https://archive.is/1UN99 Story about the crime.
https://archive.is/fteg Gordon is sentenced to 30 years in prison, Barrett was sentenced to 65 years, & the getaway driver Farr was sentenced to 5 years, but the court suspended the sentence.

Victim: Laylah C. "LeeLee Bear" Petersen

https://archive.is/feynH
Laylah’s find a grave memorial.

Attackers: Carl Barrett Jr., Arlis Gordon, Paul Farr

Barrett wanted revenge against someone for being acquitted in a murder case that day, so he shot more than a dozen bullets at what he thought was the defendant’s house. Instead, inside the house he shot at was Laylah, sitting on her Grandfather’s lap watching TV. She was struck in the forehead and killed.
Victim: Jayla 5 (survived)

https://archive.is/gw4zP Attacker's plead guilty. One defendant pleaded guilty to felony sexual exploitation of a child & misdemeanor battery. The second defendant pleaded guilty to aiding & abetting felony sexual conduct & aiding & abetting misdemeanor battery. The third boy pleaded guilty to accessory to the commission of a felony.

Judge Thomas Borresen Idaho 5th Judicial District

Attacker: 2 refugees from Eritrea, 1 from Iraq. Ages 14, 10, & 7

What officially happened has been sealed by Judge Thomas Borresen. Witnesses (see article) and people who have talked to the family, have stated that they stripped her naked, sexually assaulted her, and urinated on her, all the while recording the attack on a cellphone.

Victim: Gina Burger 16

https://archive.is/qXHFM Gina's find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Ricki D. Williams IV

Williams took Gina to the apartment of an acquaintance who lived in the complex where Gina lived and allowed them to "smoke a last cigarette". Then told the acquaintance, a female, to stab Gina. When the girl refused, he stabbed Gina once in the chest, smelling the knife after he pulled it out. He then took pictures (which investigators recovered) of Gina's body and sent them to an unknown number, then forced the girl to help dispose of the body in her son's playpen. He walked past Gina's mother and asked if she wanted to buy a "baby thing". When she declined, he kept walking until he got to the dumpster, where he disposed of it.
Victim: Anthony Lee Wilson 2

https://archive.is/YTOpW
My life of crime entry.
https://archive.is/WLTLg
Anthony’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.is/jR4zg
Wilson & Williams are charged.
https://archive.is/qgC9w
Closing arguments in the case.
https://archive.is/WikED
Williams is found guilty of murder & torture.

2-year-old Anthony was beaten and tortured by Williams, including 5 blows to his head. Wilson ignored what was happening to Anthony until he was in a vegetative state. He was admitted to the hospital 8-22-14 and died 10-5-14.

Victim: Reese Annette Bowman 8 months

https://archive.is/rcmH3
Bonnie’s blog of crime entry.
https://archive.is/ddiVo
Friends, family, & strangers join in prayer.
https://archive.is/og8D8
Reese’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.is/vsnPO
Walden is charged with multiple offenses, including 1st & 2nd” murder.
https://archive.io/23Pn4 Walden admits to killing Reese because she wouldn’t fall asleep.

Attacker: Leah Walden

Walden was caught on video covering Reese in multiple blankets, snatching her from her crib & slapping her, as well as covering her face w/blankets. She was found unresponsive later on that day & taken to the hospital, where she died.

Walden had told a co-worker earlier, “Girl, I’m frustrated. I’m sick of this little b****. I hate this little b****. She makes me want to punch her in the face.” “Watching that video is disturbing,” Criminal Investigations Chief Stanley Brandford said. “Reese Bowman, in my opinion, was tortured.”
Victim: Heather Ann Lynch Jackson 23, Celina Marie Jackson 3, Wayne Albert Jackson IV 20 months

https://archive.is/iM93C
Heather’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/k0XSD
Celina’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/7TzBB
Wayne’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Curtis Clinton

Clinton, who had just been released after 13 years for a 1997 murder, raped Heather and her 3-year-old daughter Celina, before strangling them along with her 20-month-old son. He was also wanted for an unrelated rape of a 17 year old girl.

Victim: Katelind Michael Marie “Katie” Caudill 13

https://archive.is/EDbt7
A million points of light page.
https://archive.is/g5a59
Katelind’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Melvin Keeling

Keeling’s oldest stepdaughter confided in Katelind that she was being sexually abused by him. After he found out that Katelind had talked to police, Keeling entered through an unlocked door and shot Katelind twice in the head. He later walked into a convenience store and shot the 2 female clerks after they refused to give him money and cigarettes. He killed himself a month later.
 Victim: Krystal Jean Baker 13

https://archive.is/q5625
My life of crime entry.
https://archive.is/ezaRy
Krystal’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Kevin Edison Smith

Smith kidnapped Krystal, then raped her, before using a welder’s line to strangle her. He then dumped her body on a road under a bridge. Her case remained unsolved until DNA taken from Smith for an unrelated charge, turned up a match in 2010.

 Victim: John Edward Swoveland Jr. 2

https://archive.is/fvoQd
John’s memorial is vandalized.
https://archive.is/L8Df4
John’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.is/3L5Bw Jurors are shown crime scene photos.
https://archive.is/HEGHX Smith is convicted & given an automatic life sentence. Prosecutors want to talk to him about several other unsolved murders he might be responsible for.

https://archive.is/FTt8 Story on the original crime.
https://archive.is/BCdU & charged.
https://archive.is/Hi7z Griffin is found guilty.
https://archive.is/FN74 Bradbury is found guilty.
https://archive.is/OYgh Griffin is sentenced to 60 years.
https://archive.is/24uh Teras Buchanan is sentenced to 35 years.
https://archive.is/Hi7r Williams is sentenced to 6 years w/ 2 suspended.
https://archive.is/ADkP State drops charges against Hodge.
https://archive.is/K2R3 Bradbury is sentenced to 90 years.
https://archive.is/BCdi Bradbury’s sentence is not pending.

Washington: 10 yrs
Malcolm: 4 yrs

60 years 60 years 35 years

6 years charges dropped 5 years

Attacker: Robert Griffin 19, Tyre Bradford 19, Teras Buchanan 18,
Daniel Williams 17, Joshua Hodge 18, Xavier Steven Priam 23, (not pictured): Cedric Washington 15, Malcolm Buchanan 17

Two rival gangs decided to meet for a fight. They pulled out handguns and fired at each other. One of the bullets from the .357 Magnum Griffin was firing missed its intended target and flew over a block away, striking John, who was playing in his front yard, in the chest.
Victim: Mary Clare "Molly" Conley 15

https://archive.is/1PDPdF
Tribute from the Washington state lacrosse community.
https://archive.is/5y40q
Molly’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Erick Nathan Walker

Molly was walking with friends to a sleepover to celebrate her 15th birthday, which was the previous day, when Walker went on a shooting spree. He fired his revolver out of his car window, hitting Molly in the neck and killing her. He then shot at several other homes, narrowly missing another 15 year old girl, and 2 other children in another home.

Victim: Genelle Renee Conway-Allen 13

https://archive.is/3XoF0
My life of crime entry.
https://archive.is/yeltD
Genelle’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Anthony Lamar Jones

Jones stalked Genelle as she walked from school. She was tied up, raped and sodomized, then strangled. Most news reports only say “sexually assaulted”.
Victim: Amanda ‘Raechel’ Maynard 15

https://archive.is/QRGEB
Amanda’s mother died the next year.
https://archive.is/Y4uWw
A million points of light page.
https://archive.is/KavIs
Amanda’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Kenneth Ray O’Neal Jr.

Amanda was home alone when O’Neal broke in. He raped and murdered Amanda, before stealing some possessions and heading back to a party at a house up the street. While there, he disposed of the sheath, washed his hands, told some jokes, and played the piano before leaving.

Victim: Esme Louise Kenney 13

https://archive.is/VU2vy
A million points of light page.
https://archive.is/gcz3O
Esme’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Anthony Kirkland

Kirkland (who was paroled for a 1986 murder in 2001) abducted Esme as she jogged around her neighborhood. He then raped and strangled her, attempting to burn her body to conceal the crime. He was arrested near the murder scene with her watch & iPod.
Victim: Jake Dakota Robel 6

https://archive.is/8ctBq
A million of points light darkened entry.
https://archive.is/l3NON
Jake’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Kim L. Davis

Jake’s mother stopped for fast food. Davis took the opportunity to steal the vehicle with Jake still in it. He pushed Jake out of the car, but he got stuck in the seatbelt outside of the vehicle. Davis dragged Jake for over 4 miles at speeds of over 80mph despite multiple attempts to get him to stop, before several vehicles surrounded his to force him to stop.

Victim: Kevin Benjamin Shifflett 8

https://archive.is/2qR3L
Thousand points of light page.
https://archive.is/Z5STF
Kevin’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Gregory Murphy

Kevin was playing in his grandmother’s front yard when Murphy walked up to him and said “I hate white people!” & slit Kevin’s throat. His grandmother & another woman were injured stopping Murphy’s attack. After being arrested, his prior hotel room was searched where a note saying: “kill them racist white kids” was found. DNA tied Murphy to the murder.
Victim: Christina LeAnn "Tina" Neal 12

https://archive.is/raC8i
Christina is remembered 10 years later in June 2010.
https://archive.is/UYBAq
Christina’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Jonathan Marcus Green

Green, who lived across the road from her family, kidnapped Christina as she walked home from a friend’s home. He then raped and strangled her. He first attempted to dispose of her body in a burn pile on top of a shallow grave, before putting it in a laundry bag, which was discovered by a cadaver dog.

https://archive.is/BfFL Story about Green’s upcoming execution, 5 days before it took place.
https://archive.is/dH15G Green is executed 10-20-2012.

Victim: Kayla Rolland 6

https://archive.is/UX6Cq
Kayla’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Dedrick Owens 6

Owens pulled a .32-caliber pistol and pointed it at two other girls in the room. Then he turned to Kayla and said, “I don’t like you!” Some say Kayla responded, “So?” Owens then pulled the trigger, fatally shooting six-year-old Kayla in the chest. When Judd heard the shot, she returned to the classroom and called 911 from her cell phone. Owens put the gun back in his desk and ran into the hall, where he was stopped by school officials. Paramedics arrived on the scene to find Kayla bleeding profusely from her wound. She was transported to Hurley Medical Center, where she was pronounced dead.

Because of his age, Owens was not charged with any crime.
Victim: Michael Connor Verkerke 9

https://archive.is/6AYe8B
Mother apologizes.
https://archive.is/vrm77L
Lawhorn is charged with murder.
https://archive.is/tpBknm
Lawhorn is found guilty of 1st degree murder.
https://archive.is/mFyvT
Lawhorn receives a "blended" sentence.
https://archive.is/ak80e
Lawhorn’s parents take turns serving a jail sentence for child abuse so that they can still "care" for their 3 other children.

Attacker: Jamaron Lawhorn 12

Police say Lawhorn’s attack on Michael was unprovoked and inexplicable. He didn’t know Michael before the attack, and had joined the 8-year-old and two friends on the playground.

Suddenly, he pulled a knife out of the sand and stabbed Michael multiple times in the back, authorities say. Police aren’t saying where Lawhorn got the weapon.

Michael ran to his home nearby and collapsed on the porch. He was taken to the hospital in critical condition and died hours later.

“I’ll always love you” were his last words to his brother.

Victim: Erik Richard Tornblom 17

https://archive.is/UPQCV
Robinson’s lawyers use racial bias in jury selection law to get him re-sentenced to life in prison. This doesn’t retroactively apply to his victim Erik Tornblom, who remains dead.
https://archive.is/um5wM
AG’s statement on the case.
https://archive.is/R932B
An editorial on the decision.
https://archive.is/R05HY
Read a story about the judge (who is black) that changed the sentences (3 different ones) on his last day before retirement.

Attackers: Marcus Reymond Robinson, Roderick Williams

As soon as they entered the car, Williams put the gun to the back of Erik Tornblom’s neck and forced him to drive to a location that Robinson and Williams ordered.

In his confession, Robinson stated that "the boy kept begging and pleading for us not to hurt him, because he didn’t have any money." After ordering Erik out of the car, the pair made him lie down. According to Robinson, Williams then shot Erik in the face with the shotgun.
Victim: Lauren Anne Deis

- Interview with Lisa Deis about her daughter’s death. https://archive.is/Camtn
- Justice for Caylee forum thread. https://archive.is/I12y3
- Community gathers for Lauren’s memorial. https://archive.is/TZHkX
- A tribute to Lauren made by her friends. https://archive.is/S6qBo
- Lauren’s MySpace (as a tribute to her). https://archive.is/pdxfz
- Lauren’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Tushon Brown

Brown, a serial sexual predator with prior convictions, lured Lauren over to his house under the pretense of doing some clerical work for him, then raped her and stabbed her to death. He had sex with her corpse, then attempted to cut off her leg so he could stuff her body in a clothes bin. Brown left her body in a basement closet for six days before putting it by a trash bin outside the high school. He claimed that Lauren agreed to have sex with him for $200, but that he refused to pay her afterwards & she attacked him, forcing him to kill her.

Victim: Chelsea Gail Porter

- A million points of light entry. https://archive.is/uDJnG
- Chelsea’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Demetrick D. Shepherd

Shepherd entered the apartment where Chelsea was sleeping to steal some car keys, when she awoke and he attacked her. He raped her, before stabbing her 11 times with a butcher knife. Police said Shepherd is acquainted with the son of a woman who lives at the apartment.
https://archive.is/0m4K Suspects admit to the crime.
https://archive.is/2mNV Interview w/Autumn’s parents:
“Our daughter was treated like a piece of trash.”
https://archive.is/yZKny Donte released.
https://archive.is/BkoVX Justin gets 17 yrs. He must serve
14. He will get out when he is 30-33 years old.

Victim: Autumn Leigh Pasquale 12

https://archive.is/ftL38
Autumn’s dad sues cops.
https://archive.is/Nsyax
Sues killer’s parents.
https://archive.is/aYM5p
Autumn’s find a grave memorial.

Attackers: Justin Robinson 15
Donte Robinson 17

Justin lured Autumn to his house, blocks
from hers, to exchange BMX bike parts.
Instead, he beat and strangled her for her
BMX bike. Her body was dumped in a recycle
bin in an abandoned house adjacent to his.

https://archive.is/41USy New info about man arrested for
the double murder.
https://archive.is/UnLwI Charged with murder.
https://archive.is/2oOsL He beat & raped a woman back in
https://archive.is/vR43k He was acquitted in the rape case,
but was convicted for a 2002 peeping tom incident.
https://archive.is/6tVzK Death Penalty paperwork filed

Victims: Amy Gibbins 22, Bryor Gibbins 5

https://archive.is/jELf3
Amy’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/a0J59
Bryor’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Derek Don Posey

Posey raped Amy, before beating her to
death. He then set her house on fire
before fleeing, causing her son Bryor to
die from smoke inhalation.
Victims: Savvas Philip Savopoulos 46, Amy Claire Savopoulos 47, Philip Savvas Savopoulos 10
https://archive.is/hVXq0
Savvas’ find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/S2yXZ
Amy’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/U7SZn
Philip’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Daron Dylon Wint
Wint, who used to work for the Savopoulos family as a welder, broke into the Savopoulos home & held the family & their housekeeper hostage for nearly 24 hours, torturing 10-year-old Philip in order to force the family to send over an envelope w/$40K. After the money was received, Savvas, Amy, & their housekeeper were beaten w/a baseball bat & stabbed. 10-year-old Philip was stabbed & burned. Their house was then set on fire.

https://archive.is/T82HQ
Adiele and Marley's obituary.
https://archive.is/Uyg6J
Adiele’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/Xpudz
Marley’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Riakos Lizana 21
Lizana admitted to killing Bobby Jean Galbraith, 40, and his stepdaughters, Marley Claire Crutchfield, 4, and Adiele Crutchfield, 6. Prosecutor Blake Baston says Lizana was a family acquaintance & that Lizana also acknowledged he broke into the Arkadelphia residence with the intention of committing a theft. Baston says why Lizana killed the two girls isn’t known.

Authorities say Lizana was charged after his palm print matched a bloody one found at the home.
Victim: Ashley Nicole Neves 14

https://archive.org/Q5c3Q
Mourners pay tribute.
https://archive.org/O1HJ6
Ashley’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: James Christopher Miley

Ashley's body was found near the St. Marys waterfront. Investigators said her throat had been slit and her face mutilated. While they said they were not certain of a motive, investigators said Mr. Miley likely was frustrated because Ashley would not date him.

Detective Sgt. T.J. Sievers said Ashley was hacked to death with a jagged weapon. Her body was found Sunday after residents of a nearby subdivision called police to complain about vultures in a wooded area. Her face was mangled to the point where a family member could not recognize her.

https://archive.org/SGVdM
He bragged about his crime to other inmates.
"He said he raped her and he killed her. He said he cut her head off." The inmate said.

https://archive.org/Q13WV
He was found guilty.

https://archive.org/O1HJ6
He was attacked in prison in September 2006, when an inmate tried to slit his throat.
https://archive.org/O1HJ6
He was captured in November 2014, along with 2 others. He was arrested 9 minutes later.

Victim: Emily Elizabeth "Emmy" Rime 5

https://archive.org/vH90A
Memorial dedicated to child abuse victims.
https://archive.org/OnkGx
Emily’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Lindsey Bruce

Bruce kidnapped Emily and raped her, before killing her and cutting off her head. He then discarded her body in nearby Heisel Park. Emily’s DNA was found on his genitals, and his right forearm had three small scratches. He was arrested 10 days later.
Victim: Allison Griffor 5

https://archive.org/2zFAM Article about original crime.
https://archive.org/56cWU Update - still no charges, but the people they believe responsible are currently in prison on unrelated charges.

Attacker: Phillip Moses, Franklin Glover, Shyrome Johnson, Levell Leonard Grant

Allison Griffor was sleeping in her bed at her family’s home in Charleston, South Carolina, early on Tuesday, when a pellet from a shotgun fired through the front door hit her, and lodged in her brain.

Her father William had gone to the front door when he heard it being kicked, but before he could open it, shots were fired through and he was also hit. His daughter was sleeping in the front room.

“The bullets had went through the door, through the wall, shooting her in the head as she lay sleeping in her safe bed. I was injured in the incident, but our daughter was critically injured.”

Victim: Jonathan Paul Foster 12

https://archive.org/vrYmm Another story.
https://archive.org/OwF9X Homicide detectives describe Nelson as “soulless” & may have other victims.
https://archive.org/n2HOx Found guilty via trial by judge.
Life in prison, since the death penalty wasn’t being pursued.

Attacker: Mona Yvette Nelson

Nelson abducted Jonathan on Christmas Eve, 2010, and burned him to death with a blowtorch. Jonathan’s body burned body was found four days later, wrapped in carpet in a drainage ditch.

No evidence of a motive for Jonathan’s killing was ever turned up, and the boy’s body was so badly burned, pathologists could not determine how he was killed.

Houston Police Department Homicide Detective Mike Miller called Nelson a “cold, soulless murderer who showed an absolute lack of remorse in taking the life of Jonathan Foster.” He called the boy’s death “an absolute tragedy that can’t be put into words.”
Victim: Kelli Joy O'Laughlin 14

https://archive.fo/dcCKV
Kelli Memorial Foundation
https://archive.is/Ovati
Kelli’s find a grave memorial

Victim: Emily Elizabeth Haddock 12

https://archive.fo/sugaX
The murder of innocence memorial.
https://archive.fo/g4vZw
A million points of light entry.
https://archive.fo/KxZUc
A Christian memorial.
https://archive.fo/YQwZY
Emily’s find a grave memorial.

https://archive.fo/76z77 David Duke’s report on this horrible crime that has been buried.
https://archive.fo/3odu3 Currie, the shooter, got life w/o parole. Smith 60 – 70 months, Echiro 116 months. Harrison 93 – 121 months, White was released w/time served.
https://archive.fo/WbAKT Ryan Jermar White still hasn’t turned his life around.

Attacker: John Wilson Jr.

Kelli was stabbed to death when she came home as Wilson was burglarizing the house. Following her murder, Wilson taunted the girl’s mother, Brenda O’Laughlin, with texts from Kelli’s stolen cell phone.

Attacker: Sherrod Nicholas Harrison 19, Michael Graham Currie 18, Van Roger Smith Jr. 16, Perry Ross Schiro 19, Ryan Jermar White 18

Emily was home sick from school, when the group broke into her home. Currie shot her 1x in the mouth, & 1x in the back of the head. Her body was found later that same day by her grandfather.
Victim: Kathryn Elizabeth Grabinsky Harvey 39, Bryan Teber Harvey 49, Stella Ann Harvey 9, Ruby Ray Harvey 4, Sheryl Ann “Sherri” Warner 57
https://archive.is/1Xe5s8
Kathryn’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/PTz21T
Bryan’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/K7Wap
Stella’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/5fexW
Ruby’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/8ndt1

Attacker: Ricky Jovon Gray, Ray Joseph Dandridge
In the early afternoon of January 1, 2006, Kathryn, Bryan, Stella, and Ruby Harvey, a family of four, were found dead: beaten, slashed, and bound with electrical cord and tape in the basement of their burning house in the Woodland Heights district of Richmond, Virginia. Bryan and Kathryn died of blunt-force trauma to the head, Stella of smoke inhalation and blunt-force trauma to the head, and Ruby of stab wounds to her back, one of which punctured her lung.

Gray killed Warner with a gunshot to the head, then left her body hanging in her basement by an electrical cord. Before setting the house on fire.

Victim: Cherie Michele Morrisette 11
https://archive.is/F2wls
A million points of light entry.
https://archive.is/DYang
Cherie’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Robert Shelton Mitchell
On Dec. 2, 1996, Cherie left her apartment in Mandarin, on the south side of Jacksonville, after arguing with her sister, 12, over washing the dishes, Mr. Mulligan said. Six days later, her clothed body was found in the St. Johns River, 13 miles away. An autopsy found no signs of foul play. But forensics testing found evidence of semen, and detectives classified the case as a homicide, Mr. Mulligan said.

After a DNA profile was developed from the sample, it was sent to the nationwide DNA bank, which matched it to a sample provided by Mitchell, who became a registered sex offender for sexual contact with a 13 year old in 2003.

https://archive.is/WNHya News about a breakthrough in the then decade-old case.
https://archive.is/ttYQd FL Sex Offender registry shows him as a permanent resident of the Dept. of Corrections. He was convicted 10-23-2007 & transferred there 12-12-2007.
Victims: Carl "Bubba" Webster Parker 56, Bobbie Jo Aulridge Parker 45, Gregory Wade Parker 12, Charlotte Jo Parker 9

https://archive.is/xULvZ
Dean Parker (Carl’s son & Bobbie’s stepson), dies waiting for justice 6-2017.
https://archive.is/sZw1Y
Carl’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/TqYq
ttp://archive.is/mv9bo
Bobbie’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/is860x
Gregory’s find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/0QXOl
Charlotte’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Robert Simon Jr., Anthony Carr

The Parker family, returning home from church, walked in on the pair burglarizing their home. After tying them up, they beat 12-year-old Gregory, before shooting everyone. They raped raped & sodomized 9-year-old Charlotte. They then cut off one of Carl’s fingers to steal his wedding ring, before setting the house on fire.

Victim: Jennifer Ann Lewis 9

https://archive.is/ajN3n
Jennifer’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Stanley Carter Liggins

Jennifer left her home around 6 p.m. to go to a nearby liquor store to buy a pack of Juicy Fruit gum. 3 hours later her body was found engulfed in flames behind Jefferson School in Davenport. An autopsy found that she had been raped, strangled, doused w/ gasoline, & set on fire.
Victims: Samantha Brady 13, Sharon Brady 40

Attacker: Ronald Lee Kyles

Kyles entered the Brady’s apartment through a bedroom window, raped Samantha & Sharon Brady, then stabbed them to death. He was linked to the crime in 2015 by DNA.

Victim: Stacy Knappenger 15

Attacker: Thomas Young

Young entered Stacy’s home through a back door, before chasing her into the master bedroom and punching her in the face. He beat her, before raping her, then stabbing her to death with a broken glass ashtray. Stacy’s body was found with more than 50 injuries, including bite marks, stab wounds, broken ribs, and bruises all over her body. DNA he left at the crime scene was matched to a DNA sample taken from him by law enforcement in 2008, when he was arrested for molesting his 15-year-old granddaughter in Illinois. A jury subsequently
Victim: Melissa Jaroschak 11

https://archive.is/qE6bp9
Melissa’s first find a grave memorial.
https://archive.is/7do4X
Melissa’s second find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Scott D. Oliver

Oliver was seen leaving with Melissa, who had to go home to make curfew. Melissa’s body was found near an old railroad loading dock not far from the Lehigh River.

Victim: Cynthia Waxman 11

https://archive.is/63Hvj
Cynthia's find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Charles Jackson

Cynthia and her cousin had wandered into the woods behind the baseball field, following a stray cat. Cynthia stayed with the cat while her cousin went to get money to buy some food for it. Her cousin returned minutes later, but Cynthia was gone. She was found hours later, having been raped and strangled.

The case was solved 27 years later, when a DNA match identified Cynthia’s murderer as Oakland serial killer: Charles ‘Junior’ Jackson, who died of a heart attack in February 2002 while serving a life sentence for a 1982 rape and murder.
Victim: Julie M. McElhiney 13

https://archive.is/Tie5R
Julie’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Curtis Tucker

Julie was found face down on the 2nd floor of her family’s apartment at 3022 Pleitner Ave. in Oakland, CA. She was transported to the hospital, where she was pronounced dead, with the cause of death being blunt force trauma to her head. The coroner also found an injury to her vaginal area. The case was solved 30 years later when Tucker’s DNA was found on the clothes Julie was wearing when she was raped and murdered.

Victim: Marcia Virginia Trimble 9

https://archive.is/OFn09
Personal diary recordings of Marcia Trimble.

https://archive.is/wzyYS
Marcia’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Jerome Sydney Barrett

Marcia Virginia Trimble was a 9-year-old girl who disappeared on February 25, 1979, while delivering Girl Scout Cookies in Green Hills, an affluent area in Nashville, Tennessee. Her body was discovered 33 days after her disappearance, on Easter Sunday, near the Trimble family home. She had been sexually assaulted. The case went unsolved for 30 years. A suspect was charged in 1979 but was released in 1980 for lack of evidence. In 2008, Jerome Sydney Barrett was charged with the assault and murder of Marcia Trimble, after DNA evidence recovered from her remains linked him to the crime. Barrett had been convicted in other attacks on women and children around the time of Trimble’s murder. On July 10, 2009, a jury convicted him. He was sentenced to 44 years in prison.
Victim: Logan Dean Tipton 6

https://archive.is/g1eHK
Logan is laid to rest.
https://archive.is/KJMFD
Logan’s find a grave memorial.

Attacker: Ronald Exantus

https://archive.is/2KKLl Story about the crime.
https://archive.is/qnIgF Exantus is found not guilty by reason of insanity on charges of murder and burglary, and
guilty but mentally ill on the charge of assault 3-19-18.
https://archive.is/ziyen The jury recommends 20 years.
Exantus could be eligible for parole as soon as 12-2019.

Exantus broke in and stabbed Logan multiple times in the head with a knife.